CHAPTER 5
LOCAL-ONLY ALTERNATIVE – ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING,
IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

5.A WATER RECYCLING
5.A.1 LAND USE AND PLANNING
5.A.1.1 SETTING
Existing Land Uses and General Plan and Zoning Designations
The site of the proposed Recycled Water Facility at the WWTF is located within unincorporated
Santa Cruz County. The predominant land use in the vicinity of the WWTF and the proposed
Recycled Water Facility is agriculture, primarily fruit and vegetable croplands. The lands
adjacent to the WWTF are considered Prime Farmland, specifically Type 3 agricultural lands,
which are prime agricultural lands located within the Coastal Zone. The Recycled Water Facility
is zoned “Commercial Agriculture” (CA).
The WWTF is designated as a Public Facility in the Santa Cruz County General Plan/Local
Coastal Program. The Public Facility designation includes schools, fire stations, churches,
hospitals, cemeteries, sanitary landfills, and water supply and treatment facilities. The Recycled
Water Facility site is designated Agriculture in the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP.
The proposed Recycled Water Facility at the WWTF, the North Dunes Recharge Basin, and
associated pipelines are within the City of Watsonville planning area, and they are designated
Agriculture in the Land Use Diagram of the Watsonville 2005 General Plan. Lands designated
as Agriculture are to be preserved for the production of food, fiber, flowers and other agricultural
products, including the growing of crops and/or animal or poultry husbandry and grazing. The
General Plan indicates that all lands that lie outside of the City’s urban limit line, but within its
planning area, are designated Agriculture, regardless of its size or actual use.

Sensitive Land Uses
The nearest sensitive land uses are residences located approximately 300 feet west-northwest of
the proposed Recycled Water Facility site. Residences are also approximately 1,000 feet east of
the proposed North Dunes Recharge Basin. The recycled and blended water would be applied to
agricultural crops in the Coastal Zone.
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Consistency with General Plan Policies and Zoning Designations
The water supply generated by the proposed Recycled Water Facility would be used to offset a
portion of the irrigation demands in the coastal area during the irrigation season. This recycled
water would support agriculture and would help to balance the groundwater basin. While the
facility is not technically an agricultural use, it is intended to support long-term agricultural
operations by supplying water for irrigation. As a result, it would be consistent with Goal 3.3
and Implementation Measure 3.F.4 of the Watsonville General Plan, as well as with
Objective 5.8b, Programs C and H, Policy 5.13.6, Policy 5.13.17, and Program F of the Santa
Cruz County General Plan/LCP’s Conservation and Open Space Element. The Recycled Water
Facility may be inconsistent with Policy 5.13.8 of the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP,
which requires that agricultural support facilities be located off good agricultural soils, or on the
perimeter of good agricultural soils. However, the proposed site is adjacent to the existing
WWTF. The responsibility for determining consistency with general plan policies rests with the
City of Watsonville and Santa Cruz County.
The proposed pipelines would not result in a long-term loss of agricultural land because they
would be located underground, and farming as occurs at present would resume within the
construction corridor following pipeline installation. Therefore, these facilities would be
consistent with Policies 5.13.6 and 5.13.22 and Program F of the Santa Cruz County General
Plan/LCP, and Goal 3.3, Policy 3.F, and Implementation Measures 3.F.1, 3.F.2, and 3.F.4 of the
Watsonville General Plan.
The lands adjacent to the WWTF and at the North Dunes Recharge Basin site are zoned CA,
Commercial Agriculture. The proposed facilities are not explicitly permitted uses within areas
zoned CA. The principle permitted land uses within the CA zone are agricultural pursuits for the
commercial cultivation of plant crops and the commercial raising of animals. In addition to these
principally permitted uses, other uses are allowed for “dams, canals and aqueducts of any public
water project” (Section 13.10.312 [b] of the Santa Cruz County Code). Although the proposed
recycling facilities do not include a dam, canal or aqueduct, they are part of a public water
project with the overall goal of expanding the available water supply, and thereby preserving and
enhancing agriculture in the Pajaro Valley. The responsibility for making a conclusive
determination of project consistency with zoning rests with the Santa Cruz County Planning
Commission.

5.A.1.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.1.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.A.1.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.A.1-1: Construction of the proposed Recycled Water Facility and supplemental
wells would result in short-term disturbance of adjacent land uses. Less than Significant.
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Implementation of mitigation identified in this EIR, while not required, would assist in
ensuring that the impact would remain at a less-than-significant level.
The proposed Recycled Water Facility would not alter surrounding land uses, and would not
disrupt or divide the community. Construction disturbance related to pipelines could temporarily
constrain access to adjacent farmlands along Panabaker Road, Beach Road and San Andreas
Road by blocking roadways and driveways. However, this would be a temporary impact that
results more in inconvenience to motorists than a substantial impact and, therefore, would not be
expected to substantially impair agricultural operations. Typical pipeline construction activities
would be expected to last approximately one week at any given location along the pipeline
alignments. Mitigation measures are presented in Sections 5.A.6 (Traffic and Circulation),
5.A.7 (Air Quality), and 5.A.8 (Noise) would reduce the potential impacts of construction to
nearby residents to less-than significant levels. Therefore, this impact would be considered less
than significant.
Measure 5.A.1-1 (Recommended): Implement Measure 4.A.1-1.
See also mitigation measures in Sections 5.A.6, Traffic and Circulation, 5.A.7, Air Quality,
and 5.A.8, Noise, of this EIR.
________________________
Impact 5.A.1-2: Implementation of the proposed Recycled Water Facility and the North
Dunes Recharge Basin would result in the permanent conversion of up to 23.5 acres of
Prime Farmland. Significant and Unavoidable.
The Local Only Alternative (LOA) would require a total of 2,200 acres of prime farmland to be
fallowed. Construction of the proposed Recycled Water Facility at the WWTF, as a part of the
LOA, would result in the conversion of approximately eight acres of Prime Farmland from
agricultural use to water treatment and storage facilities, thereby precluding farming on the
project site. Additionally, implementation of Mitigation Measure 5.A.3-4a in Section 5.A.3,
Hydrology and Water Quality, would result in the conversion of an additional 11 acres of Prime
Farmland near the WWTF for advanced water treatment facilities. Because all surrounding lands
are considered Prime Farmland, no feasible alternative site is available that would reduce or
avoid the conversion of Prime Farmland. Development of the site would therefore contribute to
the cumulative loss of Prime Farmland in the region. This would be considered a significant
impact.
Construction of the North Dunes Recharge Basin would result in the permanent loss of
approximately 4.5 acres of Prime Farmland (3 acres for the side slopes of the basin, and 1.5 acres
for the service road extending around the basin). The basin bottom (25 acres) would be available
for farming during the summer and fall of each year for the life for the project. The total amount
of Prime Farmland that would be permanently removed from agricultural production for the life
of the project as a result of the Recycled Water Facility, the advanced water treatment facilities
identified in Mitigation Measure 5.A.3-4a, and the North Dunes Recharge Basin is 23.5 acres.
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The proposed pipelines would not result in a long-term loss of agricultural land because they
would be located underground, and farming as occurs at present would resume within the
construction corridor following pipeline installation.
Measure 5.A.1-2: None available; this impact would be significant and unavoidable.
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5.A.2 GEOLOGY, SOILS, AND SEISMICITY
5.A.2.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.2 for a discussion of regional geologic conditions, soils, and seismicity.
The area encompassing the Watsonville Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF) and the
associated proposed project facilities and pipeline alignments is primarily low-lying, flat to
gently sloping topography. To the north and south, the land slopes gently toward the river. The
levees along the river provide the local topographic relief in the area.

Geology
The proposed project area includes young floodplain desposits adjacent to the Pajaro River,
terrace deposits on the north side of Watsonville Slough and the eolian (sand) deposits that
comprise the North Dunes recharge area. The area has deep alluvial soils comprised of younger
(Holocene) floodplain deposits consisting of unconsolidated, relatively fine-grained,
heterogeneous deposits of sand and silt and commonly including relatively thin, discontinuous
layers of clay (Dupre and Tinsley, 1980). The Watsonville Slough and Pajaro floodplain
contains locally abundant gravel deposits. The geologic materials have moderate porosity and
permeability and the depth to the water table is generally less than 2 meters (m). Table 5.A.2-1
summarizes geologic conditions, soil types, and seismic response at the locations of each
component of the water recycling and storage components.

Soils
Tables 5.A.2-1 and 5.A.2-2 list the soils underlying the components of this project and their
general characteristics. These are generally highly productive soils and almost entirely under
cultivation. No part of the area is within a designated zone of mineral, aggregate, oil and gas, or
geothermal resources.

Seismicity
Table 5.A.2-1 also summarizes seismic characteristics of the proposed project area. Earthquake
groundshaking is the primary seismic hazard affecting the area. The entire area is expected to
experience groundshaking intensity IX in a major earthquake (McCrory et al., 1977) and
associated peak ground accelerations of 0.50g - 0.55g.1 Floodplain deposits would tend to
amplify ground movement to a greater extent than more consolidated terrace deposits. No part of
the area with proposed project facilities lies within a tsunami hazard area.

1

Please refer to Table 3.2.2 in Section 3.2 for a description of the Modified Mercalli scale.
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TABLE 5.A.2-1
SUMMARY OF GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS
WATER RECYCLING PROJECT COMPONENTS

Project Component

Underlying
Geology

Overlying Soilsa

Watsonville
Wastewater Treatment
Facility - Recycled
Water Facility

Floodplain deposits
with sand silt and
gravel

Fluvaquentic
Haploxeroll

Recycled Water
Pipeline

Floodplain deposits,
terrace deposits,
eolian deposits with
sand silt and gravel

Fluvaquentic
Haploxeroll,
Clear Lake Clay,
Baywood Loam,

Potential
Groundshaking
Amplificationb

Liquefaction
Potentialc

High to Very high.
Groundshaking
amplification likely.

Moderate (MMI

Moderate to high

High to very high
in floodplain, Low
on terrace deposits
and eolian deposits

High

Low to Moderate

Moderate

Low

Baywood Loamy sand,
Elder Sandy Loam,
North Dune Extraction
Wells

Eolian sand deposits

Elder sandy Loam

Pipeline from Harkins
Slough recharge basin
to North Dunes
recharge basin.

Terrace and eolian
deposits

Baywood Loam,
Baywood Loamy sand,
Elder Sandy Loam,

_________________________
a
b
c

Refer to Section 3.2 and Table 5.A.2-2 in this section for further disacussion of soil types.
Based on general geologic characteristics and the ability for the particular deposit to amplify groundshaking in an
earthquke. For example, saturated loose sand would amplify the ground movement considerably more than
bedrock.
Very High Liquefaction Susceptibility – Sediments for which engineering testing and the presence of a shallow
water table confirm the susceptibility for liquefaction in addition to historical evidence of liquefaction and failure
during the 1906 earthquake. Sediments in this category are quite likely to liquefy and fail in an earthquake. High
Liquefaction Susceptibility – Sediments for which engineering testing and the presence of a shallow water table
suggests the susceptibility for liquefaction but no historical evidence of liquefaction has been reported. Sediments
in this category are likely to liquefy in an earthquake. Moderate Liquefaction Susceptibility – Sediments may
liquefy in the event of a nearby earthquake and include those with high susceptibility but where historical evidence
of liquefaction is absent. Low Liquefaction Susceptibility – Sediments that are unlikely to liquefy, even in the event
of a major earthquake.

According to the Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD) jurisdictional structures are artificial
barriers, together with appurtenant works, that are 25 feet or more in height or have an
impounding capacity of 50 acre-feet or more. Any artificial barrier not in excess of six feet in
height, regardless of storage capacity, or that has a storage capacity not in excess of 15 acre-feet,
regardless of height, is not considered jurisdictional (DSOD, 2001). Therefore, DSOD would
have jurisdiction over the recharge basin proposed for the North Dunes area (but the Expanded
College Lake project is a DSOD jurisdictional facility).
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TABLE 5.A.2-2
SOILS IN THE WATSONVILLE WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT AREA
AND ALONG PROPOSED FACILITIES

Soil

Capability
Class

Slope

Storie
Index

Erosion
Hazard

Other

Conejo loam

0-2%

I irrigated
III nonirrigated

62

slight - moderate

Clear Lake clay

0-2%

II irrigated
III nonirrigated

43

slight

Elder sandy loan

0 - 2%

I irrigated
II nonirrigated

90

slight

90

slight

high shrinkswell, low
strength

San Emidgio
Variant sandy
loam*

0 - 2%

I irrigated
III nonirrigated

Fluvaquentic
Haploxeroll-Aquic
Xerofluvent
complex

0 to 15%

III

30 - 69

slight

Baywood Variant
loamy sand

0 - 2%

III

51

slight

Baywood loamy
sand

0 - 2%

III

72

slight, subject to
blowing

_________________________
SOURCE: *Soil Conservation Service, Soil Survey of Santa Cruz County, California, 1980

______________________________________________________________________________

Regulatory Framework
Please refer to Section 3.2 for information regarding regulatory framework.

5.A.2.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please see Section 4.A.2.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.
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5.A.2.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.A.2-1: Seismic groundshaking and its secondary effects, including localized
liquefaction and related ground failure from a major earthquake in the in Santa Cruz
County or the Monterey Bay region, could cause structural damage to pipelines, diversion
facilities, extraction pumps and recycled water system equipment. Significant. With
mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant
level.
Groundshaking is an unavoidable hazard for facilities in the San Francisco Bay and Monterey
Bay region. The degree of hazard depends, in part, on the seismic hazards of the site and partly
on the type of structure, its materials, and construction quality. Groundshaking at the Recycled
Water Facility could cause structural damage to the facility structures or unsecured objects, such
as equipment and machinery. Damage of the structural elements of the facility buildings (or to
the machinery) from a seismic event could result in temporary cessation of facility operations.
Because the recycled water pipelines are underground, structural damage to the actual pipe and
pipe joints is expected to be less than damage to aboveground structures. The effects of
groundshaking on specific soil types along the pipeline alignments would determine the behavior
of the pipeline during an earthquake. Earthquake groundshaking likely will occur at some time
over the life of the project and damage to some systems, as well as service disruptions, should be
expected. This damage probably would consist of nonstructural and aesthetic damage
considering the type of proposed components (pipelines, equipment), the nature of the underlying
geology, and modern earthquake engineering design. Temporary service disruption would be
anticipated to last between 24 and 72 hours while facility maintenance managers identify, isolate,
and repair damaged or malfunctioning systems. Groundshaking hazards are unavoidable but
through adequate mitigation, as discussed below, the risk of injury and loss of life due to an
earthquake can be reduced to a less-than-significant level. The purpose of the mitigation is to
reduce the potential for injury and the length of service interruptions during and after a seismic
event.
Measure 5.A.2-1: All facilities will comply with applicable policies and appropriate
engineering investigation practices necessary to reduce the potential detrimental effects of
groundshaking and liquefaction. Construction shall be in accordance with applicable City
and County ordinances and policies regarding mitigation of seismic and geologic hazards,
including applicable safety goals and policies presented in the Public Safety Element of the
Santa Cruz County Plan. Appropriate geotechnical studies will be conducted using
generally accepted and appropriate engineering techniques for determining the
susceptibility of the sites to liquefiable soils and related ground failures. A licensed
geotechnical engineer will prepare recommendations applicable to foundation design,
earthwork, and site preparation prior to or during the project design phase.
Recommendations will address mitigation of site-specific, adverse soil and bedrock
conditions that could hinder development. Project engineers will implement these
recommendations. Geotechnical design and design criteria will comply with applicable
codes and requirements of the 1994 or 1997 UBC with California additions (CCR Title
24), applicable City construction and grading ordinances.
________________________
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Impact 5.A.2-2: Proposed pipeline, diversion facilities and water filtration systems could
incur damage as a result of underlying soil properties (subsidence, high shrink-swell
potential, and corrosivity). Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The soil types at the Recycled Water Facility and along the pipeline route vary relative to the
location. Each soil type in the project area possesses characteristics that could limit development
of building structures or other facilities. These limitations include the shrink-swell capability
(expansive behavior) and corrosivity. One or more of these soil properties could impact portions
of the proposed project.
Soils with high potential for shrink-swell are found in various locations throughout the proposed
project area (see Table 5.A.2-2). Soils that underlie each of the pipeline alignments exhibit
expansive qualities to depths of up to five feet below the surface. Shrink-swell behavior in soils
could adversely impact subsurface pipelines buried up to five feet below the surface and
foundations of above ground facilities.
Unless properly mitigated, shrink-swell soils could exert additional pressures on below-grade
facilities, producing shrinkage cracks that allow water infiltration and compromise the integrity
of backfill material. Depending on the depth of buried pipelines, soil in expansion or contraction
could lead to undue lateral pipeline stress and stress of structural joints. Lateral stresses could,
over time, lead to pipeline rupture or leaks in the coupling joints. Shrinkage cracks could form in
native soils adjacent to the pipeline trench or in backfill material if expansive soils are used. If
shrinkage cracks extend to sufficient depths, groundwater can infiltrate into the trench, causing
piping (progressive erosion of soil particles along flow paths) or settlement failure of the backfill
materials. Settlement failure can also occur if expansive soils are used in backfill and undergo
continued expansion and contraction. Over time these soils could settle, resulting in
misalignment or damage to buried facilities.
The effects of shrink-swell soils could damage foundations of aboveground structures, paved
service roads, and concrete slabs. Surface structures with foundations constructed in expansive
soils would experience expansion and contraction depending on the season and the amount of
surface water infiltration. The expansion and contraction could exert enough pressure on the
structures to result in cracking, settlement, and uplift.
The conductivity of soils may be high enough in the project area to corrode underground metal
pipes and electrical conduits. Over time, pipe corrosion could lead to pipeline failure, resulting
in localized surface flooding of water or localized settlement of surface soils in the location of
the failure. Failed subsurface electrical conduits could result in electrical short-circuiting. This
would reduce power temporarily to the facility and possibly result in temporary shutdown of
operations.
Measure 5.A.2-2: All diversion and pipeline facilities will comply with applicable
policies and appropriate engineering investigation practices necessary to reduce the
potential detrimental effects of expansive soils, and corrosivity. Appropriate geotechnical
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studies will be conducted using generally accepted and appropriate engineering techniques
for determining the susceptibility of the sites to unstable, weak or corrosive soils. A
licensed geotechnical engineer will prepare recommendations applicable to foundation
design, earthwork, and site preparation prior to or during the project design phase.
Recommendations will address mitigation of site-specific, adverse soil and bedrock
conditions that could hinder development. Project engineers will implement the
recommendations. Geotechnical design and design criteria will comply with applicable
codes and requirements of the 1994 or 1997 UBC with California additions (CCR
Title 24), applicable City construction and grading ordinances.
________________________
Impact 5.A.2-3: Construction of the proposed facilities could result in accelerated erosion
and attendant loss of soil resources and effects on sediment discharges in water courses.
The impact would be significant on slopes over two percent and in areas with soils having
moderate or greater erosion hazard. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR,
the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The Recycled Water Facility and pipelines would be in flat areas or areas with soils having low
erosion hazard. However, the operation of construction equipment and vehicles, trench
excavation, and soil stockpiling would expose loose soils to erosion if construction occurs in the
rainy season. Soils exposed by construction operations have a tendency to be dislodged and
transported by rain, surface watering, or temporary construction discharges. Soil erosion and loss
of topsoil during a large construction project that extends over several months can be significant
and result in project delays due to required soil restabilization, regrading, and soil removal from
drainage structures.
Measure 5.A.2-3a: All grading and construction will conform to requirements of the
Santa Cruz County Grading Ordinance.
Measure 5.A.2-3b: Site grading and construction work areas will expose as little new
ground surface as possible. Vegetation cover should be left intact to the extent practical.
Measure 5.A.2-3c: To the extent possible, grading activities in noncropped areas will be
limited to the period between April 15 and October 15. If dry conditions persist after
October 15, one-week extensions of grading activities will be obtained from the County
Public Works Department. In areas where the soil is tilled, grading activities will be
coordinated with the local farmers to ensure consistency between their erosion control and
farming practices and construction disturbance.
Measure 5.A.2-3d: Implement best construction practices at all grading sites, regardless
of soil erodibility hazard.
Measure 5.A.2-3e: Upon completion of construction at all sites, loose soils shall be
removed or spread and all areas shall be re-soiled and reseeded to ensure that a stable soil
cover will remain.
Measure 5.A.2-3f: PVWMA will prepare and implement an inspection and maintenance
program for the right-of-way and all facility sites. The plan will include routine inspection
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plans and reporting, and prescriptive methods for correcting erosion or soil instability
problems.
_________________________

REFERENCES – Geology, Soils and Seismicity
Dupre and Tinsley, 1980.
McCrory et al., 1977.
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Soil Survey of Santa Cruz County,
California, 1980.
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5.A.3 HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
5.A.3.1 SETTING
Overview
This alternative would be similar to the Water Recycling project component under the BMP 2000
Alternative presented in Section 4.A.3, except that the proposed Recycled Water Facility would
operate year-round (as opposed to during the irrigation season only). During the nonirrigation
season, the recycled water would be percolated to the shallow groundwater aquifer via the
Harkins Slough recharge basin and a new North Dunes recharge basin for storage and subsequent
recovery via new extraction wells during the subsequent irrigation season.
The other key difference between this element and the BMP 2000 Alternative is that no blending
is proposed to maintain total dissolved solids (TDS) levels at or below 500 milligrams per liter
(mg/L) during low-demand periods. When agricultural demand is high, blending would be
achieved at the Recycled Water Facility and additional water would be added to meet the
demand, which would consequently lower TDS levels. In terms of hydrology and water quality,
the key differences between this alternative and the BMP 2000 Alternative analyzed in Section
4.A.3 are the quality of the irrigation water and the percolation of recycled water into the shallow
aquifer. This section focuses on these issues. Please refer to Section 3.3 for information on the
regional setting and overall regulatory context associated with the water recycling component of
the Local-Only Alternative.

Regulatory Setting
California Department of Health Services (DHS)
The Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) would be responsible for issuing Waste
Discharge Requirements (WDRs) for the proposed percolation of recycled water (see Section 3.3
for additional detail); however, the DHS also would be consulted to assure the protection of
public health. The DHS issued draft regulations regarding the recharge of groundwater with
recycled water in April 2001.1 The key relevant portions of these regulations are presented
below.

!

All recycled water shall be from a wastewater collection system operating under a
comprehensive industrial pretreatment and pollutant source control program, approved by
the RWQCB for the control of discharge of toxic wastes from point sources.

!

The wastewater must be filtered, disinfected tertiary recycled water.

1

To see the complete text of these draft regulations, please refer to:
http://www.dhs.ca.gov/ps/ddwem/publications/regulations/recycleregs_/index.htm
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!

For a surface spreading project, the applied recycled water shall be retained underground
for a minimum of six months prior to extraction for use as a drinking water supply, and
shall not be extracted within 500 feet of a point of recharge.

!

Total nitrogen concentration of the recycled water shall not exceed “X” mg/L (“X” has not
yet been defined, but could be anywhere from 1 to 10 in the final criteria).

!

The recycled water shall be in compliance with primary and secondary maximum
contaminant levels.

!

The total organic carbon of the filtered wastewater shall not exceed 16 mg/L for more than
two consecutive days.

!

The average Recycled Water Contribution2 shall not exceed 0.50.

Numerous other requirements relating to monitoring, reporting, and compliance procedures are
described in the regulations and related statutes, adopted June 2001, and contained in the
publication titled California Health Laws Related To Recycled Water (The Purple Book). The
Purple Book contains excerpts from the California Health and Safety Code, Water Code, and
Titles 22 and 17 of the California Code of Regulations.

State Water Resource Control Board (SWRCB)
Resolution 68-16 of the SWRCB addresses maintenance of water quality in California, and
states:
Whenever the existing quality of water is better than the quality established in policies as
of the date on which such policies become effective, such existing high quality will be
maintained until it has been demonstrated to the State that any change will be consistent
with maximum benefit to the people of the State, will not unreasonably affect present and
anticipated beneficial use of such water and will not result in water quality less than that
prescribed in the policies.
This Antidegradation Policy has been the policy of California since 1968 and is a critical
regulatory constraint of the RWQCB that is likely to regulate the quality of water stored in the
groundwater basin. This in turn will impact the degree of treatment that may have to be provided
to any water stored in the groundwater basin.

5.A.3.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.3.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

2

The Recycled Water Contribution is the fraction of the total recharge water that is of recycled water origin.
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5.A.3.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.A.3-1: Construction of proposed water recycling facilities and associated
pipelines could result in increased erosion and subsequent sedimentation, with adverse
impacts to water quality. Additionally, release of fuels or other hazardous materials
associated with construction activities could degrade water quality. Significant. With
mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant
level.
As discussed in greater detail under Impact 4.A.3-1, construction activities could have a
significant adverse effect on water quality; thus, a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) would be required for the treatment facility, pipelines, and the proposed North Dunes
recharge basin. Construction activities capable of impacting erosion rates and water quality
include excavation dewatering, and soil stockpiling. Excavation dewatering can produce high
volumes of water containing silts that when introduced to surface water bodies or storm drain
systems, can cause excessive sedimentation and high turbidity. Runoff from stockpiled soils can
increase sediment loads in stormwater discharges that increase sedimentation and impact surface
water quality.
Measure 5.A.3-1a: Refer to Measure 4.A.3-1 regarding implementation of the SWPPP.
Measure 5.A.1-1b: Refer to Vegetation and Wildlife section, Measures 4.A.4-1a,
4.A.4-1b, and 4.A.4-1c regarding pipeline construction within potentially jurisdictional
wetlands/waters of the U.S. and streambeds and at the Pajaro River.
________________________
Impact 5.A.3-2: Irrigation with recycled water could affect crop yields and result in a
degradation of surface or groundwater quality. Significant. With mitigation identified in
this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The discussion of this impact presented under Impact 4.A.3-2 also applies to this alternative. An
additional impact to agricultural operations from the quality of the recycled water would be
expected as a result of this alternative because, as proposed, no blending would occur during the
early and late portions of the irrigation season, when agricultural demand is equal to or less than
the available supply of recycled water. This would result in an irrigation water supply consisting
of 100 percent recycled water during these portions of the irrigation season. Additional water
would be added to the Coastal Distribution System only when the irrigation demand exceeded
the available supply of recycled water; the additional water added would be from local wells,
which would result in an overall reduction in the TDS of the applied irrigation water.
Considering that the recycled water would have a TDS level of approximately 900 mg/L, and that
adverse impacts on the yields of sensitive crops would be expected during the periods when the
TDS of the irrigation supply was over 500 mg/L, this would be considered a significant impact.
Mitigation of this impact could only occur through a substantial redesign of the project, including
additional treatment such as reverse osmosis.
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Agricultural irrigation with recycled water is discussed under Impact 4.A.3-2; management of the
system in accordance with Title 22 requirements would reduce other potential water quality
impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.A.3-2a: Above-ground irrigation systems shall be operated in accordance with
the requirements of Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations and any reclamation
permits issued by the RWQCB, Central Coast Region. Title 22 typically requires that
irrigation rates match the evapotranspiration rates of the plants or crops being irrigated,
and that application of recycled water be prohibited within 50 feet of creeks or wells.
Measure 5.A.3-2b: Implement the advanced recycled water treatment processes described
in Measure 5.4.3-4.
________________________
Impact 5.A.3-3: Development at the project site may expose people and structures to flood
hazards. Less than Significant with Mitigation.
The additions to the Watsonville Wastewater Treatment Facility site and the associated pipelines
are within the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) 100-year flood hazard zone
for the Pajaro River; as such, floodproofing of the facilities would be required. Placing the
facilities within the 100-year floodplain would not be expected to exacerbate downstream flood
conditions because of the proximity of the site to the ocean.
The following mitigation measure would be required to reduce this potential impact to a lessthan-significant level.
Measure 5.A.3-3: The facilities shall be designed to comply with FEMA and County of
Santa Cruz requirements to floodproof the facilities and not increase upstream or
downstream flood hazards.
_________________________
Impact 5.A.3-4: As proposed, groundwater recharge with recycled water would degrade
water quality. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
As proposed, the Recycled Water Facility would operate year-round and, during periods of low
or no irrigation demand, the recycled water would be routed to recharge basins for percolation to
the local shallow aquifer for later retrieval. This action would not comply with DHS policy
standards, as described in the draft regulations (see Section 5.A.3.1). Although the aquifer where
the recharge basins would be sited is perched, shallow, and of poor quality (and therefore not
used as a source of potable water supply), it is assumed that DHS and RWQCB rules and
regulations would still apply.
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According to Title 22, Section 60320, DHS would provide recommendations to the RWQCB
during the permitting process to ensure that a proposed project fully protects public health. The
draft regulations would form the basis of DHS recommendations; these recommendations from
DHS would likely be at least as stringent as the draft regulations (Setoodeh, 2001). Specifically,
the project as proposed would exceed the following parameters:

!

TDS of the recycled water, at 900 mg/L, would degrade the salinity of the existing
groundwater basin, thereby violating California’s “Antidegradation Policy.”

!

The total nitrogen in the wastewater is approximately 28 mg/L, while the maximum
allowable would be 10 mg/L.

!

As proposed, the recharge water would be 100 percent recycled water, while the DHS
regulations limit the recharge water to 50 percent recycled water and 50 percent other water.

As described in the significance criteria (Section 4.A.3.2), the violation of any water quality
standard would be considered a significant impact. Because the proposed action would violate
several water quality standards, the impact to water quality would be considered a significant
impact.
In addition, this alternative would result in the delivery of irrigation water with a TDS of up to
900 mg/L, which, together with other water quality parameters, could adversely affect crop
yields (please refer to the discussion under Impact 5.A.3.2).
The proposed action would increase the volume of groundwater in storage and thus, in terms of
groundwater quantity, would be a beneficial impact.
Measure 5.A.3-4a: PVWMA and the City of Watsonville will implement additional
advanced treatment processes at the Recycled Water Facility to avoid significant impacts
to water quality. In addition to the proposed Title 22 treatment facilities (described in
Section 2.3.2), the following processes would be required to maintain compliance with
DHS recommendations and SWRCB requirements:

!

Biological Nutrient Removal (BNR). This process would reduce the total nitrogen
concentration in the recycled water to an allowable level, and would involve the
construction of a new activated sludge tank, clarifiers, denitrifying filters, and other
ancillary facilities.

!

Reverse Osmosis (RO). RO would be required to reduce the salinity of the recycled
water in order to prevent the degradation of existing groundwater quality.
Microfiltration would also be necessary as part of the RO treatment process.

A preliminary site plan for these additional unit processes is presented in Figure 5.A.3-1.
Measure 5.A.3-4b: In addition to these advanced treatment components, the PVWMA
and City of Watsonville shall locate an additional source of water supply to allow for the
blending of recycled water with other (ambient) water in order to achieve a maximum of
50 percent recycled water in the water applied for groundwater recharge. This
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supplemental source of water has not yet been identified, but likely would be from local
groundwater, which would require the installation of new wells and associated pipelines;
alternatively, other sources of supply could be located, including the Harkins Slough and
College Lake projects.
Measure 5.A.3-4c: If this alternative were selected for implementation, it is recommended
that the goal of a maximum of 500 mg/L TDS be maintained at all times (refer to the
discussion under Impact 5.A.3-2). This could be accomplished by routing a portion of the
recycled water through the RO process so that the delivered irrigation water would have a
TDS level less than or equal to 500 mg/L. Alternatively, the recycled water could be
blended with other (ambient) water during low irrigation demand periods; this other water
would need to be located to provide a source of blending water for groundwater recharge,
as described above.
If the PVWMA and City of Watsonville were to implement the additional advanced treatment
processes described above (BNR and RO), additional environmental impacts would be expected
to result from these actions, as outlined below:

!

Additional Loss of Prime Farmland. As proposed, the treatment facilities needed to
meet Title 22 requirements would result in the loss of approximately eight acres of
prime farmland in the vicinity of the WWTF; by implementing the mitigation
measures described above (BNR and RO processes), an additional 11.1 acres of
prime farmland would be lost, for a total of approximately 19.1 acres. This
additional loss of prime farmland would be a significant and unavoidable result of
implementing these additional treatment processes.

!

RO Reject Brine Disposal. The RO process produces a reject stream that contains
concentrated levels of salts and other materials removed from the recycled water.
This reject brine would be discharged to the Pacific Ocean through the existing
outfall. Further study would be necessary to determine whether significant impacts
to water quality or marine life would occur from this discharge, and whether the
outfall diffusers and/or effluent pump station would need to be modified to preserve
outfall performance and prevent marine encrustation of the outfall.

!

Additional Energy and Chemical Consumption. Both the RO process and the BNR
process would require the consumption of electrical energy and chemicals.

!

Identification of Supplemental Water Supply for Blending. In order to maintain
compliance with DHS recommendations and water quality goals for irrigation
supply, an additional source of ambient water supply would need to be located. The
likely source of this supply would be either local groundwater or through a
reconfiguration of other local projects.

!

More Adverse Visual Quality Impacts. The additional advanced treatment facilities
would have a greater visual impact on this largely agricultural area.

PVWMA has not committed to implementing these measures. If Measure 5.A.3-4a is
implemented, additional environmental review would be required.
_________________________
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Impact 5.A.3-5: Construction activities associated with the conveyance pipelines included
in this Alternative could potentially compromise the structural integrity or water quality of
active agricultural, production, or domestic wells located within proposed pipeline
alignments. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
Excavation, soil stockpiling activities, or construction equipment associated with pipeline
construction may damage production, agricultural or domestic supply well structures, especially
sanitary seals of wells or disturb well mounts, pump equipment, piping systems or enclosures.
Certain damage that would expose the well casing could lead to the introduction of contaminants
such as sediments or chemicals into the groundwater. Damage to the well system, pump
equipment, piping or enclosures could temporarily stop proper well operation and interrupt water
delivery.
Measure 5.B.3-5a: Implement measures to ensure that construction activities do not
damage existing wells. Wells shall be capped in an appropriate manner to prevent soil and
other contaminants from entering groundwater aquifers.
Measure 5.B.3-5b: PVWMA or its contractor shall correct any damage to wells and/or
reimburse well owners for any loss of use of the well during construction.
_________________________
Impact 5.A.3-6: Operation of the Recycled Water Facility would reduce the volume of
treated wastewater discharged to the Pacific Ocean. Beneficial.
Operation of the Recycled Water Facility would result in the reclamation of approximately
7,700 acre-feet per year (afy) of wastewater that would otherwise be discharged to the nearshore
waters of the Pacific Ocean via the City of Watsonville’s 7,350-foot outfall/diffuser system.
This would essentially eliminate the discharge, except during emergency and routine
maintenance conditions. This would have a beneficial effect on ocean water quality.
Mitigation: None required or recommended.
_________________________

REFERENCES – Hydrology and Water Quality
California Department of Health Services, Draft Groundwater Recharge Reuse Regulations,
April 23, 2001.
Setoodeh, Steve, DHS District Engineer, Monterey District Office, personal communication,
August 3, 2001
State Water Resources Control Board, Resolution No. 68-16, Statement of Policy with Respect to
Maintaining High Quality Waters in California, October 1968.
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5.A.4 VEGETATION, FISH, AND WILDLIFE
5.A.4.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.4 for a description of methods used during investigation of the project
area for biological resources.
The Recycled Water Facility at the WWTF would be located in an agricultural area. The
pipeline connecting the Recycled Water Facility to the Harkins Slough area, the North Dunes
Recharge Basin and pipeline connecting to the Harkins Slough Basin would be along existing
roads or in agricultural areas.
A number of common wildlife species were observed in the vicinity of the WWTF, including
gulls, blackbirds and sparrows. In the nearby riparian forest of the Pajaro River, there were a
large number and variety of birds, including Wilson’s warblers, Swainson’s thrushes, California
towhees, robins, and chestnut-backed chickadees. Nesting surveys found the yellow warbler, a
species of concern, and raptors are also present in the project area. In addition, the California
red-legged frog and western pond turtle are likely to be present in the Pajaro River.
The pipeline from Recycled Water Facility to the Harkins Slough facility would run primarily
along roads that pass through agricultural fields; the segment along the San Andreas would cross
Watsonville Slough. The agricultural areas provide only very low quality wildlife habitat, and
Watsonville Slough is confined to a narrow channel where it would be crossed by the alignment.
An agricultural drainage ditch runs along the northwest side of Beach Road and may potentially
be considered a jurisdictional wetlands/waters of the U.S. due to the fact that wetland indicator
species, including common horsetail (Equisetum arvense) and cattail (Typha latifolia) were
observed growing within and along its banks. There are no intact native communities remaining
in the area of the Watsonville Slough alignment crossing. Riparian vegetation along the slough
includes eucalyptus (Eucalyptus globulus) and degraded willow riparian scrub, with an
understory that includes stinging nettle and an assortment of non-native species, such as hemlock
(Conium maculatum) and cape ivy (Delairia odorata). The vicinity of the proposed North Dunes
Recharge Basin consists of agricultural fields and farm roads; no sensitive biological resources
are present.
South-central California coast steelhead pass through this portion of the Pajaro River en route to
spawning areas farther upstream in the Salsipuedes Creek and upper Pajaro River watersheds.
Further downstream, the Pajaro Lagoon supports a population of the federally endangered
tidewater goby1. While both species may access the lower portion of Watsonville Slough, they
are not present in the vicinity of the Harkins Slough Filtration Facility or the pipeline crossing of

1

Tidewater goby populations north of Orange County have been proposed for delisting by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) because more recent data collected on the species suggests that the original listing rule
overestimated the species’ risk of extinction (Federal Register, 1999).
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Watsonville Slough. Tide gates located at Shell Road preclude these species from reaching the
confluence of Harkins and Watsonville sloughs.

5.A.4.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.4.2 for discussion of significance criteria.

5.A.4.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
The proposed pipeline from the Recycled Water Facility to the existing pipeline near the Harkins
Slough facilities would cross Watsonville Slough. For the purposes of analyzing this impact,
bore and jack construction to cross the Slough is assumed. Permanent loss of wetlands is not
anticipated.
Pipeline construction would also modify or eliminate agricultural drainage ditches along Beach
and San Andreas roads, potentially affecting red-legged frog migration habitat. Mitigation
measures for the red-legged frog given below (under Measure 5.A.4-2c) shall be implemented for
this construction segment where applicable.
Impact 5.A.4-1: Construction of the proposed pipeline component could result in
temporary impacts to up to 0.6 acre of potentially jurisdictional wetlands/waters of the U.S.
and streambeds and banks under the jurisdiction of the Department of Fish and Game at
the Watsonville Slough crossing along San Andreas Road. Potential impacts could occur
due to sedimentation of the channels outside of the construction area during trenching
activities, and loss of riparian vegetation and stream function as wildlife and fishery
habitat. Significant. With mitigation identified in the EIR, the impact would be reduced to
a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.A.4-1a--Wetlands Avoidance: Wetlands at the crossing of Watsonville
Slough would be avoided entirely by using bore and jack construction. If complete
avoidance is not feasible, Measures 4.A.4-1b and 4.A.4-1b should be adopted.
_________________________
Impact 5.A.4-2: Construction of facilities at the Watsonville Slough crossing near San
Andreas Road would result in temporary impacts to up to 0.6 acre of habitat for special
status animal species. Impacts could occur due to risk of increased sedimentation in
streams, dewatering of pools, habitat loss through vegetation removal, and construction
disturbance. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be
reduced to less than significant.
The special status animal species that have the potential to occur near this project include:

!

California red-legged frog (federal Threatened and California Species of Special Concern;
Critical Habitat designation);
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!

Western pond turtle (federal Species of Concern and California Species of Special
Concern).

Habitat for these species may be present in Watsonville Slough. Construction in this area would
result in loss of approximately 0.6 acre of potential habitat for these special status species.
Measure 5.A.4-2a--Avoidance of Habitat: Disturbance of sensitive species habitat
within Watsonville Slough may be avoided using jack and bore construction methods.
If the bore and jack method is feasible, implement Measure 4.A.4-2b.
If complete avoidance is infeasible, implement Measures 4.A.4-2d (portions related to
California red-legged frog) and 4.A.4-2f.
_________________________

REFERENCES – Vegetation, Fish, and Wildlife
Federal Register, Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants; Proposed Rule to Remove the
Northern Population of the Tidewater Goby from the List of Endangered and Threatened
Wildlife, Vol. 64, No. 121, June 24, 1999.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), Programmatic Formal Endangered Species Act
Consultation on Issuance of Permits under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act or
Authorizations under the Nationwide Permit Program for Projects that May Affect the
California Red-legged Frog, Letter to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers district offices, dated
January 26, 1999.
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5.A.5 CULTURAL RESOURCES
5.A.5.1 SETTING
Archaeology of the Project Area
Section 3.5 provides archaeological/prehistoric data on the project area. Archaeological surveys
of the area around the Watsonville Wastewater Treatment Facility (WWTF) and supplemental
wells were conducted by Pacific Legacy in November 1997 and March 1999. A cultural
resources records search for the North Dunes Recharge Basin site was conducted by the
Anthropological Studies Center at Sonoma State University in September 2001. No cultural
resources were identified or recorded near these sites. However, based on surveys completed in
the general project area, construction activities could reveal presently unknown cultural resource
sites.

Ethnography of the Project Area
Section 3.5 provides ethnographical data on the project area.

Historical Overview
Section 3.5 provides an historical overview of the project area.

5.A.5.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.5.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.A.5.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.A.5-1: Ground-disturbing activities associated with the proposed Recycled Water
Facility, the North Dunes Recharge Basin, and associated pipelines could reveal unknown
buried or otherwise obscured prehistoric and historic cultural resources. Significant. With
mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant
level.
Significant unknown cultural resources may be buried or obscured by vegetation on the project
site, and therefore construction of the proposed project could result in degradation and
destruction of undiscovered cultural resources.
Measure 5.A.5-1: Implement Measure 4.A.5-1.
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5.A.6 TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION
5.A.6.1 SETTING
Project Area Roadways
Figure 3.6.1 in Section 3.6 depicts roadways in the project area. Highway 1 (Cabrillo Highway)
provides coastal access through the project area, providing connection to the Cities of
Watsonville and Santa Cruz to the north, and Monterey and other central coast destinations to the
south. In the project area, Highway 1 is a four-lane divided freeway to approximately one mile
south of the Santa Cruz - Monterey county line, where it narrows to two lanes. The maximum
posted speed limit on Highway 1 in the project area ranges from 55 to 65 mph.
Beach Road, a two-lane roadway, extends west from Highway 1 to Palm Beach, north of the
project area. Vehicles traveling to and from the WWTF could access the plant’s entry road from
West Beach Road via Panabaker Road, a two-lane roadway terminating at the WWTF.
San Andreas Road, a two-lane roadway, follows north from Beach Road, and is designated as a
Coast Bike Route.

Existing Truck Traffic on Roadways
Section 3.6 presents existing truck traffic on study area roadways.

Accident History
Section 3.6 presents an accident history for study area roadways.

Roadway Improvement Projects
Section 3.6 describes roadway improvement projects planned in the study area.

Applicable Plans and Policies
Section 3.6 presents applicable plans and policies for jurisdictions in the study area.

5.A.6.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.6.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.A.6.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Construction Trip Generation
Construction activities that would generate traffic would consist of trucks hauling equipment and
materials to the WWTF site and associated pipeline alignments, the hauling of excavated spoils
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from, and delivery of materials and backfill to the work sites, and the daily arrival and departure
of construction workers to the work sites. Construction truck trips associated with the
construction of the tertiary treatment facilities under the Local-Only Alternative would be similar
to that estimated in Construction Trip Generation in Section 4.A.6 (the traffic impact section for
the Local-Impact Alternative).
In addition, the Local-Only Alternative would involve construction of an additional recharge
basin, construction of a 36-inch, 8,300-foot pipeline from the WWTF to the Harkins Slough area,
and construction of a 5,800-foot-long pipeline between the recharge basins. The construction of
the North Dunes Recharge Basin would require an estimated 26,000 cubic yards of material to be
hauled off site. During peak excavation periods, up to 10 round-trips per hour could occur as
spoils are trucked off-site for disposal. In addition, construction workers would be commuting to
and from the project sites, most likely in personal automobiles or small trucks. An estimated 10
workers would be expected to commute to and from the recharge basin site on a daily basis
during construction.
Figure 2.9 depicts the alignments of the proposed pipeline from the WWTF to Harkins Slough
and from the Harkins Slough Recharge Basin to the North Dune Recharge Basin. The majority
of the proposed alignment follows open areas, where conventional excavation methods would be
used for open-cut pipeline installation. The following assumptions were made as a conservative
estimate of construction impacts from the proposed pipeline installation: a trench five feet wide
by nine feet deep, new fill replacing excavated soil, an average of 100 feet of pipe laid per work
day, an average truck haul load of 10 cubic yards per truck, and no backhauling. Using these
assumptions, it is estimated approximately 170 cubic yards would be excavated per day, with
approximately the same amount of new fill imported. This would amount to up to approximately
34 daily truck haul round trips (68 one-way trips).
The number of workers at any one location along the pipeline alignment would vary depending
upon location and the specific type of construction activity proposed. Based on estimates of
workforce per task, there would be approximately six to ten workers per crew on an average day.
Assuming that each worker would travel in his own vehicle to and from the site, and that some
midday trips would occur, this would result in up to about 15 worker vehicle round trips per day
(30 one-way trips). Accounting for construction material delivery and worker trips, there would
likely be a total of less than 60 round trips (120 one-way trips) occurring per day at a typical
construction spread.

Construction Trip Distribution
The specific destination(s) for excavated materials hauled from the construction areas is
currently unknown, as is the originating location(s) for delivery of imported fill and other
materials. However, a number of construction materials sources (e.g., quarries, manufacturers)
and excess soil re-use options (e.g., farms) are located in the surrounding rural areas and urban
centers. Construction worker trips are assumed to originate from the major urban areas in the
project region and nearby communities.
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Based on the existing roadway network serving the project area, it is assumed project trucks and
construction workers traveling to and from the alignment primarily would use a combination of
highways (e.g., Highway 1), county roads and designated truck routes in the project vicinity to
reach other local points and/or regional locations.
Impact 5.A.6-1: Traffic on area roadways would temporarily increase as a result of
project-generated vehicle trips by construction workers and construction vehicular
activities. Less than Significant. Implementation of mitigation identified in this EIR, while
not required, would assist in ensuring that the impact would remain at a less-thansignificant level.
Because construction-traffic generated by the project would be temporary, it would not result in
any long-term degradation in operating conditions or level of service for any project-area
roadways. The primary off-site impacts from the movement of construction trucks would include
short-term and intermittent lessening of roadway capacities due to slower movements and larger
turning radii of the trucks compared to passenger vehicles.
The project would temporarily increase traffic on roadways providing access to the work sites
and roadways providing connection to regional routes; this would mainly affect Highway 1 via
Beach Road and San Andreas Road. Although the specific estimated off-site construction
vehicle trips are preliminary, (see Construction Trip Generation, above), given the expected type
and scope of facility and pipeline construction, construction-generated traffic would be expected
to be at a level that would not significantly disrupt traffic flow on these freeways and arterials.
Given the pace of construction, the duration that haul trucks would be required to use any given
local roadway would be relatively brief.
Most project-related hauling and deliveries would be expected to be dispersed throughout the
day, thus lessening the effect on peak-hour traffic. Project truck traffic occurring during the
hours of 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. would coincide with peak-hour traffic,
and therefore would have the greatest potential to impede traffic flow during these time periods.
Restricting truck traffic during the a.m. and p.m. peak periods would further minimize disruption
of the general traffic flow on affected roadways.
Although this impact would be less than significant, the following mitigation measures are
recommended to further reduce the less-than-significant impact.
Measure 5.A.6-1 (Recommended): Implement Measures 4.A.6-1a and 4.A.6-1b.
________________________
Impact 5.A.6-2: Project construction would increase traffic delays for vehicles traveling
past the construction zone. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
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Project engineers indicate that the majority of the pipeline alignment would not involve
installation within roadways. However, the proposed alignment would follow adjacent to, or
within a portion of, and/or cross Panabaker Road, West Beach Road, and San Andreas Road.
The specific alignments of installation of pipeline would be identified during the design phase of
the project. Assuming open trench activities proceeding at an average rate of 100 feet per day,
impacts would be brief at any one location along the pipeline alignment.
Existing transportation and circulation patterns in the vicinity of the proposed pipeline alignment
would be temporarily disrupted by construction activities and heavy equipment use in the
roadways. Impacts related to pipeline construction would include direct disruption of traffic
flows and roadway operations. Lane blockages or roadway closures during pipeline installation
would result in a reduction in travel lanes, and could result in the need for traffic re-routing.
Measure 5.A.6-2: Implement Measures 4.B.6-2a and 4.B.6-2b.
________________________
Impact 5.A.6-3: Project construction would affect access to adjacent land uses for both
general and emergency access. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the
impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Since the majority of project construction would not involve installation within roadways, but
rather within adjacent agricultural fields, minimal impacts to access to properties along the
construction route due to trenching, and materials and equipment storage would be expected.
However, potential temporary blockage or reduction in travel lanes could result in a significant
delays to emergency services. In addition, a temporary inconvenience to local commercial and
agricultural businesses and residences could result.
Measure 5.A.6-3: Implement Measures 4.B.6-3a through 4.B.6-3c.
________________________
Impact 5.A.6-4: Project construction would increase wear and tear on area roadways used
by construction vehicles. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The use of heavy trucks to transport equipment and material to and from the project sites could
affect road conditions by increasing the rate of road wear or cause direct damage to roads and
bridges. The degree to which this impact would occur depends on the project-generated traffic
and the design (pavement type and thickness) and existing condition of the roadways. The
project's impact is assumed to be minimal on major arterials (e.g., highways, including
Highway 1) which are designed to accommodate a mix of vehicle types, including heavy trucks.
Other local-serving roads, such as Panabaker and Beach Roads (the main access route to the
WWTF), may not be built with a pavement thickness that would withstand considerable heavy
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truck volumes. The projected increase in use of this or other local roadways by heavy trucks
could result in significant wear on these roadways.
Measure 5.A.6-4: Implement Measure 4.A.6-2.
________________________
Impact 5.A.6-5: Project construction would increase potential traffic safety hazards for
vehicles and pedestrians in the construction area. Significant. With mitigation identified
in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The temporary increase in construction-generated trucks on project area roadways would interact
with other vehicles, including other large trucks, slow moving agricultural vehicles, and
recreational traffic (e.g., from nearby beaches). This area receives substantial summer tourist
traffic. Potential conflicts also could occur between construction traffic and bicyclists and
pedestrians. Beach Road is part of the Master Plan of Santa Cruz County bikeways (Santa Cruz
County, 1994).
Measure 5.A.6-5: Implement Measures 4.A.6-3a and 4.A.6-3b.
________________________
Impact 5.A.6-6: Project construction would generate a demand for parking spaces for
construction worker vehicles. Less than Significant.
The project would generate a need for parking for construction workers and construction
vehicles, as well as areas to store equipment and supplies. The location of staging areas has not
been identified at this point; however, it is expected that providing space for staging areas could
be easily accommodated at the WWTF site and along any associated pipeline routes. The
demand for new parking would be met by the proposed construction staging areas. No public onstreet parking would be eliminated during project construction.
Mitigation: None required or recommended.
________________________
Impact 5.A.6-7: Project construction could coincide with other construction projects under
the Revised BMP, or other potential construction projects in the area, contributing to
cumulative traffic and roadway disruptions. Significant. With mitigation identified in this
EIR the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Construction associated with the proposed project could occur at the same time as construction
of other components identified under the Revised BMP occurs, in addition to other potential
cumulative construction projects in the project area. The projects would share some of the same
construction access routes (including Beach Road, Highway 1 and Highway 129), particularly for
pipeline construction. Consequently, cumulative traffic and roadway disruptions could occur.
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The implementation of mitigation measures identified in this section would reduce this project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts. The following measures would further reduce this project’s
contribution to this impact to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.A.6-7: The traffic control plan shall include consideration of any other
planned traffic detours related to nearby and concurrent construction projects.
________________________

REFERENCE – Traffic and Circulation
Santa Cruz County, 1994 General Plan and Local Coastal Program for the County of Santa
Cruz, 1994.
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5.A.7 AIR QUALITY
5.A.7.1 SETTING
Section 3.6, Regional Setting – Traffic and Circulation, describes the major roadways in the
vicinity of the WWTF. Aside from automobile and agricultural emissions there are no major air
emission sources in the vicinity of this project component.

5.A.7.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.7.2 for a description of the significance criteria used in analyzing
potential project impacts related to air quality.

5.A.7.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.A.7-1: The Local-Only Alternative project component would include
construction of the Recycled Water Facility, which would temporarily generate criteria air
pollutants, particularly PM10, over the duration of the construction period. Significant.
With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-thansignificant level.
Construction of the project would generate fugitive dust (including PM10), and other criteria air
pollutants from exhaust emissions. A large portion of the total construction dust emissions
would result from site grading and trench excavation activities. Dust emissions would vary from
day to day, depending on the phase of construction, the silt content of the soil, and the weather.
Daily emissions would depend greatly upon whether construction of the various supply
components and distribution systems would occur simultaneously. Construction-related impacts
which are individually less than significant may have a significant impact if construction occurs
on two or more components simultaneously. Additionally, PM10 as well as some exhaust
emissions would add to the cumulative air pollutant emissions of the valley. In an agricultural
region, soil tilling is a source of PM10, which in total far exceeds what the project construction
could generate at individual site locations. Larger particles of dust from construction would fall
out relatively close to construction sites and could cover crops with a coating of dust. This could
be injurious to plants, particularly seedlings and plants in their early growth stages.
According to MBUAPCD CEQA Guidelines, construction projects which emit precursors of
ozone (i.e., ROG and NOx) are accommodated in the emission inventories of the Air Quality
Management Plans and would not have a significant impact on the attainment and maintenance
of ozone AAQS. For this reason, emissions of ROG and NOx from construction equipment will
not be quantified and will be considered a less-than-significant impact. The MBUAPCD
Guidelines also state that PM10 emissions from construction activities are considered significant
if they would generate 82 pounds per day or more of PM10 when the activities are located nearby
and upwind of sensitive receptors.
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The EPA has developed a PM10 emission factor for construction-related emissions of
approximately 51 pounds per acre per day (EPA, 1995). Therefore, assuming that approximately
3-acres of the 8-acre project site would be disturbed at a given time during this phase,
construction of the Recycled Water Facility, including excavation for the pipelines supplying
blending water and connecting to the distribution system, would result in PM10 emissions from
construction activities of approximately 150 pounds per day.
A limited amount of excavation would also be required for preparation of the North Dunes
Recharge Basin. Although this basin consists of a 30 acre site, because the site is proposed to
continue to be farmed, top soil removal would be approximately 54,000 cubic yards based on
excavated material volumes removed from Harkins Slough (RMC, 2001). Daily excavation
activity would increase PM10 emissions by 62 pounds per day, assuming 8-hours per day of
activity.
Measure 5.A.7-1: Implement dust control program described in Measure 4.A.7-1.
The effectiveness of the dust control measures in reducing PM10 emissions ranges from
34 percent (for sweeping streets) to 90 percent (for covering haul trucks and inactive
storage piles) (MBUAPCD, 2000). Implementation of all applicable measures would
reduce PM10 emissions to below 82 pounds per day.
_________________________
Impact 5.A.7-2: Lane closures and detours necessitated by construction of the project
could temporarily increase vehicular emissions. Less than Significant.
Construction of the various treatment facilities would not require lane closures or detours.
Installation of pipeline sections required by the various components of the project would involve
crossing roadways. Roadways will be maintained to allow one-lane passage at all times. For
one-lane or narrow roadways, construction would be completed by closing the road for the
shortest period of time, and traffic control plans submitted by the contractor will ensure minimal
lane closures and detours. Vehicular emissions would be temporarily increased from autos
taking detours or queuing on narrow roadways. However, increased emissions directly caused by
lane closures would result only from changes to vehicles speeds and operation modes and would
not result in new vehicle trips. Consequently, increased emissions would not be likely to exceed
MBUAPCD significance criteria of 150 pounds per day of ozone precursors (ROG or NOx) or
550 pounds per day of CO.
_________________________
Impact 5.A.7-3: Vehicle trips resulting from operation and maintenance of the various
components of the project would generate emissions of criteria air pollutants and odors.
Less than Significant.
Operation of the treatment facilities and pipelines would require periodic maintenance and
inspection by PVWMA employees. Emissions generated by employee vehicle trips would be
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negligible and would not exceed MBUAPCD significance thresholds. Pumps would be powered
by electricity, rather than diesel, and would not generate added criteria air pollutants.
The North Dunes Recharge Basin is located over 1,000 feet from the nearest sensitive receptors.
Residences are located within 300 feet of the Recycled Water Facility site. The proposed
Recycled Water Facility would include storage tanks (clearwells) that would contain treated
water. Because the stored supplies would be highly treated recycled water, the potential for odor
generation is considered low. Water treated to the tertiary stage would not contain biosolids or
other organic material that would be likely to generate odors.
_________________________

REFERENCES – Air Quality
Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District, CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, September
2000.
Raines, Melton, and Carella, Inc., Technical Memorandum – Local-Only Water Supply
Alternatives Evaluation, 5 May 2001.
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Compilation of Air Pollutant Emission
Factors, Volume I: Stationary, Point, and Area Sources, AP-42, 5th Edition, January 1995.
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5.A.8 NOISE
5.A.8.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.8 for a discussion of regional noise conditions. Proposed facilities
under this component include construction of a Recycled Water Facility (RWF) that would
produce tertiary-level recycled water at the Watsonville Wastewater Treatment Facility
(WWTF), a pumping plant, approximately 14,000 feet of pipeline, and groundwater extraction
wells and associated piping.
The proposed locations for the RWF and pipelines are in agricultural or weedy, disturbed areas.
Residences are located approximately 300 feet west-northwest of, and approximately 1,500 feet
north-northeast of, the RWF site; otherwise, the area around the WWTF site is a sparsely
populated agricultural area. The North Dunes Recharge Basin is approximately 1,000 feet from
the nearest residence.

5.A.8.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
For the purposes of this EIR, the project would normally have a significant adverse impact on the
environment if it would increase substantially the ambient noise levels of adjoining areas.
Operation of the proposed RWF and associated pipelines would not result in the development of
significant new noise-generating sources. Instead, project-related noise effects would be limited
to construction noise and construction-related traffic. Short-term construction noise impacts of a
project would be considered significant if:

!

construction activities were to affect noise-sensitive receptors for a substantial amount of
time;

!

expected noise levels would endanger the hearing of receptors near the construction site; or

!

construction activities would affect receptors during noise-sensitive periods.

An example of a sensitive noise receptor would be the mobile home park located along the
pipeline alignment near U.S. Highway 101. Construction noise would also be considered
significant if it conflicted with any adopted city or county construction noise standards, policies
or ordinances. With temporary noise impacts, identification of "substantial increases" depends
upon the duration of the impact, the temporal daily nature of the impact, as well as the absolute
change in dBA levels. For assessment of temporary construction noise impacts in this EIR,
"substantially greater" means an increase of more than five dBA (hourly Leq or Ldn) above the
ambient noise environment.

5.A.8.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.A.8-1: Construction activities associated with the project construction would
intermittently and temporarily generate noise levels above existing ambient noise levels in
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the project vicinity. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would
be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Construction-related noise levels along the pipeline alignment would fluctuate depending on the
particular type, number, and duration of use of various pieces of construction equipment, and the
location of sensitive receptors. The effect of construction noise would depend on how much
noise would be generated by the equipment, the distance between construction activities and the
nearest noise-sensitive uses, and the existing noise levels at those sensitive uses.
The North Dunes Recharge Basin is located over 1,000 feet from the nearest sensitive receptors
and construction activities at the basin are not expected to result in significant noise impacts.
Construction activities would be expected to last approximately 18 months at the WWTF, and
two weeks at any given location along the pipeline alignment, and 4 months at the location of the
Recharge Basin. Residences are located within 300 feet of the RWF site; therefore, noise
associated with construction activity would be considered a significant effect for this component.
There is also a potential for construction noise to affect nearby receptors at the locations of the
proposed extraction wells. Because the location of the extractions have not been determined,
there is a potential for construction activities to affect sensitive receptors based on their siting.
Implementation of the mitigation measures below, which limit the timing of construction and use
of equipment, would reduce potentially significant impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.A.8-1: Implement Measure 4.A.8-1.
___________________________
Impact 5.A.8-2: Operation of proposed RWF and pumping facilities associated with
extraction wells would result in noise increases in the vicinity of project facilities.
Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
The RWF would result in an increase in noise-generating equipment at the plant. Operation of a
pumping plant would be consistent with the types of noise-generating sources currently operating
at the WWTF. The additional noise-generating sources would represent an incremental increase
in ambient noise levels; however, given the above considerations, noise increase associated with
the RWF would not significantly affect the noise environment in the project vicinity. The
pumping facilities associated with extraction wells have the potential to affect nearby sensitive
receptors, depending on the siting and design of the pumping facility. Implementation the
Mitigation Measures below would reduce potential impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.A.8-2: Implement Measure 4.A.8-2.
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5.A.9 PUBLIC SERVICES
5.A.9.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.9 for a discussion of public services and utilities serving the area.

5.A.9.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.9.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.A.9.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Demand during construction for public services such as water (for dust control), solid waste
disposal, and schools will not be large enough to cause significant impacts. (Solid waste
generated by the project would be sent to the Marina Landfill in Monterey County.)
Impact 5.A.9-1: Construction of pipelines associated with the Recycled Water Facility
could result in temporary, planned or accidental disruption to utility services provided by
underground lines. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR the impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Construction activities adjacent to the WWTF, at the proposed North Dunes Recharge Basin, and
along farm roads are not expected to encounter any utilities. However, pipeline construction
across public roads (e.g., Beach Road) potentially might disrupt existing utility lines. Refer to
Impact 4.A.9-1 for further discussion of this impact.
Measure 5.A.9-1: A detailed study identifying utilities along the proposed alignment shall
be done during the pre-design stages of the project.
The following mitigations are required for segments identified in final design as having
potential conflict with significant utilities.
a.

Utility excavation and encroachment permits would be required from the appropriate
agencies, including the Public Works Departments of Santa Cruz County, and the
City of Watsonville. These permits include measures to minimize utility disruption.
PVWMA and its contractors shall comply with permit conditions. Permit
requirements shall be included in construction contract specifications.

b.

Utility locations would be verified through field survey (potholing) and use of an
underground locating service.

c.

A detailed engineering and construction plan shall be prepared as part of the design
plans and specifications. This plan shall include procedures for the excavation,
support, and fill of areas around utility cables and pipes. All affected utility services
would be notified of PVWMA’s construction plans and schedule. Arrangements
would be made with these entities regarding protection, relocation, or temporary
disconnection of services.
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d.

In areas where the pipeline would parallel wastewater mains, engineering and
construction plans shall include trench wall support measures to guard against trench
wall failure, and possible resulting loss of structural support for the wastewater main.

e.

Residents and businesses in the project area shall be notified in writing by the
contractor of planned utility service disruption two to four days in advance, in
conformance with County and State standards.
_________________________

Impact 5.A.9-2: Pipeline construction temporarily could impede vehicle access to
emergency services, as well as to collection and delivery services. This impact could affect
Counties' Sheriff's Departments, fire departments, emergency services (e.g. ambulance
companies), delivery and collection services. Significant. With mitigation identified in this
EIR the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Pipeline construction could temporarily impede vehicle access to police, fire or emergency
services as it would cross public roads. Vehicle access to an individual residence or business
would normally be impeded for one to two days, maximum. PVWMA would employ
construction methods described in the assessment of traffic impacts (see Section 5.A.6) that
would reduce this impact to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.A.9-2a: Construction trenches shall be covered by steel trench plates to allow
access to driveways.
Measure 5.A.9-2b: To minimize disruption of emergency vehicle access, contractors shall
work with affected jurisdictions (Santa Cruz County or City of Watsonville) to identify
detours during construction.
Measure 5.A.9-2c: Police, fire, and emergency services shall be notified of the timing,
location, and duration of construction activities and the locations of detours and lane closures.
_________________________
Impact 5.A.9-3: Pump station operations for the project would increase demand for
electrical service at the project site. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR the
impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The proposed project would generate demand for electricity and could require the extension of
new, or expansion of existing electricity lines to serve the proposed project. The specific
electricity requirements would be reviewed by PG&E after PVWMA submits a formal
application for service.
Measure 5.A.9-3: Design of facilities at the WWTF with substantial electrical demand
will be coordinated with PG&E to ensure adequate electricity service is available to serve
the site.
_________________________
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REFERENCE – Public Services
Norwood, Jim, Captain, City of Watsonville Fire Department, telephone communication,
October 17, 1997.
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5.A.10 VISUAL/AESTHETIC AND RECREATIONAL RESOURCES
5.A.10.1 SETTING
The proposed Recycled Water Facility would be located on agricultural land adjacent to the
Watsonville Wastewater Treatment Facility. Views of this site would be available from Beach
Road, approximately 500 feet to the north; San Andreas Road, approximately 2,500 feet to the
west; and from Highway 1, approximately 3,000 feet to the east. Beach Road and San Andreas
Road are designated scenic roads in the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP. Highway 1 is a
designated scenic road in the City of Watsonville General Plan and the Santa Cruz County
General Plan/LCP, and it is eligible for official State Scenic Highway designation by Caltrans.
The proposed pipelines connecting the WWTF to the coastal distribution system at Harkins
Slough would be placed along Panabaker Road, Beach Road, and San Andreas Road.
The site of the North Dunes Recharge Basin and attendant pipeline is currently open, agricultural
land with rolling terrain, approximately 2,000 feet west of San Andreas Road. The site is within
a natural topographic depression and is not visible from any public or designated scenic roads.
Long-range views across the project area include Monterey Bay to the west, the Santa Cruz
Mountains to the north, and the PG&E electric generation plant at Moss Landing to the south.

Consistency with Applicable Plans and Policies
Development of the recycled water component would be generally consistent with the applicable
policies of the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP and the City of Watsonville General Plan
presented in Section 3.10 of this EIR. The project area, which contains expansive croplands and
little urban development, exhibits a rural visual landscape; however, the existing WWTF is a
dominant industrial feature.

5.A.10.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please see Section 4.A.10.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.A.10.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.A.10-1: Development of the proposed Recycled Water Facility would alter the
visual character of, and views of, the project area. Significant. With mitigation identified
in this EIR for the Recycled Water Facility, pipelines, and North Dunes Recharge Basin,
the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level. Impacts of the advanced
treatment facilities at the Recycled Water Facility required by Mitigation Measure 5.A.34a could be mitigated or could be unavoidable, depending on the design of the facilities.
Construction of the Recycled Water Facility would change the existing visual appearance of the
WWTF. The proposed placement of two, two million-gallon above-ground storage tanks, or
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clearwells, on agricultural lands adjacent to the WWTF would increase the visual prominence of
the industrial facility from nearby scenic roads, including Beach Road, San Andreas Road, and
Highway 1. The cylindrical tanks would be approximately 300 feet in diameter with a maximum
height of 30 feet, which is equivalent to the height of the tallest facilities at the existing WWTF.
While the tanks would be the same height as existing facilities at the WWTF, their large volume
would make them dominant industrial features in the visual landscape. Since the tanks would be
on open agricultural land, no screening vegetation is available to help integrate the tanks with the
surrounding area. Given the industrial appearance of tanks with no visual mitigation and the
open, rural terrain of the siting area, this could be a significant impact. As shown in Figure 2.6 in
Chapter 2, the clearwells would be set back from nearby roads, close to the Pajaro River. Other
structures within the Recycled Water Facility site would visible in the foreground in views from
Beach Road, San Andreas Road and Highway 1. These structures, which include filtration,
disinfection, and pumping facilities, would be smaller in scale than the storage tanks, but they
would be visible from nearby roads. While the clearwells would be dominant visual features,
they would not substantially alter the visual character of the area because they would be adjacent
to the existing WWTF, which represents a prominent industrial feature in the visual landscape.
The Recycled Water Facility would extend this existing feature, and would not introduce a new
feature to the area. Similarly, views of the project area would be altered by the Recycled Water
Facility, but they would be altered by extending an existing industrial feature in the viewshed
onto adjacent lands. The Recycled Water Facility would not affect a pristine view. Furthermore,
it is not uncommon for industrial features to appear in rural landscapes.
The filtration, disinfection, storage, and pumping facilities at the WWTF would contribute to the
visual dominance of the WWTF. While these facilities would be compatible with the existing
WWTF, their size and industrial character would increase visual contrast with the surrounding
rural landscape. This would be a significant impact. Measures 4.A.10-1a and 4.A.10-1b would
reduce the visual contrast of the tanks.
Pipeline construction would tear up roadways and remove native vegetation and crops along the
alignment. This would be a temporary impact, since cropping would be allowed to occur on
agricultural lands within the alignment following installation of the pipeline. For this reason, the
construction disturbance for the pipelines to and from the Recycled Water Facility is considered
a less-than-significant impact. During construction, excavated trenches and stockpiled soils,
pipe, and other materials within the construction easement would constitute negative aesthetic
features along the pipeline alignment. This would be a temporary adverse impact. Following
construction, the proposed pipelines would be located entirely below grade and would be
unobtrusive. No long-term visual impacts would result from development of the pipelines.
Creation of a recharge basin would not be considered an adverse visual impact, since waterways
are aesthetically pleasing to many people, and the recharge basin would not alter the rural
character of the area. Additionally, no change in the visual landscape would be apparent in the
summer and fall, when crops would be planted in the recharge basin. The recharge basin would
not alter views from nearby San Andreas Road, which is a designated scenic road in the Santa
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Cruz County General Plan/LCP and the City of Watsonville General Plan. Therefore, this would
not be considered a significant visual impact.
If PVWMA were to implement the advanced treatment processes at the Recycled Water Facility
that are identified in Mitigation Measure 5.A.3-1a in Chapter 5.A.3, Hydrology and Water
Quality, additional facilities would be constructed at the site that would increase impacts on
visual quality. These facilities would be expected to further increase the visual prominence of
the WWTF in views from nearby scenic roads. Because detailed designs of these facilities are
not available, the significance of the visual quality impacts cannot be determined. Further
environmental review of the advanced treatment facilities would be required when designs are
available.
Measure 5.A.10-1a: Implement Measures 4.A.10-1a through 4.A.10-1c.
________________________
Impact 5.A.10-2: Development of the Water Recycling component would introduce new
sources of light onto the project site and increase ambient light in the project area. Less
than Significant. Implementation of recommended mitigation measures identified in this
EIR, while not required, would assist in ensuring that the impact would remain at a lessthan-significant level.
While no exterior lighting is currently proposed as part of this component, exterior security
lighting (if implemented) at the Recycled Water Facilities could introduce light and create
nighttime impacts. The new facilities would be located within 300 feet of existing residences.
While exterior lighting could be visible from these residences, it would not be expected to
substantially increase ambient light in the project area.
Mitigation Measure 5.A.10-2 (Recommended): Implement Measure 4.A.10-2.
________________________
Impact 5.A.10-3: Development of the water recycling component could temporarily
disrupt designated recreational bikeways in the project area. Less than Significant.
Construction of the proposed pipelines could disrupt bicycle traffic along San Andreas Road and
Beach Road, which are included in the Santa Cruz County bikeway system. Construction
activities and related truck traffic could damage the bikeways, creating minor inconvenience to
bicyclists. This would be a temporary impact during project construction. Implementation of
Measures 4.A.6-2, 4.A.6-3a and 4.A.6-3b would ensure that damaged roads would be repaired to
pre-construction conditions, and that detours would be provided for bicyclists and motorists
during the construction period. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant.
Mitigation: None required.
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5.B EXPANDED COLLEGE LAKE
5.B.1 LAND USE AND PLANNING
5.B.1.1 SETTING
College Lake, approximately one mile north of the Watsonville city limits, is a seasonal lake that
receives water from an 11,000-acre watershed during the rainy season. For many years its
accumulated water has been pumped into Salsipuedes Creek in the spring, thus allowing farming
to take place on the lake bed during the dry season. Remnants of the former natural hydrology
are evident in the persistence of groves of willows along the lowest reaches of Casserly Creek
just before it empties into College Lake. The remainder of College Lake is primarily
agricultural, and contains vegetable and strawberry crops, flowers, and apple orchards.
Surrounding agricultural lands produce vegetables, flowers, raspberries, and grapes. Residential
uses are to the north of College Lake and to the south along Holohan Road and East Lake
Avenue (Highway 152). St. Francis Church and cemetery, and St. Francis School and Lakeview
Middle School are southeast of the lake along East Lake Avenue, and the Santa Cruz County
Fairgrounds is to the east. Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-2 present existing land uses in the vicinity of
College Lake.
The proposed pump station, pretreatment, and filtration facilities at College Lake are on
vegetable cropland south of the existing pumps and headgate, in close proximity to residential
uses along East Lake Avenue.
As stated in Section 3.1, the proposed College Lake facilities would be located in unincorporated
Santa Cruz County, but lie within the City of Watsonville planning area.
According to the Santa Cruz County Agricultural Resources Map, the sites of the proposed water
diversion and treatment facilities, dams, and the increased reservoir elevation at College Lake are
located on Type 1A, 1B, and 2B agricultural lands. Please refer to Section 3.1 for definitions of
these classifications.

Consistency with General Plan Policies and Zoning Designations
Development of the Expanded College Lake facilities would be consistent with applicable
policies of the Santa Cruz County and City of Watsonville general plans presented in Section 3.1
of this EIR. The proposed facilities would provide a new source of irrigation water for adjacent
agricultural lands, which in turn would reduce the need for groundwater pumping. Therefore, the
College Lake component would increase groundwater recharge, and thus would be consistent
with Objectives 5.5a and 5.5b, and Programs C and H of the Conservation and Open Space
Element of the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP.
This component would increase the area of inundation at College Lake onto adjacent agricultural
lands (from 260 acres to 420 acres), and would construct a pump station and related facilities on
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land designated as Agriculture. However, this would not be inconsistent with General Plan
policies that call for preservation of agricultural land, because the expansion would not result in
the permanent conversion of agricultural lands. As stated above, College Lake is a seasonal
water body that is filled by winter rains and is drained each spring. While the project would
increase the size of the lake, the annual filling and draining of the lake would still occur.
Therefore, inundated lands would still be farmed substantially as at present following
development of the College Lake component.
Approximately 100,000 cubic yards of material would be excavated from the lakebed and used
for construction of the proposed dams. Excavation of the lakebed would remove the topsoil,
which would adversely affect the quality of the land for agriculture. This would be potentially
inconsistent with General Plan policies that call for preservation of agricultural land.
Implementation of Measure 5.B.1-2, below, would require that the topsoil be preserved and
replaced following construction to allow farming to continue on the lakebed during the dry
season.
The proposed pumping, pretreatment and filtration facilities would not be inconsistent with
General Plan policies calling for preservation of agricultural land because they would provide
water to replace groundwater for irrigation purposes. This would increase groundwater recharge
and minimize saltwater intrusion, which would ensure long-term continuation of agriculture in
the area. The proposed pump station would be compatible with the existing pumping facilities at
College Lake, and therefore would not be inconsistent with Policy 4.D.2 of the Watsonville
General Plan.
As stated in Section 3.1, the Watsonville General Plan recognizes that the preservation of
agricultural land alone will not ensure preservation of the agricultural economy, and that other
factors, such as availability of irrigation water and facilities for support industries, are also
important in preserving agriculture. Therefore, while development of proposed facilities on
agricultural lands would be inconsistent with specific policies, it would not contradict the overall
intent of the general plans.
The lands within and adjacent to College Lake are zoned CA, Commercial Agriculture.
Construction of the proposed facilities may be inconsistent with allowable land uses within areas
zoned CA. The principal permitted land uses within the CA zone are agricultural pursuits for the
commercial cultivation of plant crops and the commercial raising of animals. In addition to these
principally permitted uses, other uses are allowed for “dams, canals and aqueducts of any public
water project” (Section 13.10.312 [b] of the Santa Cruz County Code). The proposed Expanded
College Lake facilities include construction of two dams as part of a public water project with
the overall goal of expanding the available water supply, and thereby preserving and enhancing
agriculture in the Pajaro Valley. The responsibility for making a conclusive determination of
project consistency rests with the Santa Cruz County Planning Commission.
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5.B.1.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please see Section 4.A.1.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.B.1.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.B.1-1: Construction of the College Lake facilities would result in short-term
disturbance of adjacent land uses. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the
impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
With the exception of the earthen dam, the proposed facilities at College Lake would not alter
surrounding land uses, which include St. Francis Church, St. Francis School, Lakeview Middle
School, and residences, and would not disrupt or divide the community. The proposed earthen
dam, shown in Figure 2.10 in Chapter 2, Project Description, would require the relocation of
many of the graves at the St. Francis cemetery. The graves would be relocated to another part of
the cemetery to allow construction of the dam. As stated in Mitigation Measure 5.B.1-1a below,
PVWMA would compensate St. Francis Church for the relocation of the graves, and St. Francis
Church would be consulted to ensure that the graves are relocated in a proper and respectful
manner.
Construction of the Expanded College Lake facilities would not be incompatible with existing
uses in the vicinity. Construction disturbance, particularly that related to the proposed dams,
could temporarily constrain access to these and other uses along Highway 152. Construction
activities related to the proposed saddle dam could constrain operations of St. Francis Church
and nearby schools. School operations could be adversely affected if roadways or driveways
were blocked or restricted on weekday mornings and afternoons during the school year, while
church activities would be affected if construction work restricted access during services.
However, this would be a temporary impact that results more in inconvenience to motorists than
a substantial impact and, therefore, would not be expected to substantially impair school and
church operations. Construction of proposed pumping, pretreatment and filtration facilities
would not involve construction within area roadways and thus would not disrupt access to, or use
of, adjacent lands. Therefore, this impact would be considered less than significant.
Implementation of Measures 5.B.6-1a, 1b, 3a and 3b would minimize construction disturbance.
In addition, construction of proposed facilities would generate noise, dust, and traffic that could
disrupt adjacent land uses. Traffic and air quality impacts are presented in Sections 5.B.6,
Traffic and Circulation, 5.B.7, Air Quality, and 5.B.8, Noise, of this EIR. With proper
mitigation, temporary construction impacts would have a less-than-significant effect on adjacent
land uses.
Measure 5.B.1a: PVWMA shall compensate St. Francis Church for costs associated with
relocation of the graves to another area of the cemetery. St. Francis Church shall be
consulted to ensure that the graves are relocated in a proper and respectful manner.
Measure 5.B.1-1b: Implement Measure 4.A.1-1.
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See also mitigation measures in Sections 5.B.6, Traffic and Circulation, 5.B.7, Air Quality,
and 5.B.8, Noise, of this EIR.
___________________________
Impact 5.B.1-2: Development of the Expanded College Lake facilities would result in the
permanent loss of up to sixteen acres of agricultural lands. Significant and Unavoidable.
Implementation of mitigation identified in this EIR would reduce the impact, but it would
remain significant.
The proposed pump station, pretreatment and filtration facilities at College Lake would convert
approximately one acre of agricultural land to water distribution uses that would preclude
farming on the site. According to the Santa Cruz County Agricultural Resources Map,
development of the facilities site would convert vegetable crops that are designated as Type 1B
agricultural lands. The proposed dam structures would convert an additional 14.5 acres of land
designated as Type 1A and 2B agricultural lands. As stated in Section 3.1, these lands meet the
U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service criteria for prime and unique
farmland. Therefore, development of these facilities would contribute to the cumulative loss of
prime farmlands in the region. This would be considered a significant impact.
The proposed increased area at College Lake would not result in the permanent conversion of
agricultural land; however, it would affect agricultural production. The proposed reservoir
elevation would reduce agricultural production on 160 acres of Type 1A agricultural lands
(prime farmland) during the winter and spring, but would not result in a permanent conversion of
these lands.
Approximately 100,000 cubic yards of material would be excavated from the lake bottom to
construct the two dams, which would affect the agricultural productivity of the land. This would
be a significant impact. Implementation of Mitigation Measure 5.B.1-2 would require
replacement of removed topsoil to allow farming to continue on the lakebed. However, this
impact would remain significant since the feasibility of this mitigation measure is not known.
Measure 5.B.1-2: During excavation of material from the lakebed, the topsoil shall be
removed separately, stored, and replaced following construction to allow farming to
continue on the lakebed during the dry season.
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5.B.2 GEOLOGY, SOILS, AND SEISMICITY
5.B.2.1 SETTING
Geology
College Lake is located in an alluvial area bordered by gentle to moderate slopes along the
upper-lying northern edge of the Pajaro Valley plain. The lake is located in an area comprised of
Quaternary alluvium. The lake bottom is classified as Quaternary Basin deposits, consisting of
unconsolidated plastic clay and silty clay with high organic content. Locally, thin-bedded silt
and sandy silt deposits are contained within the clays. The soils have high susceptibility to
liquefaction in an earthquake (Dupre and Tinsley, 1980).
The adjacent uplands are comprised of Quaternary nonmarine terrace deposits classified as
Watsonville terrace deposits and subdivided into fluvial and alluvial fan facies (Dupre and
Tinsley, 1980). These terrace deposits are semiconsolidated, moderately to poorly sorted silts,
sand, silty clay, and gravel. They have low susceptibility to liquefaction. There are no mapped
areas of soil instability such as landslides in the College Lake area. Areas with moderate and
steep slopes along the edge of College Lake may have some instability hazard and would be
subject to erosion.
The area immediately south of College Lake is alluvium classified as Older Flood Plain Deposits
consisting of unconsolidated, relatively fine-grained, heterogeneous deposits of sand and silt and
commonly including lenses of clay (Dupre and Tinsley, 1980).

Soils
The soils in College Lake are mostly the Conejo loam on 0 to 2 percent slopes (see Table 5.B.2-1)
(SCS, 1980). The soils are flooded during winter by the formation of College Lake, and drained
in the springtime for cultivation. The capability for cultivation is high and this is highly
productive soil with a capability subclass I irrigated and capability unit IIIc-1 non-irrigated; the
Storie index is 95 (SCS, 1980). Erosion hazard is slight. The clay content creates a moderate
hazard of shrink swell and low strength that make the soil unsuitable for construction materials,
embankments and levees and problematic for some types of construction.
The perimeter areas of College Lake are comprised of a variety of soil types including the
Danville loam, Diablo clay, Elder sandy loam, Tierra-Watsonville complex, and Watsonville
loam (see Table 5.B.2-1). A western arm of the lake is comprised of Clear Lake clay, 0 to 2
percent slopes.
The area near College Lake, including the site of the main dam and water diversions, and
proposed treatment facilities, is Baywood Variant loamy sand, 0 to 2 percent slopes. No part of
the College Lake area is within a designated zone of mineral, aggregate, oil and gas or
geothermal resources.
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TABLE 5.B.2-1
SOILS IN THE COLLEGE LAKE AREA AND ALONG PROPOSED FACILITIES
Storie
Index

Erosion Hazard

I irrigated
III non-irrigated

62

slight - moderate

0-2%

II irrigated
III non-irrigated

43

slight

2 - 9%

III

62

slight to moderate

9 to 15%

IV irrigated
II non-irrigated

44

moderate

Elder sandy loan

0 - 2%

I irrigated
II non-irrigated

90

slight

Tierra-Watsonville
complex

15-30%

VI

14

high

Watsonville loam

2 - 15%

IV

36

slight to moderate

Baywood Variant
loamy sand

0 - 2%

III

51

slight

Baywood loamy
sand

0 - 2%

III

72

slight, subject to
blowing

Cropley silty clay

2 -9%

III

57

slight

Soil

Slope

Conejo loam

0-2%

Clear Lake clay

Danville loam
Diablo clay

Capability
Class

Other

high shrinkswell, low
strength

shrink-swell

_________________________
SOURCE: Soil Conservation Service, Soil Survey of Santa Cruz County, California 1980

Seismicity
Please refer to Section 3-2 for a discussion of the regional seismicity.
Earthquake ground shaking is the primary seismic hazard affecting the College Lake area with
existing and proposed facilities. The Zayante fault (see Section 3-2 for additional discussion), is
designated in sections as an active fault, is zoned under the Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault
Zoning Act within the area of the proposed College Lake dam and structures. The entire area is
expected to experience ground shaking intensity VIII in a major earthquake and associated peak
ground accelerations of 0.25g - 0.30g. Liquefaction is a hazard with a ‘high’ potential to affect
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all of College Lake (Dupre and Tinsley, 1980).1 The proposed pumping facilities site at College
Lake is located in an area rated having ‘moderate’ liquefaction susceptibility.2 No part of the
College Lake area is within a tsunami hazard area. In a major earthquake, small seiche waves
could form in College Lake.3 Given the size and depth of the temporary water body in College
Lake, the hazard is likely to relatively minor.

Regulatory Framework
Refer to Section 3-2 for a general discussion of regulations pertaining to geology, soils, and
seismicity.

Reservoir and Dam Regulations
Since 1929, the State of California has supervised the construction and operation of dams to
prevent failure to safeguard life and protect property. The California Department of Water
Resources, Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD) supervises the construction, enlargement,
alteration, repair, maintenance, operation, and removal of dams and reservoirs. The DSOD has
jurisdiction over all non-U.S. owned dams in the State that are 25 feet or higher (regardless of
storage capacity) and dams for impoundments with a storage capacity of 50 acre-feet of water
(16.3 MG) or greater (regardless of height). As proposed, the Expanded College Lake project
would fall under DSOD jurisdiction. (Dams six feet or less in height [regardless of storage
capacity] or dams for impoundment with a storage capacity of 15 acre-feet or less [regardless of
height] are not under DSOD Jurisdiction.)
The DSOD reviews permit applications to evaluate the safety of dams and reservoirs. DSOD
staff provides independent review of facilities design and safety calculations. The DSOD
requires data concerning subsoil, foundation conditions, availability of construction materials,
and geologic hazards to assess the potential for seepage, earth movement, and other conditions
that may occur in the vicinity of a dam or reservoir. Investigations usually include exploratory
pits, trenches, drilling, coring, geophysical survey, tests to determine leakage rates, and physical
tests to measure properties of foundation materials. During construction or repair of a dam or
reservoir, the DSOD is required to make continuous and periodic inspections to verify that
construction is proceeding in accordance with approved plans.

California Office of Emergency Services
The California Office of Emergency Services requires that inundation maps be prepared to show
areas susceptible to flooding following a partial or complete collapse of a dam structure. These
maps are used to develop procedures for assistance and evacuation by local emergency services
departments for the impacted areas. The OES shall review the procedures to determine whether
1

2
3

High Liquefaction Susceptibility - Sediments for which engineering testing and the presence of a shallow water
table suggests the susceptibility for liquefaction but no historical evidence of liquefaction has been reported.
Sediments in this category are likely to liquefy in an earthquake.
Moderate Liquefaction Susceptibility – Sediments classed may liquefy in the event of a nearby earthquake and
include those with high susceptibility but where historical evidence of liquefaction is absent.
A seiche is a wave-like phenomenon in a water body that is formed by earth movements, such as earthquake ground
shaking or landsliding, that is similar to the sloshing water in a bathtub.
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adequate public safety measures are developed for evacuation and control of the populated areas
impacted by dam failures. Some of the public safety measures include evacuation areas,
evacuation routes, traffic control measures, and emergency care for evacuees.

5.B.2.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please see Section 4.A.2.2 for discussion of significance criteria.
The Pajaro Valley has no record of land subsidence related to groundwater or oil withdrawal, and
the proposed project includes no proposals for increased use of groundwater or oil extraction.
There is no evidence of the presence of unique geologic features, unusual rock formations,
fossils or special geologic structures in the area with potential effects of the proposed local water
supply and distribution facilities. Therefore, these impact criteria will not be evaluated further in
this EIR.

5.B.2.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.B.2-1: Large earthquakes on the regional active faults, or the less likely
occurrence of activity on a regional potentially active fault, would be expected to damage
the proposed dam structures, outlet works spillway, pump station, and filtration facilites.
Ground motion or surface rupture on the Zayante fault, zoned by the CDMG as active in
the College Lake area, could cause extreme damage to water conveyance structures and/or
partial failure of the earthen dam. Damage could also be caused by ground movement or
secondary ground failure such as liquefaction. Damage could temporarily impair and/or
disrupt their intended operations. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the
impact would be reduced to an acceptable level of risk through engineering design, and
therefore, reduced to a less-than-significant impact.
The project area is expected to experience ground shaking effects from at least one major
earthquake (greater than moment magnitude 7) within the next 30 years. The intensity of such an
event would depend on the causative fault and the distance to the epicenter, the moment
magnitude, and the duration of shaking. The highest probability of seismic activity and the
maximum amount of ground shaking is expected to occur from a characteristic earthquake in the
San Andreas Fault Zone, the San Gregorio Fault Zone or on the nearby Zayante fault.
Earthquakes on the active traces of the Zayante-Vergeles faults could occur and generate seismic
motion or surface fault rupture. However, earthquakes within the San Andreas Fault Zone or
other regional active faults have the highest likelihood for activity and could generate substantial
ground motion. The segments of the Zayante fault zoned as active have exhibited movement in
the last 10,000 years and if this fault caused an earthquake, surface expression as rupture could
occur at the surface.
As described in the Setting, the potential exists for large magnitude earthquakes to result in
ground shaking of considerable intensity and secondary earthquake effects, notably liquefaction.
Intense ground shaking and high ground acceleration would affect the entire area of College
Lake. The primary and secondary effects of ground shaking could damage structural
foundations, distort pipelines and other water conveyance structures, and cause failure of
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concrete. Damage to these features would cause temporary service disruption and possibly loss
of water due to leakage and pipe rupture. Pumps could be rendered inoperable. The most severe
impacts of this type would result from liquefaction of the soil, which could induce both vertical
and lateral displacement of the soil that would bend, weaken and break conveyance structures
and structural foundations. Broken pipelines could result in soil washout and sinkholes.
Locating and repairing damaged pipelines and the pumps could require a temporary cessation of
operation of the facilities for a significant period of time.4 The loss of the water supply, in turn,
could temporarily affect agricultural operations. It is assumed that if water supply were reduced
due to earthquake damage, the reductions would be restored within reasonable time frame not to
require users to seek permanent, alternative sources.
College Lake itself has a high liquefaction hazard. The hazard could result in substantial damage
to the headgate facilities, dams, outlet works, spillway structures and filtration facilities. In an
unlikely and worst case scenario, this could result in rapid draining of some lake waters, with
resultant flood hazards and erosion of downstream areas. The likelihood of a massive sudden
failure and resultant flood is low. Given that the lake is a shallow water body and is emptied for
much of the year in most years, the overall hazard of this type of failure is low. To the extent
that increasing the storage capacity of the lake would result in a greater volume of water in the
lake, it could contribute to increasing the hazard.
Measure 5.B.2-1a: Where DSOD jurisdictional criteria apply, proposed Expanded
College Lake will be under the jurisdiction of the DSOD and comply to their standards for
design, construction, and inspection. The DSOD would require that dams be designed to
withstand a seismic event with an earthquake magnitude considerably higher than the
maximum magnitude of the active regional fault closest to the dam site. The DSOD will
require necessary site evaluation methods, review plans and specifications, make
recommendations on design, require fault investigations when deemed necessary, and will
monitor dam construction. Compliance with DSOD design and construction requirements
could potentially create new environmental impacts, or make impacts disclosed in this EIR
substantially more adverse. Additional environmental review pursuant to CEQA could be
required.
Measure 5.B.2-1b: All non-DSOD jurisdictional facilities will comply with applicable
policies and appropriate engineering investigation practices necessary to reduce the
potential detrimental effects of groundshaking and liquefaction. Construction shall be in
accordance with applicable City and County ordinances and policies regarding mitigation
of seismic and geologic hazards, including applicable safety goals and policies presented in
the Public Safety Element of the Santa Cruz County Plan. Appropriate geotechnical
studies will be conducted using generally accepted and appropriate engineering techniques
for determining the susceptibility of the sites to liquefiable soils and related ground
failures. A licensed geotechnical engineer will prepare recommendations applicable to
foundation design, earthwork, and site preparation prior to or during the project design
phase. Recommendations will address mitigation of site-specific, adverse soil and bedrock
conditions that could hinder development. Project engineers will implement these
recommendations. Geotechnical design and design criteria will comply with applicable
4

The 1987 Earthquake scenario prepared by the CDMG for a major earthquake on the Hayward fault predicted that
water supply facilities could go off-line for a period of 24 to 72 hours and that pipelines that cross major faults
could be damaged resulting in a 10 to 30 percent reduction in service (CDMG, 1987).
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codes and requirements of the 1997 UBC with California additions (CCR Title 24),
applicable City construction and grading ordinances.
_________________________
Impact 5.B.2-2: Construction of the proposed facilities at College Lake would result in
accelerated erosion and attendant loss of soil resources and effects on sediment discharges
in water courses. The impact would be significant on slopes over 2 percent and in areas
with soils having moderate or greater erosion hazard. Significant. With mitigation
identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Most of the College Lake facilities would be located on flat areas or areas with soil having low
erosion hazard. However, the operation of construction equipment and vehicles, trench
excavation, grading, and soil stockpiling would expose loose soils to erosion if construction
occurs in the rainy season. Soils exposed by construction operations have a tendency to be
dislodged and transported by rain, surface watering, or temporary construction discharges. Soil
erosion and loss of topsoil during a large construction project that extends over several months
can be significant and result in project delays due to required soil restabilization, regrading, and
soil removal from drainage structures.
Measure 5.B.2-2a: All grading and construction shall conform to requirements of the
Santa Cruz County Grading Ordinance.
Measure 5.B.2-2b: Site grading and construction work areas shall expose as little new
ground surface as possible. Vegetation cover should be left intact to the extent practical.
Measure 5.B.2-2c: To the extent possible, grading activities in non-cropped areas shall be
limited to the period between April 15 and October 15. If dry conditions persist after
October 15, one-week extensions of grading activities will be obtained from the County
Public Works Department. In areas where the soil is tilled, grading activities will be
coordinated with the local farmers to ensure consistency between their erosion control and
farming practices and construction disturbance.
Measure 5.B.2-2d: Implement best construction practices at all grading sites, regardless of
soil erodibility hazard.
Measure 5.B.2-2e: Upon completion of construction at all sites, loose soils shall be
removed or spread and all areas shall be re-soiled and reseeded to ensure that a stable soil
cover will remain.
Measure 5.B.2-1f: PVWMA will prepare and implement an inspection and maintenance
program for the right-of-way and all facility sites. The plan will include routine inspection
plans and reporting, and prescriptive methods for correcting erosion or soil instability
problems.
_________________________
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Impact 5.B.2-2: The proposed increase in the storage capacity of College Lake would
expand the lake’s reservoir elevation, which could result in exposure of soils to erosion and
minor slumping of the reservoir rim face in connection with reservoir operations.
Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
Under the proposal to increase storage capacity in College Lake, a wider perimeter area subject
to inundation would be denuded, thereby subjecting the soils to erosion. Wave action would
further erode these soils, which in some areas have moderate erodibility hazard. Most of the
proposed reservoir footprint occurs in areas of gradual slope and/or areas having soils with low
erosion hazard. However, certain areas of the expanded shoreline are underlain with soil
exhibiting moderate erosion hazard and areas with steeper slopes. Because these constitute a
relatively small area of the shoreline, the loss of soil in these areas is not expected to result in
significant erosion features such as rilling and gullies.
Measure 5.B.2-2: Periodic inspection of the shoreline area is recommended to identify if
soil losses in the expanded reservoir elevation of College Lake are resulting in noticeable
soil losses and erosion of the adjacent slopes. If enhanced erosion conditions were
identifed, corrective actions for slope and soil stabilization would be undertaken.
_________________________
Impact 5.B.2-3: The project would result in a less than significant loss of prime
agricultural soils.
Construction of the proposed water diversion and treatment facilities at College Lake would
permanently remove agricultural soils. These soils have low capability ratings and moderate
Storie index ratings, and therefore their removal from production is not regarded as a significant
loss of high quality crop production soils. However, as stated above in Section 3.1, the
California Department of Conservation designates this land as prime farmland. Since all of the
surrounding lands are also designated prime agricultural lands, no alternative site is available that
would reduce or avoid the conversion of prime farmland. Please see Impact 5.B.1-3 in Section
5.B.1, Land Use.
Mitigation: No mitigation is required.
_________________________
Impact 5.B.2-4: Proposed sites for the main dam and saddle dam are situated in areas with
weak soils subject to settlement, expansive soils and potentially corrosive soils that could
damage the proposed facilities. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the
impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Soils with high organic content are subject to hazards of settlement and expansion and in some
areas, may be corrosive to pipe. These soils may also cause settlement of concrete structures,
weaken joints in the pipelines, cause lateral pipeline distortions in water conveyance facilities
and eventually bend or break pipelines. Soils with high clay content are subject to shrink-swell
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behavior that can result in damage to pipe joints, structural concrete, and foundations. These
effects could impair operation of the facilities and result in costly repairs and their associated
impacts. The proposed project includes a commitment to conformance with requirements for
placement of buried pipelines in trenches with engineered soils that would reduce or eliminate
the hazards for the most part. In the long term, settlement proposed facilities is an anticipated
effect and design requirements can be established to allow settlement within acceptable levels.
Measure 5.B.2-4: Implement Mitigation Measures for Impacts 5.B.2-1 and 5.B.2-2,
above.
_________________________

REFERENCES – Geology, Soils and Seismicity
Bolt, B. 1988. Earthquakes. W.H. Freeman Company: New York, New York.
California Building Standards Commission. 1995. California Building Code, Title 24, Part 2.
Dupre, W.R., J.C. Tinsley. 1980. Maps Showing Geology and Liquifaction Potential of Northern
Monterey and Southern Santa Cruz Counties, California. U.S. Department of the Interior,
U.S. Geological Survey. Map MF-1199.
Hart, E. W., Fault-Rupture Hazard Zones in California: Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones
Act of 1972 with Index to Special Studies Zones Maps, California Division of Mines and
Geology, Special Publication 42, 1990, revised and updated 1997.
International Conference of Building Officials. 1994. Uniform Building Code, ICBO, Whittier,
California.
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Soil Survey of Santa Cruz County,
California, 1980.
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5.B.3 HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
5.B.3.1 SETTING
Local Hydrology
College Lake is a seasonal water body in a natural depression formed by inflow from a 11,000acre watershed drained by Green Valley, Casserly, Salsipuedes, and Hughes creeks. The
elevation of the lakebed is approximately 55 feet above sea level. These natural drainages
generally flow from north to south to the confluence at College Lake. The lake has been drained
annually since the early 1900s to create farmland on the lake bottom by pumping lake water to
the creek in springtime. Outflows from the lake naturally flow downstream to Salsipuedes Creek
in the winter months. Downstream from College Lake, Corralitos Creek joins Salsipuedes Creek,
which subsequently flows into the Pajaro River and the Pacific Ocean. Both sides of Salsipuedes
Creek and the Pajaro River are bounded by flood protection levees downstream of College Lake.
During certain water level and flow conditions, Corralitos Creek flows back into Salsipuedes
Creek and College Lake. A headgate is used to prevent backflows when stream levels are less
than 60.2 feet in elevation. Pumping begins in early spring to fully drain College Lake and allow
for agriculture during the summer months.

Flood Hazards
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) provides information on flood hazard and
frequency for cities and counties on its Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM). FEMA designates
zones to indicate flood hazard potential. In general, flooding occurs along waterways, and in
low-lying areas adjacent to water bodies. Infrequent localized flooding in urban areas occurs
when excessive runoff from large storm events cannot be accommodated due to reduction of
available infiltration area, undersized conveyance facilities, or constrictions of storm drain
systems.
The 100-year flood zone designated for College Lake is mainly concentrated in the southern and
northern area where topography allows floodwater to flow toward Corralitos Creek. Floodwaters
from College Lake, Corralitos Creek, and Kelly Lake would coalesce and flow southward
towards Riverside Avenue, eventually entering the floodplain of the Pajaro River. The low relief
of the lake’s northern end would allow 100-year floodwaters to flow north, resulting in an
extensive inundation area along Green Valley Creek.1

Surface Water Quality
Available water quality data for College Lake suggest that constituent concentrations vary
seasonally due to the seasonal nature of the lake itself. During the first storm events of the
season, runoff collected in College Lake exhibits high values of total dissolved solids (TDS),
nitrates, and other pollutants. High nitrate concentrations typically are observed during the
1

The base flood elevations and flood flows could not be determined with available FEMA information.
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beginning of the rainy season, with dilution occurring throughout the rainy season. Water quality
data indicate that the nitrate concentrations in College Lake range from 0.3 to 20.3 milligrams
per liter (mg/L) NO3-N. Thus, there are times when College Lake water has nitrate
concentrations exceeding the drinking water standard of 10 mg/L NO3-N. College Lake collects
runoff from several nearby farm fields; consequently, the presence of Phytophthora is an
additional water quality parameter of concern. Refer to Section 5.D.3, Hydrology and Water
Quality, for additional discussion of College Lake surface water quality, including constituents
of concern and their concentrations.

Groundwater
Local groundwater conditions are generally as described in Section 3.3, Regional Setting –
Hydrology and Water Quality.
Groundwater underlying the College Lake area is confined within alluvial deposits between an
upper and lower clay unit. The upper clay unit extends from the surface to a depth of about
100 feet. The lower clay unit at a depth of approximately 400 feet, separates the water-bearing
strata of the alluvial and Upper Aromas sands aquifers from the Lower Aromas sands aquifer.
The Purisima Formation begins about 700 feet below the surface (PVWMA, 2000)
To improve data collection and allow better analysis of groundwater trends, PVWMA
constructed a dedicated monitoring well (PV-12) in the Salsipuedes/College Lake area in 1988.
PV-12 was designed to specifically monitor the Aromas Sands Formation. Water levels in
production wells in this area declined rapidly during the drought of the mid-1980s and stabilized
or even rebounded somewhat during the wet years of the mid-1990s, but remain low compared to
historical conditions (PVWMA, 2000).

Regulatory Setting
A discussion of the regulatory setting as it applies to surface water and groundwater is provided
in Section 3.3, Regional Setting – Hydrology and Water Quality. The following regulatory
discussion and local plans and policies specifically apply to the College Lake expansion.

California Department of Water Resources, Division of Safety of Dams
The California Department of Water Resources, Division of Safety of Dams (DSOD) oversees
the construction of dams that are over 25 feet high and impound over 15 acre-feet (af) of water,
or over 6 feet high and impound over 50 af of water. A dam failure can cause loss of life,
damage to property, and displacement of people who reside within the dam’s inundation zone.
Dam failure can occur from internal erosion caused by embankment and foundation leakage, and
from inadequate spillway capacity that can lead to overtopping and erosion.
The requirements for siting, engineering, construction, and monitoring of dams are continually
improved as knowledge increases as to how and why dams fail. Damage to earthen dams in
California is often associated with poor operation and maintenance of dam facilities, or with
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strong earthquake-induced groundshaking that affects older dams that have not been designed to
modern standards. The risk of dam failure is highest in older dams constructed to lower design
standards that have not been upgraded for seismic safety, or when dams are poorly designed,
constructed, operated, or maintained. The potential for catastrophic dam failure is considered
low, based on past performance of the DSOD jurisdictional dams and DSOD inspection
requirements.

Local Plans and Policies
All of the proposed facilities for the Expanded College Lake project component are within Santa
Cruz County. The County has the following policies and objectives relevant to the project:
Policy 5.7.3: For all new and existing development and land disturbances, require the
installation and maintenance of sediment basins, and/or other strict erosion control
measures, as needed to prevent siltation of streams and coastal lagoons.
Objective 5.8a: To protect the quantity and quality of the County’s groundwater
resources through an integrated program of land use regulation and runoff management in
groundwater recharge areas, careful water quality monitoring and management of
extractions consistent with long-term sustainable water supply yields.
Objective 5.8b: To act directly and coordinate and work with relevant water purveyors
and agencies to eliminate long-term groundwater overdraft in all water basins where
overdraft has been documented.

5.B.3.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Refer to Section 4.A.3.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.B.3.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.B.3-1: Construction of the main dam, saddle, dam, pump station, filtration
facilities, and pretreatment facilities would increase soil erosion and might transport other
contaminants to downstream receiving waters, including the Pajaro River. Additionally,
construction activities at the proposed project sites could result in dewatering of shallow
groundwater resources and contamination of surface water. Potentially Significant. With
mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant
level.
Construction activities at the project sites involving soil disturbance, including excavation,
cutting/filling, stockpiling, and grading activities, could result in increased erosion and
sedimentation to surface waters. In addition, water quality may be impaired due to the accidental
release of chemicals such as oil, grease, or fuel from construction equipment. Pipeline
construction would require excavation of trenches and temporary stockpiling of soils.
Construction at the pump station sites would involve basic earthwork activities to level the site
and prepare building foundations. Although the amount of erosion at the project site is projected
to be low due to the flat topography, the sediment and adhered substances are sources of
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pollution in receiving waters. The General Construction Permit issued by the Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB) requires the preparation of a Stormwater Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP). The plan would include specifications for best management practices (BMPs)
that would be implemented during project construction to control contamination of surface flows
and prevent the discharge of pollutants from the construction area during and following
construction.
Excavation and construction of structures with subsurface foundations or open trenches, such as
dam abutments, key trenches, and subsurface water conveyance, often can intercept shallow
groundwater, requiring dewatering to lower local groundwater levels in order to dry the area for
construction. The groundwater is pumped and discharged to the local drainage system. The area
of groundwater reduction generally is in the immediate construction area, and the effect on
groundwater conditions would be expected to be temporary and minor. Depending on the quality
of the groundwater, the discharge could potentially contaminate downstream surface water
sources.
Measure 5.B.3-1: Employ construction stormwater quality management practices.
The agency shall prepare a SWPPP as part of the construction activities associated with the
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater permit required by
the RWQCB. At a minimum, this plan shall include the following requirements:
1.

Plan excavation and grading activities for the dry season only (April 15 to
October 31) to the extent possible. This reduces the chance of severe erosion from
intense rainfall and surface runoff, as well as the potential for soil saturation in swale
areas.

2.

If excavation occurs during the rainy season, storm runoff from the construction area
shall be regulated by temporary on-site silt traps and/or basins with multiple
discharge points to natural drainages and energy dissipaters. Stockpiles of loose
material shall be covered and all runoff shall be diverted away from exposed soil
material. If work is stopped due to rains, a positive grading away from slopes shall
be provided to carry the surface runoff to areas where flow can be controlled, such as
the temporary silt basins. Sediment basin/traps shall be located and operated to
prevent off-site sediment transport. Any trapped sediment shall be removed from the
basin or trap and placed at a suitable on-site location away from concentrated flows,
or removed to an approved disposal site.

3.

Temporary erosion control measures shall be provided until perennial revegetation or
landscaping is established and can prevent discharge of sediment into nearby
waterways. For construction within 500 feet of a water body, straw bales shall be
placed upstream adjacent to the water body.

4.

After completion of grading, erosion protection shall be provided on all cut-and-fill
slopes. Revegetation shall be facilitated by mulching, hydroseeding, or other
methods and should be initiated as soon as possible after completion of grading and
prior to the onset of the rainy season (by November 1).
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5.

Permanent revegetation/landscaping shall emphasize drought-tolerant perennial
ground coverings, shrubs, and trees to improve the probability of slope and soil
stabilization without adverse impacts to slope stability due to irrigation infiltration
and long-term root development.

6.

BMPs selected and implemented for the project shall be in place and operational
prior to the onset of major earthwork on the site. The construction-phase facilities
shall be maintained regularly and cleared of accumulated sediment as necessary.

7.

Hazardous materials such as fuels and solvents used on the construction sites shall be
stored in covered containers and protected from vandalism. A stockpile of spill
cleanup materials shall be readily available at all construction sites. Employees shall
be trained in spill prevention and cleanup and individuals shall be designated as
responsible for prevention and cleanup activities.
_________________________

Impact 5.B.3-2: Operation of the project would change historical water levels in College
Lake and discharges to Salsipuedes Creek. Reduction of flow to Salsipuedes Creek would
reduce its ability to dilute contaminants such as TDS and electrical conductivity (EC), thus
resulting in an overall increase in those contaminants. Less than Significant.
Preliminary hydrologic modeling of this project component included an analysis of water use and
pumping from the reservoir. The preliminary modeling was performed using a minimum bypass
flow of 5 cubic feet per second (cfs) and a maximum diversion rate of 7 cfs. Diversions of
surface storage from the Expanded College Lake were assumed to begin when irrigation demand
exceeds recycled water supply. Model results indicate that College Lake typically would be
empty most of the summer and fall under the proposed operating conditions of the Local-Only
Alternative. Using the preliminary modeling input assumptions for minimum bypass flow and
maximum diversion rate, the supplemental projects would produce an average annual water
supply of 6,700 afy. College Lake may be available for one crop season during this period,
assuming suitable soil conditions remain after excavation for dam construction. College Lake
does not provide recreational opportunities, and the lake would be near empty or dry during most
of the summer and fall. Because a change in lake levels would not affect recreational uses and
the lake would be dry for extended periods, the change in water levels would be less than
significant.
The project would pump water from the lake to the Coastal Distribution System for delivery to
irrigation users. Timing of water diversions would depend on rainfall occurrences, but would be
expected to occur primarily in mid-January through mid-May. Diversions may be limited by
irrigation demand. The net effect of the project would be to divert flows to the irrigation system
that would normally be pumped from College Lake to Salsipuedes Creek to dry up the lakebed
for seasonal farming. This would cause water to reside in the lake for either longer or shorter
durations than were allowed historically, depending on the irrigation demand, and less water
would be discharged to Salsipuedes Creek. Excess flows would still be allowed to flow out of
College Lake to Salsipuedes Creek. The effect on hydrology is that less water would flow in the
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creek and downstream watercourses to the Pacific Ocean, which would reduce annual flows.
Significant reduction of annual flows can lessen a river’s ability to dilute naturally occurring
contaminants such as TDS and EC. Considering that the reduction of flows from College Lake is
only a fraction of the total flows that constitute the supply conveyed by Salispuedes Creek and
Pajaro River, the reduction of flow resulting from the project would not significantly contribute
to increases in contaminate loads within the Salsipuedes Creek/Pajaro River system.
Section 5.B.4 describes the reduction of flows associated with fishery protection impacts and
required mitigation.
Mitigation: None required.
_________________________
Impact 5.B.3-3: Catastrophic failure of the proposed impoundment as a result of improper
design, construction, or operation would expose the public to a flooding hazard. Less than
Significant.
The design and construction of dams is required to adhere to standards set by the DSOD;
adherence to these design and construction standards greatly reduces the probability of dam
failure, and therefore adequately protects public safety. During operation, College Lake Dam
would be visually inspected on a regular basis to ensure that the embankments, control structures,
access roads, and monitoring instrumentation are maintained. All impediments would be
removed from the spillway and other control structures as soon as they are observed.
Although the probability of dam failure is extremely remote, the California Office of Emergency
Services requires the preparation of an inundation map and the development of a downstream
evacuation plan for areas within the potential inundation area (California Water Code
Section 6002, and California Government Code Section 8589.5).
Mitigation: None required.
_________________________
Impact 5.B.3-4: The project may result in surface and groundwater contamination from
spills and nonpoint-source runoff of chemicals from the treatment plant. Potentially
Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
Chemical treatment agents typically stored onsite at treatment plants such as the proposed plant
include alum and polymers. These are not hazardous substances, but they can cause
contamination if spilled and allowed to enter surface waters. Fuels may also be stored at the
facility.
Measure 5.B.3-4: Prepare a SWPPP for the treatment plant. Although a NPDES
Industrial Stormwater Permit is not required for water treatment plants, the PVWMA
should address the potential for spills and nonpoint-source runoff contamination from the
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treatment plant and pump station that could affect water quality in College Lake. At a
minimum, the SWPPP or equivalent shall provide for secondary containment of treatment
plant chemicals (such as alum or polymers) and fuels, if stored at the plant.
_________________________
Impact 5.B.3-5: The Expanded College Lake project would convey water, which normally
would flow to the ocean, to agricultural lands for irrigation, thereby decreasing the need to
pump groundwater. Beneficial.
The Expanded College Lake project, in combination with other supplemental projects, would
yield up to 6,700 af annually, water for irrigation that would replace water currently pumped
from the groundwater basin. This would in part reduce the current overdraft of the basin and
reduce seawater intrusion, and therefore is a beneficial impact on groundwater quality and flow.
_________________________

REFERENCES – Hydrology and Water Quality
Environmental Science Associates, Inc., Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Local Water
Supply and Distribution, Environmental Impact Report, May 7, 1999.
FEMA Flood Hazard Maps, FEMA, in cooperation with ESRI, online FEMA Mapping for the
City of Watsonville, 2001.
FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM), Santa Cruz County, California, No. 385 and 395,
April 15, 1986.
King, Kenneth B., P.E., Evaluation of College Lake and Bolsa de San Cayetano Projects,
prepared for Raines, Melton, and Carella, Inc., January 2000.
Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency State of
the Basin Report, prepared by Jones & Stokes, May 2000.
Raines, Melton, and Carella, Inc., Revised Basin Management Plan for PVWMA, Internal Draft,
July 2001.
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5.B.4 VEGETATION, FISH, AND WILDLIFE
5.B.4.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.4 for a description of methods used during investigation of the project
area for biological resources.
For a description of the Expanded College Lake project, refer to Section 2.4.3 in Chapter 2,
Project Description. College Lake is a seasonal lake that receives water from an 11,000-acre
watershed during the rainy season. Currently, College Lake is pumped dry in the spring and the
lakebed is farmed and harvested before winter runoff begins filling the lake (typically in
November). Remnants of the former natural hydrology are evident in the persistence of welldeveloped willow-dominated riparian forest along the lowest reaches of Casserly Creek and, to a
lesser extent, several smaller tributaries, just before they empty into College Lake. The
remainder of College Lake is entirely agricultural, and surrounding land uses are residential and
agricultural.
The Expanded College Lake Project proposes to increase the total storage capacity of College
Lake to 4,600 af. Figure 2.10 in Chapter 2 shows the approximate locations proposed for the
main earth dam, the saddle dam, and the pumping and filtration facilities.
Several special status wildlife species are known to occur or may have potentially suitable
habitat in the vicinity of the proposed College Lake project. Aquatic habitat for the California
red-legged frog and the western pond turtle is present in Corralitos and Salsipuedes creeks.
However, upland habitat is marginal because little natural vegetation remains in these areas.
Suitable nesting habitat for raptors such as red-shouldered hawks and white-tailed kites is present
in the riparian vegetation along the northern side of the lake, and particularly in the area of
Casserly Creek. An adult red-shouldered hawk was observed in this area during a 2001 survey.
In addition, the area undoubtedly provides nesting habitat for numerous smaller birds.
No special status plants were observed in the project area. There are historic records for two
special status plants in this area, Congdon's tarplant (Hemizonia parryi ssp. congdonii) and Santa
Cruz tarplant (Holocarpha macradenia). However, careful surveys in 1977 and 1986 by Rex
Palmer and Randall Morgan, two authorities on the rare plants in the region, could not relocate
these populations. Both concluded that these plants had been eliminated because of residential
development in the area. Supporting this conclusion, neither species was observed in the College
Lake area by Environmental Science Associates botanists.
With respect to fisheries resources, the Pajaro River and Corralitos and Salsipuedes Creeks
support a variety of common fish species, and all three support a threatened run of south-central
California coast steelhead. Spawning and rearing habitat for this species is present in the upper
reaches of Corralitos Creek, and the upper tributaries of Salsipuedes Creek above College Lake.
Conditions for steelhead passage to and from spawning and rearing habitats are the primary fish
habitat factor potentially affected by the proposed project. The presence of sufficient stream
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flows for down-migration of smolts is critical. These conditions were surveyed in the spring of
1997 (Habitat Restoration Group, 1997; Smith, 1999; Appendix C).
Most riffles on Salsipuedes Creek downstream of College Lake were narrow, straight, and easily
passable, requiring as little as 1.0 - 2.0 cubic feet per second (cfs) for smolt passage. However,
two measured diagonal riffles required an estimated 3.0 and 7.5 cfs for smolt passage. Smolts
were observed to have migrated down Corralitos Creek to Salsipuedes Creek at 1.0 cfs in May
1997 (probably with great difficulty). Surveyed flows in Salsipuedes Creek included flow from
Corralitos Creek, as well as from College Lake. The analysis concluded that during the period of
March 15 through May 31 (the primary smolt migration period), a minimum flow of 7.5 cfs
would be required in Salsipuedes Creek at its confluence with Corralitos Creek for steelhead
smolts to be able to reach the Pajaro River. Furthermore, at least 2.0 cfs of the total 7.5 cfs
would need to be provided by the reach of Salsipuedes Creek upstream of the confluence, that is,
from College Lake. After informal consultations with CDFG and the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS), it was agreed that this 2.0 cfs bypass flow from College Lake would be
provided through June 1, a more conservative estimate of the end of the smolt down-migration
period (Environmental Science Associates, 1999).

5.B.4.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.4 for a description of the significance criteria used in analyzing
potential project impacts related to biological resources.

5.B.4.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
For the analysis of impacts for this component of the project, the outlet works structure for the
main dam were assumed to be constructed downstream of the existing headgate on Salsipuedes
Creek and that the existing headgate would be removed.
Impact 5.B.4-1--Wetlands: Construction of the main dam and associated facilities could
result in temporary impacts on up to 0.7 acre of potential jurisdictional wetlands/waters of
the U.S. and streambeds and banks under the jurisdiction of the CDFG. Potential impacts
include sedimentation in Salsipuedes Creek during construction activities, temporary loss
of wetland-associated vegetation, stream function as wildlife and fishery habitat, and loss
of special status natural communities. Construction of the main dam would also result in
the permanent loss of approximately 0.1 acre of wetland in Salsipuedes Creek. Significant.
With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-thansignificant level.
This project would require the construction of the main dam, outlet works, diversion pump
station, and treatment facilities within or in the immediate vicinity of Salsipuedes Creek. Raising
the storage elevation of College Lake by nine feet would result in the flooding of an additional
160 acres of land when the lake is filled to the proposed 69-foot elevation. Within the 420 acres
of land flooded at the new lake elevation, the flooding would result in deeper and longer
flooding. The pumping of College Lake is currently completed by May; in some years under the
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proposed scenario, pumping might continue through July. As is the existing condition, flooding
and pumping would occur during the winter and spring months.
No natural wetlands would be created as a result of this alternative. Some small areas of Valley
Foothill Riparian habitat consisting primarily of willows is located on Casserly Creek and several
smaller tributaries to College Lake. Willows are the most flood-tolerant genus of California
trees, especially during their dormant period in the winter (USFWS, 1980). However, an
increase in the depth of flooding by nine feet and an extension of the period of inundation by
several weeks in late spring in some of the higher rainfall years might adversely affect this
habitat and could result in the loss of individual willows or the entire habitat.
Increased short-term flooding of riparian and disturbed grassland habitats would have a neutral
or beneficial impact on habitat for three special status animals: California red-legged frogs,
western pond turtles, and California tiger salamanders. These species depend on standing water,
emergent vegetation, and woody vegetation associated with standing water. An increased water
regime could enhance habitat characteristics for these species.
Construction of the pumping facilities would for the most part be located in Cropland/Orchard/
Vineyard and Urban/Developed habitats, and would have insignificant impacts to biological
resources. However, outlet works construction in and near Valley Foothill Riparian habitat could
result in erosion, sedimentation, and reduction in water quality that would adversely affect the
biological resources that depend on these habitats.
The banks of Salsipuedes Creek where the main dam is proposed is vegetated with blackberries
and a variety of weedy species. However, a small part of the main dam would permanently fill
up to 0.1 acre of Salsipuedes Creek.
Measure 5.B.4-1a--Implement Standard Protective Measures to Maintain Water
Quality and Control Erosion and Sedimentation:

!

Restrict all in-channel construction activities in Salsipuedes Creek to low-flow
periods (i.e., after College Lake has been emptied).

!

Place sediment curtains downstream of the construction zone to prevent sediment
disturbed during trenching activities from being transported and deposited outside of
the construction zone.

!

Locate spoil sites so they do not drain directly into the waterways. If a spoil site
drains into a channel, catch basins will be constructed to intercept sediment before it
reaches the channels. Spoil sites will be graded to reduce the potential for erosion.

!

Prepare and implement a spill prevention plan for potentially hazardous materials.
The plan will include the proper handling and storage of all potentially hazardous
materials, as well as the proper procedures for cleaning up and reporting of any
spills. If necessary, containment berms will be constructed to prevent spilled
materials from reaching the creek channels.
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!

Store equipment and materials away from the waterways, outside existing levees or
at least 50 feet from waterways, but within the pipeline right-of-way. No equipment
or materials shall be deposited within 100 feet of wetlands.

!

Provide proper and timely maintenance for vehicles and equipment used during
construction to reduce the potential for mechanical breakdowns leading to a spill of
materials into or around the creeks. Maintenance and fueling will be conducted in an
area that meets the criteria set forth in the spill prevention plan (i.e., away from the
creeks).

Measure 5.B.4-1b--Revegetation Measures in Riparian Forest: Where adverse impacts
to Valley Foothill Riparian forest occur at College Lake, revegetation measures will be
developed as part of a revegetation plan approved by CDFG. These measures will include:
stockpiling and conserving surface soil for spreading following construction; use of locally
obtained and locally indigenous plant materials; use of site preparation and planting
methods known to be effective for riparian habitats and the species to be used in
revegetation; after-installation care; implementation of effective weed control measures;
development of success criteria; and identification of corrective measures if the success
criteria are not met. The revegetation plan will use materials of the same species as
existing vegetation, and will use planting ratios to allow for some mortality during the
years when the vegetation is small.
Measure 5.B.4-1c--Implement off-site wetland creation and/or enhancement to
compensate for up to 0.1 acre of permanently filled wetland where the main dam will
fill Salsipuedes Creek. Compensation may consist of nearby wetland creation, such as
allowing a small portion of College Lake to dry naturally instead of withdrawing all the
water, or wetland enhancement, such as restoration of riparian areas on Salsipuedes Creek
downstream of the proposed dam.
This mitigation measure would reduce significant impacts to wetlands and riparian habitat
impacted by this project component to a less-than-significant level.
________________________
Impact 5.B.4-2: Construction of facilities in and near wetlands could result in temporary
impacts to special status animal species and their habitats. Impacts could occur due to
increased sedimentation in streams, dewatering of pools, habitat loss through vegetation
removal, destruction of nests and burrows and construction disturbance. Significant.
With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-thansignificant level.
Habitat for special status animals is present in Valley Foothill Riparian and Fresh Emergent
Wetland habitats in the project area at College Lake and Salsipuedes Creek. Environmental
Science Associates qualitatively evaluated the habitat condition of each area. The special status
animal species associated with these habitats that have the potential to occur on project sites
include:
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!

California red-legged frog (federal Threatened and California Species of Special Concern;
Critical Habitat designation);

!

Red-shouldered hawk, white-tailed kite, and other raptors and nesting passerine birds;

!

Western pond turtle (federal Species of Concern and California Species of Special
Concern);

!

South-central California coast steelhead (federal Threatened, California Species of Special
Concern; Critical Habitat designation).

California Red-Legged Frog. Fresh Emergent Wetlands provide breeding habitat for California
red-legged frog. Potential habitat for this species occurs in Salsipuedes Creek. Temporary
habitat disturbance would result from facility construction activities. Impact to habitat is
estimated at 0.7 acre for the main dam. This impact could result in mortality or disturbance to
individuals.
Raptors and Nesting Passerine Birds. Raptor and passerine species nest in dense riparian
habitats between March and July. Potential nesting areas for these species occur in the stand of
willows on the eastern arm of College Lake and on Salsipuedes creeks. CDFG Code Sections
3503 and 3503.5, and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act protect raptors and passerines and their
nests and eggs from take. Disturbance due to construction could result in reproductive failure for
raptors nesting in the vicinity.
South-Central California Coast Steelhead. The proposed project could cause constructionrelated impacts to migrating steelhead, such as sedimentation and degradation of water quality.
Operation of the project would cause additional impacts, discussed in Impact 5.B.4-3 (below).
Western Pond Turtle. Any project areas with permanent water, including Salsipuedes Creek,
provide potential habitat for the western pond turtle. Project construction activities in these
wetlands could result in direct mortality, or habitat degradation due to increased erosion and
siltation into creek waters.
The following measures apply whether or not construction would take place within the banks of
the creeks; however, if construction would occur within the bed and bank of the creeks,
protection measures for other species would also limit timing of construction. For example, if
construction were planned within a creek supporting a steelhead run, construction may occur
during June 1 through November 1 (Measure 5.B.4-2e). Construction in an area with California
red-legged frog habitat is allowed only during April 1 through November 1 (Measure 5.B.4-2b).
Combining these, construction in riparian areas with habitat for all three, steelhead, California
red-legged frogs, and raptors and passerines, would be limited to August 1 through November 1.
Measure 5.B.4-2a--Avoid Disturbance to Riparian Vegetation: Avoid removal or
damage to all riparian vegetation within the project corridor. Erect exclusion fencing
during construction along the edge of riparian vegetation where the construction area is
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within 25 feet of the riparian zone. If complete avoidance is infeasible, implement
Measure 5.B.4-2b.
The above measure is also applicable to the construction of the outlet works on
Salsipuedes Creek.
Measure 5.B.4-2b--Survey, Consultation and Protection Measures for Special Status
Wildlife Species: Since South-central California coast steelhead are known to be present,
and potential habitat for the California red-legged frog was found as part of the site
assessment, reasonable and prudent measures for protection of the California red-legged
frog contained in the Programmatic Biological Opinion for this species (USFWS, 1999)
shall be implemented if the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers finds that impact to this species
is likely. If impacts to the South-central California coast steelhead or tidewater goby may
occur as a part of this project, a formal consultation and Biological Opinion must be
prepared for USFWS and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) under the
Endangered Species Act.
Since steelhead, California Red-legged frogs, and other special status species are known or
presumed present in the project area, Measures 4.A.4-2e through 4.A.4-2g shall be
implemented.
_________________________
Impact 5.B.4-3: Operation of the proposed project would reduce streamflows for steelhead
passage in Salsipuedes Creek, particularly for down-migrating smolts in the spring months.
Installation of the outlet works at College Lake could present a barrier to up-migrating
adult steelhead as well as down-migrating smolts. Significant. The impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level with mitigation identified in this EIR.
Steelhead use the Pajaro River, Salsipuedes Creek, Corralitos Creek, and the upper tributaries to
College Lake. Diversion of most of the College Lake water currently pumped down Salsipuedes
Creek could reduce this population, which depends on the current pumping regime to provide
enough flow for breeding and smolt migration. Unless flows are managed to allow continued
migration of adult and juvenile steelhead, the steelhead run in this portion of the Pajaro River
watershed could be significantly reduced. Operation of the intake structure at College Lake also
presents a risk to down migrating smolts, which could become entrapped or entrained. Raising
the elevation of the lake by nine feet through the installation of the main dam and outlet works
also presents a potential impact to up-migrating adult steelhead, which would be unable to
negotiate such a tall barrier. The measures presented below should be implemented in
conjunction with Measure 5.C.4-3a for the Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake Diversion projects.
Measure 5.B.4-3a--Maintenance of Streamflow for Steelhead: Impacts to steelhead
smolt passage by altering College Lake storage and/or reducing the pumping of College
Lake water into Salsipuedes Creek can be avoided by providing minimum bypass flows
during the steelhead smolt migration period. Bypass flows should be:
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!

From 15 March through 1 June: 7.5 cfs in Salsipuedes Creek at its junction with
Corralitos Creek, with a minimum bypass flow of 2.0 cfs from College Lake and a
minimum bypass flow of 0.5 cfs from Corralitos Creek to provide passage to the
confluence.

!

After 1 May no Salsipuedes bypass flow would be required if Corralitos Creek is dry
at Highway 152.

Minimum passage flows in Salsipuedes Creek are no longer needed after Corralitos Creek
has dried at Highway 152 after 1 May, since smolts would no longer be coming down
Corralitos Creek and restoration of flow by storm would be unlikely that late in spring.
Green Valley and Casserly Creeks tend to dry before Corralitos Creek, so maintenance of
minimum passage flows through the full migration period on Corralitos Creek would also
adequately protect smolt migration on these smaller streams.
Measure 5.B.4-3b--Protection of Migrating Adult and Smolt Steelhead at College
Lake main dam: Fish passage past the new main dam and outlet works at College Lake
shall be constructed and maintained so that upstream steelhead passage is no more difficult
than the present conditions. Passage shall be facilitated through the installation of a fish
ladder, the design of which will need to be approved by CDFG and NMFS. The design
shall include a sufficiently high bypass flow to allow fish to travel through the passage
structure. This flow shall be no less than 2.0 cfs in order to comply with Measure 5.B.4-3a
(above).
Measure 5.B.4-3c--Protection of Down-Migrating Steelhead Smolts at College Lake
Intake Facilities: The current pumping facilities move water out of College Lake and
directly into Salsipuedes Creek and are entirely unscreened, potentially resulting in the
entrainment of steelhead. With the construction of a diversion pipeline for the proposed
project, the intake structure shall be designed to ensure that smolts are not entrained, since
the diverted water will be used for irrigation or recharge. The intake facilities design must
result in no entrapment or entrainment of steelhead smolts (NMFS, 1997).
_________________________

REFERENCES – Vegetation, Fish, and Wildlife
Environmental Science Associates (ESA), Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Local
Water Supply and Distribution Project Sensitive Species Habitat Assessment, prepared for
the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, Watsonville, 1999.
Habitat Restoration Group (HRG), Fisheries Report for the Pajaro Valley Water Management
Agency Water Supply Project, prepared for Environmental Science Associates, San
Francisco, Appendix C, 1997.
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), Fish Screening Criteria for Anadromous Salmonids.
National Marine Fisheries Service Southwest Region, 10 pp., 1997.
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Smith, J. J., Fish Passage on the Pajaro River at Murphy’s Crossing, Technical Memorandum
prepared for Environmental Science Associates, Appendix C, March 15, 1999.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Impact of Water Level Changes on Woody Riparian and Wetland
Communities, Vol. VIII, Pacific Northwest and Rocky Mountain Regions, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service Office of Biological Services Program Report FWS/OBS-78/94, 1980.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), Programmatic Formal Endangered Species Act
Consultation on Issuance of Permits under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act or
Authorizations under the Nationwide Permit Program for Projects that May Affect the
California Red-legged Frog, Letter to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers district offices, dated
January 26, 1999.
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5.B.5 CULTURAL RESOURCES
5.B.5.1 SETTING
Archaeology of the Project area
Section 3.5 provides archaeological/prehistoric data on the project area.

Ethnography of the Project area
Section 3.5 provides ethnographic data on the project area.

Historical Overview
Section 3.5 provides an historical overview of the project area.

Cultural Resource Findings in the College Lake Area
Archaeological surveys of the College Lake area were conducted by Pacific Legacy in November
1997 and March 1999 which included surveys of areas that would be affected by proposed
College Lake improvements (Holson, 1997). A cultural resources records search for the College
Lake area was conducted by the Anthropological Studies Center at Sonoma State University in
September 2001. The archaeological surveys and records search identified five cultural resource
sites, described below.
Three existing previously recorded archaeological sites were identified adjacent to College Lake,
which include CA-SCR-44/H, CA-SCR-104H, and CA-SCR-150. The CA-SCR-44/H site is
approximately 40 acres in size and consists of a historic component (Saint Francis Church and
School complex) and two prehistoric components that include human remains. CA-SCR-104H
consists of flaked stone debris, faunal shell, bone, and groundstone artifacts. Historic
components of this site include two houses and two barns dating from the 1890s to the early
1900s. CA-SCR-150 consists of a large area of flaked stone debris and faunal bone and shell.
One new archaeological site was identified in the 1997 surveys. This site (identified as CL-2)
was found to contain shell, groundstone, and chert flakes.
In addition to the cultural resource mentioned above, another archaeological site (CA-SCR-295)
was identified adjacent to College Lake in the 2001 records search by the Anthropological
Studies Center. The site is approximately 0.5 acre in size and consists of historic components
including Monterey and Franciscan chert debitage and shatter, chert cobbles and pebbles.

5.B.5.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.5.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.
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5.B.5.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.B.5-1: Construction activities associated with the proposed College Lake
Expansion and associated facilities could result in the alteration or destruction of identified
cultural resources. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Five cultural resources (prehistoric and historic) sites were identified near, or adjacent to,
College Lake. Construction activities associated with the water diversion and filtration facilities
and dam facilities would encroach into an historic site, CA-SCR-44/H. In addition, cultural
resource sites CL-2, CA-SCR-104, CA-SCR-295 and CA-SCR-150 could be adversely affected.
These sites could be altered or destroyed by construction activities and/or flooding from lake
capacity expansion. Flooding could cause erosion and/or deterioration of cultural materials at
these sites.
Measure 5.B.5-1: Implement Measures 4.B.5-1a and 4.B.5-1b.
_________________________
Impact 5.B.5-2: Ground-disturbing activities associated with the proposed facilities and
excavation of the lake bottom could reveal previously unknown buried or otherwise
obscured significant prehistoric and historic cultural resources. Significant. With
mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant
level.
Significant unknown cultural resources may be buried or obscured by vegetation on the project
site, and therefore construction of the proposed project could result in degradation and
destruction of undiscovered cultural resources.
Measure 5.B.5-2: Implement Measure 4.A.5-1.
_________________________
Impact 5.B.5-3: Potential indirect impacts to cultural resources, primarily vandalism,
could result from the increased access to, and use of the general area during construction.
Such disturbance could result in the loss of integrity of important cultural resources.
Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
Construction activities associated with proposed expansion of College Lake might provide
increased accessibility to existing cultural resource sites adjacent to College Lake. This could
result in looting and vandalism of important cultural resources
Measure 5.B.5-3: Implement Measures 4.B.5-3a through 4.B.5-3c.
_________________________
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REFERENCES – Cultural Resources
Holson, John, Pacific Legacy, Incorporated, Written Correspondence, November 14, 1997.
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5.B.6 TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION
5.B.6.1 SETTING
Project Area Roadways
Figure 3.6-1 illustrates, and Section 3.6 (Regional Setting – Traffic and Circulation) describes
project area roadways in the discussion of Regional Setting. Highway 152 provides east-west
access through the project area, stretching east from Highway 1 to the Central Valley. In the
west portion of the project area, Highway 152 runs through Watsonville (along Main Street, East
Beach Street, Lincoln Street and East Lake Avenue) to Hecker Pass (via Hecker Pass) and Santa
Clara County.
A number of local two-lane roadways that might be affected by the project include Holohan
Road, College Road and Lakeview Road. Holohan Road extends west from Highway 152 south
of College Lake to Freedom. College Road extends east from Highway 152, south of Kelly and
Drew Lakes. Lakeview Road extends north from Highway 129 providing connection to College
Road.

Traffic Volumes
Section 3.6.1 presents daily traffic volumes on study area roadways.

Existing Truck Traffic on Roadways
Section 3.6.1 presents existing truck traffic on study area roadways.

Accident History
Section 3.6.1 presents an accident history for study area roadways.

Roadway Improvement Projects
Section 3.6.1 describes roadway improvement projects planned in the study area.

Applicable Plans and Policies
Section 3.6.1 presents applicable plans and policies for jurisdictions in the study area.

5.B.6.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.6.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.
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5.B.6.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Construction Trip Generation
Construction activities that would generate traffic would consist of trucks hauling equipment and
materials to the dam site, the hauling of excavated spoils, and the daily arrival and departure of
construction workers to and from the work sites. Materials delivery likely would generate the
greatest number of off-site truck trips associated with the expanded College Lake project. An
estimated 60,000 cubic yards of materials, including riprap and concrete, would be delivered to
the site. During peak delivery periods, up to 10 round-trips per hour could occur as these
materials are delivered to the dam sites.
Approximately 100,000 cubic yards of material would be excavated from the bottom of College
Lake to be used in the construction of the dams. All hauling of this material between the lake
and the dam site is assumed to occur on private farm roads; consequently, there would be no
increase in construction trips on public roads associated with this element of the project.
A comparatively smaller number of construction truck trips (less than 10 truck trips per day)
would be associated with the construction of the pump station, filtration and pretreatment
facilities to be located south of College Lake along the west bank of the Salsipedes Creek.
Construction workers would be commuting to and from the project sites, most likely in personal
automobiles or small trucks. An estimated 20 workers would be expected to commute to and
from the site on a daily basis during the construction period.

Construction Trip Distribution
The Granite Construction Quarry, located in Aromas off Highway 129, likely serve as the source
of the concrete and rip rap for the expanded College Lake project. Construction worker trips are
assumed to originate from the major urban areas in the project region and nearby communities.
Based on the existing roadway network serving the project area, project trucks and construction
workers traveling to and from the alignment are assumed to use a combination of highways (e.g.,
Highway 101, Highway 152), county roads and designated truck routes in the project vicinity to
reach other local points and/or regional locations. Railroad lines and railroad right-of-ways
would not be affected by this project component.
Impact 5.B.6-1: Traffic on area roadways would temporarily increase as a result of
project-generated vehicle trips by construction workers and construction vehicular
activities. Less than Significant. Implementation of mitigation identified in this EIR, while
not required, would assist in ensuring that the impact would remain at a less-thansignificant level.
Because project construction-generated traffic would be temporary, it would not result in any
long-term degradation in operating conditions or level of service for any project roadways. The
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primary off-site impacts from the movement of construction trucks would include short-term and
intermittent lessening of roadway capacities due to slower movements and larger turning radii of
the trucks compared to passenger vehicles.
The project would temporarily increase traffic on roadways providing access to the work site and
roadways providing connection to regional routes; this would include Highway 152,
Highway 129, Highway 1, Holohan Road and Lakeview Road. Although the specific estimated
off-site construction vehicle trips are yet not determined for all components of this project (see
Construction Trip Generation, above), given the expected type of facilities construction,
construction-generated traffic would be expected to be at a level that would not significantly
disrupt traffic flow on these freeways and arterials.
Most project related hauling and deliveries would be expected to be dispersed throughout the
day, thus lessening the effect on peak-hour traffic. Project truck traffic occurring during the
hours of 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. would coincide with peak-hour traffic,
and therefore, have the greatest potential to impede traffic flow during these time periods.
Restricting truck traffic during the morning and evening peak periods would further minimize
disruption of the general traffic flow on affected roadways during the peak traffic hours.
Although this impact would be less than significant, the following mitigation measures are
recommended to further reduce this less-than-significant impact.
Measure 5.B.6-1 (Recommended): Implement Measures 4.A.6-1a and 4.A.6-1b.
________________________
Impact 5.B.6-2: Project construction would increase wear-and-tear on area roadways used
by construction vehicles. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The use of heavy trucks to transport equipment and material to and from the project site could
affect road conditions by increasing the rate of road wear or causing direct damage to roads and
bridges. The degree to which this impact would occur depends on the project-generated traffic
and the design (pavement type and thickness) and existing condition of the roadways. The
project’s impact is assumed to be minimal on major arterials (e.g., highways, including
Highways 1, 101, 129, and 152) which are designed to accommodate a mix of vehicle types,
including heavy trucks.
Other local-serving roads, such as Lakeview Road and College Road, may not be built with a
pavement thickness that would withstand considerable heavy truck volumes. The projected
increase in use of these or other local roadways by heavy trucks could result in significant
roadwear on these roadways.
Measure 5.B.6-2: Implement Measure 4.A.6-2.
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________________________
Impact 5.B.6-3: Project construction would increase potential traffic safety hazards for
vehicles and pedestrians in the construction area. Significant. With mitigation identified
in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The temporary increase in construction-generated trucks on project area roadways would interact
with other vehicles, including other large trucks, slow-moving agricultural vehicles (in farm
areas), and other local traffic. Potential conflicts also could occur between construction traffic
and bicyclists and pedestrians, particularly in and near residentially dense areas, such as the
residential neighborhood near College Road, and in Watsonville. Highway 152, Holohan Road,
College Road, and Lakeview Road (south of College Road) are part of the Master Plan of Santa
Cruz County bikeways (Santa Cruz County, 1994).
As discussed in Section 3.6.1, Setting, a number of major study roadway segments currently
exhibit higher accident rates than the statewide average for similar roadways. These roadways
include Highway 152 (through Watsonville) and Highway 129 (in Santa Cruz and Watsonville).
However, these arterials are already used heavily by trucks (as discussed in Section 3.6.1,
Setting). In addition, the state and county routes would still be the safest, and in virtually all
locations, the only desirable routes for project traffic to use.
Measure 5.B.6-3: Implement Measures 4.A.6-3a and 4.A.6-3b.
________________________
Impact 5.B.6-4: Project construction would generate a demand for parking spaces for
construction worker vehicles. Less than Significant.
The project would generate a need for parking for construction workers and construction
vehicles, as well as areas to store equipment and supplies. The location of staging areas has not
been identified at this point; however, given the size of the site, it is expected that providing
space for staging areas could be easily accommodated. The demand for new parking would be
met by the proposed construction staging areas. No public on-street parking would be eliminated
during project construction.
Mitigation: None required.
________________________
Impact 5.B.6-5: Project construction could coincide with other construction projects under
the Revised BMP, or other potential construction projects in the area, contributing to
cumulative traffic and roadway disruptions. Significant. With mitigation identified in this
EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Construction associated with the proposed project could occur at the same time construction of
other components identified under the Revised BMP occurs, in addition to other potential
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cumulative construction projects in the project area. The projects would share some of the same
construction access routes (including Highway 1, Highway 129 and Highway 152). Consequently,
cumulative traffic and roadway disruptions could occur. The implementation of mitigation
measures identified in this section would reduce this project’s contribution to cumulative
impacts. The following measures would further reduce this project’s contribution to this impact
to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.B.6-5: Implement Measure 5.A.6-7.
________________________
Impact 5.B.6-6: The Expanded College Lake project could conflict with a new PaulsenWhiting Road bridge connection planned by Santa Cruz County. Less than Significant.
Implementation of recommended mitigation measures identified in this EIR, while not
required, would assist in ensuring that the impact would remain at a less-than-significant
level.
Development of the expanded College Lake project would increase the lake elevation from 60 to
69 feet and would lead to inundation of approximately 420 acres of land, an increase of 160 acres
from existing conditions. Part of the inundation area would be located in the area of a new
Paulsen-Whiting Road bridge connection planned by Santa Cruz County. This road was
destroyed by flooding during Winter 1996. The County is currently considering preliminary
design for a new bridge connection along the alignment as the previous road (Williamson, 2001).
If the proposed College Lake project were not closely coordinated with the planned bridge
connection project, the proposed project could conflict with the proposed design, construction,
operation and maintenance of such bridge connection.
Measure 5.B.6-6 (Recommended): The PVWMA shall coordinate closely with the Santa
Cruz County Public Works Department to ensure the planning, design, construction,
operation and maintenance of the Expanded College Lake project and new PaulsenWhiting Road project are compatible.
________________________

REFERENCE – Traffic and Circulation
Santa Cruz County, 1994 General Plan and Local Coastal Program for the County of Santa
Cruz, 1994.
Williamson, Bill, Santa Cruz County Department of Public Works, telephone conversation,
August 6, 2001.
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5.B.7 AIR QUALITY
5.B.7.1 SETTING
Section 3.6, Regional Setting – Traffic and Circulation, describes the major roadways in the
vicinity of College Lake. Aside from automobile and agricultural emissions there are no major
air emission sources in the vicinity of this project component.

5.B.7.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.7.2 for a description of the significance criteria used in analyzing
potential project impacts related to air quality.

5.B.7.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.B.7-1: Construction of this Local-Only Alternative project component would
temporarily generate criteria air pollutants, particularly PM10, over the duration of the
construction period. Significant and Unavoidable. Implementation of mitigation identified
in this EIR would reduce the impact, but it would remain significant.
Construction of the project would generate fugitive dust (including PM10), and other criteria air
pollutants from exhaust emissions. A large portion of the total construction dust emissions
would result from site grading and trench excavation activities. Dust emissions would vary from
day to day, depending on the phase of construction, the silt content of the soil, and the weather.
Daily emissions would depend greatly upon whether construction of the various supply
components and distribution systems would occur simultaneously. Construction-related impacts
which are individually less than significant may have a significant impact if construction occurs
on two or more components simultaneously. Additionally, PM-10 as well as some exhaust
emissions would add to the cumulative air pollutant emissions of the valley. In an agricultural
region, soil tilling is a source of PM-10, which in total far exceeds what the project construction
could generate at individual site locations. Larger particles of dust from construction would fall
out relatively close to construction sites and could cover crops with a coating of dust. This could
be injurious to plants, particularly seedlings and plants in their early growth stages.
According to MBUAPCD CEQA Guidelines, construction projects which emit precursors of
ozone (i.e., ROG and NOx) are accommodated in the emission inventories of the Air Quality
Management Plans and would not have a significant impact on the attainment and maintenance
of ozone AAQS. For this reason, emissions of ROG and NOx from construction equipment will
not be quantified and will be considered a less-than-significant impact. The MBUAPCD
Guidelines also state that PM-10 emissions from construction activities are considered significant
if they would generate 82 pounds per day or more of PM10 when the activities are located nearby
and upwind of sensitive receptors.
The EPA emission factors for PM10 emissions do not specifically apply to excavation and
handling of soil. In lieu of this information, emission factors from the South Coast Air Quality
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Management District (SCAQMD) were used (SCAQMD, 1993) for dam construction. Assuming
an average soil excavation of 800 cubic yards per day based on 80 incoming trucks per day, dam
construction would result in particulate emission of approximately 1,887 pounds of PM10 per
day.
Measure 5.B.7-1: Implement dust control program described in Measure 4.A.7-1.
The effectiveness of the dust control measures in reducing PM-10 emissions ranges from
34 percent (for sweeping streets) to 90 percent (for covering haul trucks and inactive
storage piles) (MBUAPCD, 2000). However, implementation of all applicable measures
would not reduce PM-10 emissions to below 82 pounds per day. Assuming an average
reduction of 75 percent, PM10 emissions would be 472 pounds per day with identified
mitigation measures. With implementation of Measure 4.A.7-1, construction-generated
PM-10 emissions would remain significant and unavoidable.
_________________________
Impact 5.B.7-2: Vehicle trips resulting from operation and maintenance of the various
components of the project would generate emissions of criteria air pollutants. Less than
Significant.
Operation of the dams would require periodic maintenance and inspection by PVWMA
employees. Emissions generated by employee vehicle trips would be negligible and would not
exceed MBUAPCD significance thresholds. Pumps would be powered by electricity, rather than
diesel, and would not generate criteria air pollutants.
_________________________

REFERENCE – Air Quality
Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District, CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, September
2000.
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD), CEQA Air Quality Handbook,
April 1993.
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5.B.8 NOISE
5.B.8.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.8 for a discussion of regional noise conditions. Proposed facilities
under this component include construction of a earth dam, saddle dam, outlet woks, spillway,
pump station, and pretreatment and filtration facilities.
The proposed locations for the pump station and pretreatment and filtration facilities are south of
the dam adjacent to Salsipuedes Creek. Residences are located approximately 500 feet south of
the main dam and facility structures. St. Francis School is located about 1,000 feet from the main
dam and structure site.

5.B.8.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.8.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.B.8.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.B.8-1: Construction activities associated with the project construction would
intermittently and temporarily generate noise levels above existing ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would
be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Construction-related noise levels in the vicinity of the College Lake project would fluctuate
depending on the particular type, number, and duration of use of various pieces of construction
equipment, and the location of sensitive receptors. The effect of construction noise would
depend on how much noise would be generated by the equipment, the distance between
construction activities and the nearest noise-sensitive uses, and the existing noise levels at those
sensitive uses.
Construction activities would be expected to last approximately 23 months at the dam and filter
plant locations. Residences are located within 500 feet of the dam and filter plant locations;
therefore, noise associated with construction activity would be considered a significant effect for
this component. Implementation of the mitigation measures below, which limit the timing of
construction and use of equipment, would reduce potentially significant impacts to a less-thansignificant level.
Measure 5.B.8-1: Implement Measure 4.A.8-1.
___________________________
Impact 5.B.8-2: Operation of proposed filtration plant and pumping facilities would result
in noise increases in the vicinity of project facilities. Significant. With mitigation identified
in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
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The College Lake expansion would result in an increase in noise-generating equipment in the
vicinity of the pump station. Operation of a pump station would require three booster pumps
while the filter plant would require three filter pumps. Generally, a 150-horsepower pump
generates a noise level of 75 dBA at a distance of 50 feet. Assuming a distance of 500 feet to the
nearest sensitive receptors, noise from six pumps would be reduced to 63 dBA at a distance of
500 feet. While this noise level likely would not be significant during daytime hours, it would be
noticeable during quieter nighttime hours. Assuming 24-hour operation of the six pumps, the
resulting Ldn at local receptors would be 69 dBA, which falls within the conditionally acceptable
land use category for residential land uses within the General Plan. Because the proposed pump
station would have the potential to increase local noise levels at nearby residences in excess of a
normally acceptable residential land use environment as established in the General Plan, the
project would result in a potential significant operational noise impact. The pumping facilities
associated with the College Lake Expansion element have the potential to affect nearby sensitive
receptors, depending on the siting and design of the pumping facility. Implementation the
Mitigation Measures below would reduce potential impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.B.8-2: PVWMA shall incorporate into contract specifications the following
measures:

!

The pumping facilities shall be designed with acoustical treatments (building
enclosures, louvered vents, noise walls, etc.) that are adequate to maintain potential
noise generation to levels at or below ambient levels.
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5.B.9 PUBLIC SERVICES
5.B.9.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.9 for a discussion of public services and utilities serving the area.

5.B.9.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.9.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.B.9.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Demand during construction for public services such as water (for dust control), solid waste
disposal, and schools will not be large enough to cause significant impacts. (Solid waste
generated by the project would be sent to the Marina Landfill in Monterey County.)
Impact 5.B.9-1: Expansion of College Lake could result in temporary, planned or
accidental disruption to utility services provided by underground or above-ground lines.
Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
An above-ground electric line passes through the main dam site. Expansion of College Lake
likely would not affect underground utilities, as the project would not be located on public roads
or other utility corridor; however, Paulsen Road would be displaced by the higher reservoir
elevation, and the proposed saddle dam site is adjacent to Lake Avenue. Refer to Impact 4.A.9-1
for further discussion of the potential disruption of underground utilities.
Accidental disruption of smaller utility lines and cables is possible along all segments.
Temporary and accidental impacts to smaller utility lines would be considered adverse, but not
significant, because the affected area and duration of the impacts would be limited.
The above-ground utility line would be relocated as appropriate, in coordination with PG&E.
PG&E would be responsible for designing and implementing the relocation of the utility line; the
California Public Utilities Commission would be the lead agency for any follow-up CEQA
compliance. Because no alternative route for the utility line has been identified, the
environmental impacts are currently unknown.
Measure 5.B.9-1: A detailed study identifying utilities crossing facility sites will be done
during the pre-design stages of the project.
The following mitigations are required for segments identified in final design as having
potential conflict with significant utilities.
a.

Utility excavation and encroachment permits would be required from the appropriate
agencies, potentially including the Public Works Departments of Santa Cruz County,
and the City of Watsonville. These permits include measures to minimize utility
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disruption. PVWMA and its contractors would comply with permit conditions.
Permit requirements would be included in construction contract specifications.
b.

Utility locations would be verified through field survey (potholing) and use of an
underground locating service.

c.

A detailed engineering and construction plan would be prepared as part of the design
plans and specifications. This plan should include procedures for the excavation,
support, and fill of areas around utility cables and pipes. All affected utility services
would be notified of PVWMA’s construction plans and schedule. Arrangements
would be made with these entities regarding protection, relocation, or temporary
disconnection of services.

d.

Residents and businesses in the project area would be notified by the contractor in
writing of planned utility service disruption 2 to 4 days in advance in conformance
with County and State standards.

e.

PVWMA would coordinate with PG&E to relocate the overhead utility line that
traverses through the main dam project, as appropriate.
_________________________

Impact 5.B.9-2: Expansion of College Lake could temporarily impede vehicle access to
emergency services as well as to collection and delivery services. This impact could affect
Counties' Sheriff's Departments, fire departments, emergency services (e.g., ambulance
companies), delivery and collection services. Less than Significant.
Expansion of College Lake would not impede access, as it would not directly affect surface
streets and is not located in areas of sensitive land uses. (Paulsen Road has been washed out for
several years.
Mitigation: None required or recommended.
_________________________
Impact 5.B.9-3: Pump station operations for the project would increase demand for
electrical service at the project site. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR the
impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The proposed project would generate demand for electricity and could require the extension of
new, or expansion of existing electricity lines to serve the proposed project. The specific
electricity requirements would be reviewed by PG&E after PVWMA submits a formal
application for service.
Measure 5.B.9-3: The design of the pump station and any other facilities with substantial
electricity demand will be coordinated with PG&E to ensure adequate capacity is
available.
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5.B.10 VISUAL/AESTHETIC AND RECREATIONAL RESOURCES
5.B.10.1 SETTING
College Lake is a seasonal lake located in a natural depression that, when dry, produces
vegetable and flower crops during the summer and fall months. Agricultural uses, particularly
vegetable crops, dominate the surrounding area, which includes the proposed expanded reservoir
and facilities sites. During summer and fall, the farmed lakebed blends in with surrounding
expansive agricultural lands to the north, west, and south.
The proposed increased area of inundation around College Lake is not visually prominent due to
its elevation relative to the surrounding area, and intervening vegetation. Motorists traveling
along Highway 152, a designated scenic road in the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP and
the City of Watsonville General Plan, and Holohan Road, a designated scenic road in the City of
Watsonville General Plan, currently have views of College Lake and adjacent agricultural lands
that are partially obstructed by intervening terrain, vegetation and structures. Existing visual
features along these roadways include residences, Lakeview Middle School, and St. Francis
School, Church and Cemetery. Views of the proposed increased area of inundation also would
be visible from existing residences northwest of the lake.
The proposed water diversion and filtration facilities site is located along Highway 152 and is
clearly visible to motorists travelling along the roadway. Views of the proposed facilities are
also available from the residences south of the lake. Existing water pumping facilities are
located at the south end of the lake near the facilities site, and are partially visible from
Highway 152.
The proposed dams would be constructed on agricultural lands along the perimeter of College
Lake. The saddle dam would be adjacent to Highway 152, and the main dam would be on
agricultural lands south of the lake as well as on the site of the existing headgate and filtration
facilities. The main dam would be visible from Holohan Road.
Long-range views across College Lake include Mt. Madonna and the Santa Cruz Mountains to
the north, croplands to the west and south, and the City of Watsonville to the south.

Consistency with Applicable Plans and Policies
Development of the College Lake component would be generally consistent with the applicable
policies of the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP and the Watsonville General Plan presented
in Section 3.10 of this EIR. While this component would expand the size of College Lake, it
would not alter the rural visual character of the area. Under the proposed project, with
implementation of Measure 5.B.1-3 that requires topsoil to be replaced to allow farming to
continue on the lakebed during the dry season, agricultural fields within the expansion area
would continue to be visible during summer and fall. Although these fields would be inundated
during winter and spring, the expansion would not be distinguishable from the existing lake in
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views from nearby roadways, and this would be consistent with General Plan policies that call
for the protection of visual and agricultural resources. Additionally, the proposed lake expansion
would not noticeably alter views from Highway 152 and Holohan Road, both designated scenic
routes.
The proposed pumping and filtration facilities would be housed in industrial structures along
Highway 152, a designated scenic route in both the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP and the
Watsonville General Plan. Within the project area, the visual landscape along Highway 152
includes rural features, such as cropland, as well as urban development, including residences,
schools, a church and a cemetery. Development of the proposed facilities would create visible
features along Highway 152 that could contrast with adjacent agricultural uses. While the
proposed pumping facilities would be visible from Highway 152, they would be located in an
urbanized area and would be similar in size and scale to existing pumping facilities at College
Lake. Therefore, these facilities would not change the fundamental rural character of the area,
and would not substantially alter views from scenic routes. The project would not be
inconsistent with General Plan policies that encourage preservation of scenic rural qualities and
protection of views from designated scenic routes.

5.B.10.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please see Section 4.A.10.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.B.10.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.B.10-1: Development of the Expanded College Lake component would alter the
visual character of, and views of, the project area. Significant. With mitigation identified
in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The proposed Expanded College Lake component would expand the reservoir elevation of
College Lake onto 160 acres of adjacent agricultural lands for water storage purposes. This
expansion of the lake would be visible from viewpoints along Highway 152 and Holohan Road,
both of which are designated scenic routes in the Watsonville General Plan. Highway 152 is also
a designated scenic route in Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP.
According to the project description, the lake currently inundates approximately 260 acres during
the rainy season. The expanded reservoir elevation would increase the size of the lake by
approximately 60 percent, to 420 acres. The lake also would store water longer each year.
Water features generally are regarded as positive aesthetic elements of a visual landscape.
Additionally, the expanded reservoir elevation would not have any effect on the visual landscape
during the summer and fall, when crops would be planted in the lake if topsoil is replaced on the
lakebed, per Measure 5.B.1-3. Therefore, this would not be considered a significant adverse
change of the visual landscape.
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New structures housing the proposed pumping and filtration facilities would be constructed
along Highway 152. While no designs are available, these structures likely would be boxshaped, concrete buildings with an industrial appearance. Such structures would be similar to the
existing pumps to the south of College Lake that would be removed for construction of the main
dam, as well as with varied development along the roadway that includes residential, school and
church uses. The proposed facilities would be visible in foreground views from Highway 152, a
designated scenic route. These facilities would not constitute a substantial change in the visual
landscape, in which such facilities are common. They could contrast with their surrounding
landscape if they are not designed to blend with the color, vegetation, texture and topography of
the immediately adjacent uses that are dominant features in foreground views from Highway
152; however, this would not be considered a significant impact. Implementation of Measure
5.B.10-1a below would minimize contrast with the surrounding landscape.
Construction of the saddle dam along Highway 152 would remove native vegetation and crops.
These features contribute to the scenic quality of Highway 152, which is a City- and Countydesignated scenic route. The conceptual design of the saddle dam consists of a 25-foot wide
berm at 79 feet, approximately 14 feet above the current water level of the lake. Views from
Highway 152 would be altered by the saddle dam, which would screen views of agricultural
lands within the interior of College Lake. Since views of College Lake currently are obstructed
by existing vegetation and development along Highway 152, this would not be considered a
significant impact. However, the saddle dam would introduce an unnatural visual feature along
the scenic roadway. Implementation of Measure 5.B.10-1b would reduce this impact by planting
vegetation along the dam to visually integrate it into the surrounding landscape.
The conceptual design of the main dam consists of a 40-foot-wide crest at an elevation of 79 feet,
approximately 19 feet above the current water level of the lake. The main dam would be visible
from Holohan Road, a designated scenic road, and would screen views of agricultural lands
within the interior of College Lake from this road. Views of College Lake from Holohan Road
are currently obstructed by existing residential development. While the dam would obstruct
views of the interior of the lake, agricultural lands south of the main dam would remain visible
from Holohan Road. Since the rural character of views from Holohan Road would not change,
this would not be considered a significant impact. However, the main dam would introduce an
unnatural visual feature along the scenic roadway. Implementation of Measure 5.B.10-1b would
reduce this impact by planting vegetation along the dam to visually integrate it into the
surrounding landscape.
Measure 5.B.10-1a: The PVWMA shall use design elements and landscaping to enhance
visual integration of the pumping and filtration facilities with their surroundings. Proposed
facilities shall be painted low-glare earth-tone colors that blend closely with the
surrounding terrain. Vegetation shall be planted at proposed facilities to provide screening
from views of the facilities from Highway 152.
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Measure 5.B.10-1b: The PVWMA shall vegetate the saddle dam and main dam to
minimize textural contrasts with the surrounding vegetation using grasses, shrubs and trees
typical of the immediately surrounding area.
________________________
Impact 5.B.10-2: Development of the Expanded College Lake component would introduce
new sources of light onto the project site and increase ambient light in the project area.
Less than Significant. Implementation of recommended mitigation measures identified in
this EIR, while not required, would assist in ensuring that the impact would remain at a
less-than-significant level.
While no exterior lighting is currently proposed as part of this component, exterior security
lighting (if implemented) at the pump station, pretreatment, filtration, and dam facilities could
introduce light and create nighttime impacts. The new facilities would be located in the vicinity
of existing residences. While exterior lighting could be visible from these residences, it would
not be expected to substantially increase ambient light in the project area.
The proposed diversion pipeline would be underground and would not introduce new sources of
light or glare.
Mitigation Measure 5.B.10-2 (Recommended): Implement Measure 4.A.10-2.
________________________
Impact 5.B.10-3: Development of the Expanded College Lake component would
temporarily disrupt designated recreational bikeways in the project area. Less than
Significant.
Construction of the College Lake component would disrupt bicycle traffic along Highway 152
and Holohan Road, which are included in the Santa Cruz County bikeway system. Construction
activities and related truck traffic could damage the bikeways, and segments of the bikeways in
active construction areas would be temporarily closed during trench excavation and pipeline
installation, creating minor inconveniences to bicyclists. However, implementation of
Measures 5.B.6-2, 5.B.6-3a and 5.B.6-3b would ensure that damaged roads would be repaired to
pre-construction conditions, and that detours would be provided for bicyclists and motorists
during the construction period. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant.
Mitigation: None required.
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5.C CORRALITOS CREEK AND PINTO LAKE DIVERSIONS
5.C.1 LAND USE AND PLANNING
5.C.1.1 SETTING
The Pinto Lake and Corralitos Creek diversion facilities are within unincorporated Santa Cruz
County and within the City of Watsonville planning area. Pinto Lake is within Pinto Lake Park,
a joint city and county park with access from Green Valley Road. Pinto Lake Park includes a
playground, picnic areas, recreational vehicle parking, and boating facilities. The predominant
land use in the vicinity of the Pinto Lake and Corralitos Creek Diversion facilities is agriculture,
primarily apple orchards. Residences are located near both the east and west ends of the
Corralitos Creek Diversion pipeline. The Pinto Lake diversion pipeline is surrounded by
farmland (see Figure 2.8). According to the Santa Cruz County Agricultural Resources Map, the
lands adjacent to the proposed Pinto Lake and Corralitos Creek diversion facilities are designated
Type 1A agricultural land, which is considered prime farmland. Please refer to Section 3.1 for a
definition of this classification.
According to the Watsonville 2005 General Plan Land Use Diagram, the sites of the proposed
facilities are zoned Agriculture. Lands designated as Agriculture are to be preserved for the
production of food, fiber, flowers and other agricultural products, including the growing of crops
and/or animal or poultry husbandry and grazing. Please refer to Section 3.1 for a description of
policies relating to agricultural lands within the General Plan.

Consistency with General Plan Policies and Zoning Designations
Development of the Pinto Lake and Corralitos Creek diversion facilities would be consistent with
applicable policies of the Santa Cruz County and City of Watsonville general plans presented in
Section 3.1 of this EIR. The proposed facilities would provide a new source of irrigation water
for adjacent agricultural lands which in turn would reduce the need for groundwater pumping.
Therefore, these facilities would increase groundwater recharge, and thus would be consistent
with Objectives 5.5a and 5.5b, and Programs C and H of the Conservation and Open Space
Element of the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP.
This component would construct a pump station on land designated as Agriculture. This would
be potentially inconsistent with General Plan policies that call for preservation of agricultural
land. However, this would not be inconsistent with General Plan policies calling for preservation
of agricultural land because the pump station would provide water to replace groundwater for
irrigation purposes. This would increase groundwater recharge and minimize saltwater intrusion,
which would ensure long-term continuation of agriculture in the area.
The proposed Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake diversion pipelines would not result in a longterm loss of agricultural land because they would be located underground, and farming as occurs
at present would resume within the construction corridor following pipeline installation.
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Therefore, these facilities would be consistent with Policies 5.13.6 and 5.13.22 and Program F of
the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP, and Goal 3.3, Policy 3.F, and Implementation
Measures 3.F.1, 3.F.2, and 3.F.4 of the Watsonville General Plan.
As stated in Section 3.1, the Watsonville General Plan recognizes that the preservation of
agricultural land alone will not ensure preservation of the agricultural economy, and that other
factors, such as availability of irrigation water and facilities for support industries, are also
important in preserving agriculture. Therefore, while development of the pump station on
agricultural land would be inconsistent with specific policies, it would not contradict the overall
intent of the general plans. The responsibility for making a conclusive determination of project
consistency rests with the Santa Cruz County Planning Commission.

5.C.1.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please see Section 4.A.1.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.C.1.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.C.1-1: Construction of the Pinto Lake and Corralitos Creek diversion facilities
would result in short-term disturbance of adjacent land uses. Less than Significant.
Implementation of mitigation identified in this EIR, while not required, would assist in
ensuring that the impact would remain at a less-than-significant level.
The proposed facilities would not alter surrounding land uses, which include residences, Pinto
Lake Park, and agricultural lands, and would not disrupt or divide the community. It also would
not be incompatible with existing uses in the vicinity. Construction disturbance, particularly that
related to the Corralitos Creek pipeline, could temporarily constrain access to driveways along
Green Valley Road and the entrance to Pinto Lake Park. Park operations could be adversely
affected if roadways or driveways were blocked or in the daytime when people visit the park.
However, this would be a temporary impact that results more in inconvenience to motorists than
a substantial impact and, therefore, would not be expected to substantially impair park
operations. Construction of proposed pumping and diversion facilities would not involve
construction within area roadways and thus would not disrupt access to, or use of adjacent lands.
Therefore, this impact would be considered less than significant. Implementation of
Measures 5.C.6-3a through 5.C.6-3c would minimize construction disturbance.
In addition, construction of proposed facilities would generate noise, dust, and traffic that could
disrupt adjacent land uses. Traffic and air quality impacts are presented in Sections 5.C.6,
Traffic and Circulation, 5.C.7, Air Quality, and 5.C.8, Noise, of this EIR. With proper
mitigation, temporary construction impacts would have a less-than-significant effect on adjacent
land uses.
Measure 5.C.1-1 (Recommended): Implement Measure 4.A.1-1.
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See also mitigation measures in Sections 5.C.6, Traffic and Circulation, 5.C.7, Air Quality,
and 5.C.8, Noise, of this EIR.
___________________________
Impact 5.C.1-2: Development of the pump station at the Corralitos Creek Diversion would
result in the permanent loss of up to 2,500 square feet of agricultural land. Significant and
Unavoidable.
The proposed pump station at the Corralitos Creek Diversion would convert approximately
2,500 square feet, or 0.06 acre, of agricultural land to water distribution uses that would preclude
farming on the site. According to the Santa Cruz County Agricultural Resources Map,
development of the facilities site would convert Type 1A agricultural lands to water facility use.
As stated in Section 3.1, these lands meet the U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation
Service criteria for prime and unique farmland. Therefore, development of this site would
contribute to the cumulative loss of prime farmlands in the region. This would be considered a
significant and unavoidable impact.
The proposed pipelines would not result in the permanent conversion of agricultural land;
however, these activities would affect agricultural production. Installation of the pipelines could
disrupt agricultural production within the alignment for at most one cropping season, depending
on the timing of construction. The pipelines extend through prime farmlands. Because
construction disturbance would be temporary, and operation of the pipeline, once installed,
would not preclude agricultural production, this would not be considered a significant impact.
Therefore, this would be a less-than-significant impact.
Measure 5.C.1-2: None available; this impact would be significant and unavoidable.
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5.C.2 GEOLOGY, SOILS, AND SEISMICITY
5.C.2.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.2 for a discussion of Regional Geology, Soils and Seismicity.

Geology
The proposed Corralitos Creek pipeline would traverse 11,000-year old floodplain deposits
consisting of heterogeneous, unconsolidated fine–grained sand, silt, and clay. Liquefaction
hazard in the materials outside the Corralitos Creek floodplain are considered moderate while
those within the floodplain are considered to have a very high liquefaction hazard (Dupre and
Tinsley, 1980).1
The proposed Pinto Lake diversion and facilities would traverse upland terrace deposits
classified as Watsonville terrace deposits and subdivided into fluvial and alluvial fan facies
(Dupre and Tinsley, 1980). These terrace deposits are semiconsolidated, moderately to poorly
sorted silts, sand, silty clay, and gravel.

Soils
A variety of soil types, that have developed on unconsolidated alluvial floodplain deposits and
marine terrace sediments, are present within the project area, as shown on Table 5.C.2-1. Soils
on alluvial plains and fans and in basin-like areas were derived mainly from sedimentary rocks.
They occur in the valley of Corralitos Creek. The Elder-Conejo soils are generally confined to
the valley of the Pajaro River east of Watsonville, and to the valley of Corralitos Creek. These
soils are well-drained, very deep sandy loams, loams, and clay loams, with nearly level to
strongly sloping topography. The principal use of these soils is for irrigated crops, but they also
are suitable for building site development. About 95 percent of the these soils meet the criteria
for Prime Farmland as outlined in the United States Department of Agriculture’s Land Inventory
and Monitoring Project for the Santa Cruz and Monterey County Soil Surveys (see Section 3.1,
Land Use). Another 3 percent meet the criteria for Farmlands of Statewide Importance.

Seismicity
Please refer to Section 3.2 for a discussion of regional seismicity.
Earthquake ground shaking is the primary seismic hazard affecting the existing and proposed
facilities in the Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake area. The entire area is expected to experience

1

Very High Liquefaction Susceptibility - Sediments for which engineering testing and the presence of a shallow
water table confirm the susceptibility for liquefaction in addition to historical evidence of liquefaction and failure
during the 1906 earthquake. Sediments in this category are quite likely to liquefy and fail in an earthquake.
Moderate Liquefaction Susceptibility – Sediments classed may liquefy in the event of a nearby earthquake and
include those with high susceptibility but where historical evidence of liquefaction is absent.
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TABLE 5.C.2-1
SOILS IN THE CORRALITOS CREEK AND PINTO LAKE AREA
Storie
Index

Erosion Hazard

I irrigated
III non-irrigated

62

slight - moderate

0-2%

II irrigated
III non-irrigated

43

slight

Elder sandy loan

0 - 2%

I irrigated
II non-irrigated

90

slight

Watsonville loam

2 - 15%

IV

36

slight to moderate

Baywood Variant
loamy sand

0 - 2%

III

51

slight

Baywood loamy
sand

0 - 2%

III

72

slight, subject to
blowing

Soil

Slope

Capability Class

Conejo loam

0-2%

Clear Lake clay

Other

high shrink-swell,
low strength

_________________________
SOURCE: Soil Conservation Service; Soil Survey of Santa Cruz County, California 1980

ground shaking intensity VIII in a major earthquake and associated peak ground accelerations of
0.25g - 0.30g. Ground shaking intensities could be higher in unconsolidated sediments due to
ground movement amplification during an earthquake. Compared with seismic response in
floodplain deposits, ground shaking intensities would likely be less in the consolidated terrace
deposits due to their more consolidated conditions.

Regulatory Framework
Refer to Section 3.2 for a discussion of regulations related to geology, soils, and seismicity.

5.C.2.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please see Section 4.A.2.2 for discussion of significance criteria.
The Pajaro Valley has no record of land subsidence related to groundwater or oil withdrawal, and
the proposed project includes no proposals for oil extraction. There is no evidence of the
presence of unique geologic features, unusual rock formations, fossils or special geologic
structures in the area with potential effects of the proposed local water supply and distribution
facilities. Therefore, these impact criteria will not be evaluated further in this EIR.
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5.C.2.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.C.2-1: Seismic groundshaking and its secondary effects including localized
liquefaction and related ground failure, from a major earthquake in the in Santa Cruz
County or the Monterey Bay region, could cause structural damage or structural collapse
of water diversion facilities proposed under the project. Significant. With mitigation
identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Ground shaking is an unavoidable hazard for facilities in the San Francisco Bay and Monterey
Bay region. The degree of hazard depends, in part, on the seismic hazards of the site and partly
on the type of structure, its materials, and construction quality. Ground shaking at the diversion
facility could cause structural damage to the facility structures or unsecured objects, such as
equipment and machinery. Damage of the structural elements of the facility, or to the machinery
from a seismic event could result in temporary cessation of facility operations. Because the
pipelines are underground, structural damage to the actual pipe and pipe joints is expected to be
less than damage to aboveground structures. The affects of groundshaking on specific soil types
along the pipeline alignments would determine the behavior of the pipelines during an
earthquake.
These hazards are unavoidable, but mitigation to reduce the hazard to an acceptable level of risk
would be implemented. The purpose of the mitigation is to reduce the potential for injury and
the length of service interruptions during and after a seismic event.
Measure 5.C.2-1: All diversion and pipeline facilities will comply with applicable
policies and appropriate engineering investigation practices necessary to reduce the
potential detrimental effects of ground shaking and liquefaction. Construction will be in
accordance with applicable City and County ordinances and policies regarding mitigation
of seismic and geologic hazards, including applicable safety goals and policies presented in
the Public Safety Element of the Santa Cruz County Plan. Appropriate geotechnical
studies will be conducted using generally accepted and appropriate engineering techniques
for determining the susceptibility of the sites to liquefiable soils and related ground
failures. A licensed geotechnical engineer will prepare recommendations applicable to
foundation design, earthwork, and site preparation prior to or during the project design
phase. Recommendations will address mitigation of site-specific, adverse soil and bedrock
conditions that could hinder development. Project engineers will implement these
recommendations. Geotechnical design and design criteria will comply with applicable
codes and requirements of the 1994 or 1997 UBC with California additions (CCR Title
24), applicable construction and grading ordinances.
________________________
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Impact 5.C.2-2: Proposed pipeline and diversion facilities could incur damage as a result
of underlying soil properties (subsidence, high shrink-swell potential, and corrosivity).
Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
The soil types vary along the pipeline routes and at the proposed diversion facility sites. Each
soil type in the project area possesses characteristics that could limit development of building
structures or other facilities. These limitations include the shrink-swell capability (expansive
behavior) and corrosivity. One or more of these soil properties could adversely affect portions of
the proposed project.
Soils with high potential for shrink-swell are found in various locations throughout the proposed
project area (see Table 5.C.2-1). Soils that underlie each of the pipeline alignments exhibit
expansive qualities to depths of up to five feet below the surface. Shrink-swell behavior in soils
could adversely impact subsurface pipelines buried up to five feet below the surface and
foundations of above ground facilities.
Unless properly mitigated, shrink-swell soils could exert additional pressures on buried pipelines,
producing shrinkage cracks that allow water infiltration and compromise the integrity of backfill
material. Depending on the depth of the buried pipeline, soil in expansion or contraction could
lead to undue lateral pipeline stress and stress of structural joints. Lateral stresses could, over
time, lead to pipeline rupture or leaks in the coupling joints. Shrinkage cracks could form in
native soils adjacent to the pipeline trench or in backfill material if expansive soils are used. If
shrinkage cracks extend to sufficient depths, groundwater can infiltrate into the trench, causing
piping (progressive erosion of soil particles along flow paths) or settlement failure of the backfill
materials. Settlement failure can also occur if expansive soils are used in backfill and undergo
continued expansion and contraction. Over time these soils could settle, resulting in
misalignment or damage to buried pipelines.
The effects of shrink-swell soils could damage foundations of aboveground structures, paved
service roads, and concrete slabs. Surface structures with foundations constructed in expansive
soils would experience expansion and contraction depending on the season and the amount of
surface water infiltration. The expansion and contraction could exert enough pressure on the
structures to result in cracking, settlement, and uplift.
The conductivity of soils may be high enough in the project area to corrode underground metal
pipes and electrical conduits. Over time, pipe corrosion could lead to pipeline failure, resulting
in localized surface flooding of water or localized settlement of surface soils in the location of
the failure. Failed subsurface electrical conduits could result in electrical short-circuiting. This
would temporarily reduce power to the facility and possible result in temporary shutdown of
operations.
Measure 5.C.2-2: All diversion and pipeline facilities will comply with applicable policies
and appropriate engineering investigation practices necessary to reduce the potential
detrimental effects of expansive soils, and corrosivity. Appropriate geotechnical studies
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will be conducted using generally accepted and appropriate engineering techniques for
determining the susceptibility of the sites to unstable, weak or corrosive soils. A licensed
geotechnical engineer will prepare recommendations applicable to foundation design,
earthwork, and site preparation prior to or during the project design phase.
Recommendations will address mitigation of site-specific, adverse soil and bedrock
conditions that could hinder development. Project engineers will implement these
recommendations. Geotechnical design and design criteria will comply with applicable
codes and requirements of the 1994 or 1997 UBC with California additions (CCR Title
24), applicable City construction and grading ordinances.
________________________
Impact 5.C.2-3: Construction of the proposed water diversion facilities and associated
pipelines could result in accelerated erosion and attendant loss of soil resources and effects
on sediment discharges in water courses. The impact would be significant on slopes over
two percent and in areas with soils having moderate or greater erosion hazard. Significant.
With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-thansignificant level.
Most of the proposed pipeline and diversion facilities would be located on flat areas or areas
with soils having low erosion hazard. However, the operation of construction equipment and
vehicles, trench excavation, and soil stockpiling would expose loose soils to erosion if
construction occurs in the rainy season. Soils exposed by construction operations have a
tendency to be dislodged and transported by rain, surface watering, or temporary construction
discharges. Soil erosion and loss of topsoil during a large construction project that extends over
several months can be significant and result in project delays due to required soil restabilization,
regrading, and soil removal from drainage structures.
Measure 5.C.2-3a: All grading and construction shall conform to requirements of the
Santa Cruz County Grading Ordinance.
Measure 5.C.2-3b: Site grading and construction work areas shall expose as little new
ground surface as possible. Vegetation cover should be left intact to the extent practical.
Measure 5.C.2-3c: To the extent possible, grading activities in non-cropped areas shall be
limited to the period between April 15 and October 15. If dry conditions persist after
October 15, one-week extensions of grading activities will be obtained from the County
Public Works Department. In areas where the soil is tilled, grading activities will be
coordinated with the local farmers to ensure consistency between their erosion control and
farming practices and construction disturbance.
Measure 5.C.2-3d: Implement best construction practices at all grading sites, regardless
of soil erodibility hazard.
Measure 5.C.2-3e: Upon completion of construction at all sites, loose soils shall be
removed or spread and all areas shall be re-soiled and reseeded to ensure that a stable soil
cover will remain.
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Measure 5.C.2-3f: PVWMA will prepare and implement an inspection and maintenance
program for the right-of-way and all facility sites. The plan will include routine inspection
plans and reporting, and prescriptive methods for correcting erosion or soil instability
problems.
_________________________

REFERENCES – Geology, Soils and Seismicity
Bolt, B. 1988. Earthquakes. W.H. Freeman Company: New York, New York.
California Building Standards Commission. California Building Code, Title 24, Part 2, 1995.
Dupre, W.R., J.C. Tinsley. 1980. Maps Showing Geology and Liquifaction Potential of Northern
Monterey and Southern Santa Cruz Counties, California. U.S. Department of the Interior,
U.S. Geological Survey. Map MF-1199.
Hart, E. W., Fault-Rupture Hazard Zones in California: Alquist-Priolo Special Studies Zones
Act of 1972 with Index to Special Studies Zones Maps, California Division of Mines and
Geology, Special Publication 42, 1990, revised and updated 1997.
International Conference of Building Officials, Uniform Building Code, ICBO, Whittier,
California, 1994.
U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, Soil Survey of Santa Cruz County,
California, 1980.
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5.C.3 HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
5.C.3.1 SETTING
The Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake diversions are proposed to yield approximately 1,200 acrefeet per year (afy) for temporary storage at College Lake. Water diverted from College Lake
would then be used for irrigation, thereby replacing water currently pumped from the
groundwater basin. This would contribute a portion of the supply required to replenish the
aquifer, in part reducing the current overdraft of the basin and reducing seawater intrusion.

Local Hydrology
Corralitos Creek
Corralitos Creek drains the southern end of the Santa Cruz Mountains. Its headwaters lie along
the San Andreas Rift Zone at an approximate elevation of 1,800 feet. Below College Lake, near
the intersection of East Lake Avenue and Holohan Road, Corralitos Creek drains into
Salsipuedes Creek at an approximate elevation of 60 feet, and eventually into the Pajaro River.
Gauged records have been maintained by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) since 1957. The
gauge is located on the right bank of Corralitos Creek at Freedom, just upstream from the Green
Valley Road bridge, near the intersection of Green Valley Road and Airport Boulevard. The
USGS gauge is approximately 1.8 miles upstream from the confluence with Salsipuedes Creek.
USGS records indicate that the average annual runoff, for the 45-year period of record from 1957
to present, is 12,260 acre-feet (af), ranging from 123 af in 1977 to 40,800 af in 1983. The
maximum discharge recorded was 5,610 cubic feet per second (cfs) on January 4, 1982 at a peak
stage1 of 16.66 feet. The flows measured at the USGS gauge represent approximately 28 square
miles of watershed area (Jackson, 2001).
The section of Corralitos Creek between the Browns Valley Road Bridge and Varni Road
(approximately 1.7 miles) is typically dry in the summer, with isolated pools. The creek goes dry
sometime between June and August, depending on the rainfall total of the previous winter. Flow
in the creek returns somewhere above Green Valley Road. Local residents report that the creek
started to dry up in the summer about 20 years ago. During the last two or three years,
monitoring wells have shown decreasing water table surface, and there has been a noticable
increase in the number of permit applications to deepen wells in the area. This may be evidence
that the water table surface in the area is lower than its historic level (Jackson, 2001).
The City of Watsonville obtains its water from Corralitos Creek and from groundwater wells. At
certain times of the year, Watsonville diverts up to 1.8 million gallons per day (mgd) from
Corralitos Creek upstream of its confluence with Browns Valley Creek. The City also diverts

1

River stage refers to the elevation above some arbitrary zero datum of the water surface at a station, often slightly
below the point of zero flow of the stream. Peak stage is the maximum elevation occurring for the water year and
usually coincides with the peak discharge.
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about 0.22 mgd from Browns Valley Creek. In addition, Watsonville obtains some of its water
supply from wells near the confluence of Corralitos Creek and Browns Valley Creek.
Corralitos Creek is listed as habitat for a federally threatened run of South-central California
coast steelhead (see Section 5.B.4).
Water rights appropriations on Corralitos Creek are located primarily upstream of the confluence
of Corralitos Creek and Browns Valley Creek, near Diablo Canyon and Shingle Mill Creek in the
headwaters. Corralitos Creek near Diablo Canyon has been declared “fully appropriated” from
May 1 to November 30 (State Water Resources Control Board Decision 1471). The total direct
diversion for appropriations covered by this diversion is 0.49 cfs, and total storage is 127 af,
excluding the appropriations to the City of Watsonville (Jackson, 2001).

Pinto Lake
Pinto Lake, owned by the City of Watsonville, is located north of the town of Freedom and
northeast of College Lake. It is the site of both Pinto Lake County Park and Pinto Lake City Park
and provides for a variety of recreational activities. The lake is an ancient, natural lake, fed by
runoff from the surrounding foothills and by groundwater underflow. Pinto Lake covers about
90 acres and is about 25 feet deep throughout (McQuade, 2001). The lake drains through a storm
drain under the park and into the Pinto Lake drainage channel. The drainage channel drains into
Salsipuedes Creek about 500 feet below the College Lake dam.

Flood Hazards
The 100-year flood hazard zone, as defined by the Federal Emergency Management Agency,
includes portions along the banks of Corralitos Creek (to an approximate elevation of 120 feet in
the vicinity of the diversion facility) as well as the perimeter of Pinto Lake to an elevation of
about 140 feet.

Surface Water Quality
Corralitos Creek water quality data were collected from the Corralitos Filter Plant as part of the
PVWMA sampling program conducted from October 1994 through April 2000. Water quality
data are limited, though monthly total dissolved solids (TDS) and total suspended solids (TSS)
are available between 1998 and 2001. Phytophthora in Corralitos Creek has been identified as
the major constituent of concern for the agricultural community in the area.
Based on PVWMA samples collected between 1994 and 1999, the average TDS of Pinto Lake
water is expected to be in the range of 280 milligrams per liter (mg/L) after an initial flushing of
the drainage channel. Additionally, Pinto Lake supports bird populations that may affect surface
water quality in the lake by increasing fecal bacterial concentrations.
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Groundwater
Local groundwater conditions are generally as described in Section 3.3, Regional Setting –
Hydrology and Water Quality. In the Corralitos area, there is a more pronounced difference in
water levels between the upper alluvium/terrace deposits and the lower Aromas Sands
Formation. The difference is more pronounced than in the Salsipuedes-College Lake area. The
shallow wells are measuring perched water above clay layers (PVWMA, 2000). The water levels
in deeper wells are significantly lower than wells completed in the shallow zone. The difference
is most likely related to the clay layers that separate the two formations and allow for perched
water in the upper alluvium and terrace deposits to be much higher than those in the Aromas
Sands Formation. The water levels in the lower zone are at or near sea level even this far inland
(PVWMA, 2000).

Regulatory Setting
A discussion of the regulatory setting as it applies to surface water and groundwater is provided
in Section 3.3, Regional Setting – Hydrology and Water Quality. The following local plans and
policies specifically apply to the Corralitos Lake/Pinto Lake Diversion project.

Local Plans and Policies
All of the proposed facilities for the Expanded College Lake project component are within Santa
Cruz County. The County has the following policies and objectives relevant to the project:
Policy 5.7.3: For all new and existing development and land disturbances, require the
installation and maintenance of sediment basins, and/or other strict erosion control
measures, as needed to prevent siltation of streams and coastal lagoons.
Objective 5.8a: To protect the quantity and quality of the County’s groundwater
resources through an integrated program of land use regulation and runoff management in
groundwater recharge areas, careful water quality monitoring and management of
extractions consistent with long-term sustainable water supply yields.
Objective 5.8b: To act directly and coordinate and work with relevant water purveyors
and agencies to eliminate long-term groundwater overdraft in all water basins where
overdraft has been documented.

5.C.3.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.3.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.
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5.C.3.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.C.3-1: Construction activities to build the diversion facilities on Corralitos Creek
and at the Pinto Lake drainage channel would increase soil erosion and may transport
other contaminants to downstream receiving waters, including Salispuedes Creek, the
Pajaro River, and the Pacific Ocean. Additionally, construction activities at the proposed
project sites could result in dewatering of shallow groundwater resources and
contamination of surface water. Potentially Significant. With mitigation identified in this
EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Construction activities at the diversion facility sites involving soil disturbance, including
excavation, cutting/filling, stockpiling, and grading activities, would result in increased erosion
and sedimentation to surface waters. In addition, water quality may be impaired due to the
accidental release of chemicals such as oil, grease, or fuel from construction equipment. Pipeline
construction would require excavation of trenches and temporary stockpiling of soils.
Construction at the pump station sites would involve basic earthwork activities to level the site
and prepare building foundations. Although the amount of erosion at the project site is projected
to be low due to the flat topography, the sediment and adhered substances are sources of
pollution in receiving waters. The General Construction Permit issued by the Regional Water
Quality Control Board (RWQCB) requires the preparation of a Storm Water Pollution Prevention
Plan (SWPPP). The plan would include specifications for best management practices (BMPs)
that would be implemented during project construction to control contamination of surface flows
and prevent the potential discharge of pollutants from the construction area during and following
construction.
Excavation and construction of structures with subsurface foundations or open trenches such as
building foundations or pipelines often can intercept shallow groundwater requiring dewatering
to lower local groundwater levels to dry the area for construction. The groundwater is pumped
and discharged to the local drainage system. The area of groundwater reduction is generally in
the immediate construction area and the effect on groundwater conditions would be expected to
be temporary and minor. Depending on the quality of the groundwater, the discharge could
potentially contaminate downstream surface water sources. Potential impacts associated with
construction techniques necessary in or adjacent to Corralitos Creek could include sedimentation
of the channels outside of the construction area during trenching activities, with subsequent
downstream water quality impacts, such as increased turbidity and sediment deposition.
Measure 5.C.3-1: Employ construction stormwater quality management practices.
The agency shall prepare a SWPPP as part of the construction activities National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) stormwater permit required by the RWQCB. At a
minimum, this plan shall include the following requirements:
1.

Plan excavation and grading activities for the dry season only (April 15 to October 31)
to the extent possible. This reduces the chance of severe erosion from intense rainfall
and surface runoff, as well as the potential for soil saturation in swale areas.
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2.

If excavation occurs during the rainy season, storm runoff from the construction area
shall be regulated by temporary on-site silt traps and/or basins with multiple
discharge points to natural drainages and energy dissipaters. Stockpiles of loose
material shall be covered and all runoff shall be diverted away from exposed soil
material. If work is stopped due to rains, a positive grading away from slopes shall
be provided to carry the surface runoff to areas where flow can be controlled, such as
the temporary silt basins. Sediment basin/traps shall be located and operated to
prevent off-site sediment transport. Any trapped sediment shall be removed from the
basin or trap and placed at a suitable on-site location away from concentrated flows,
or removed to an approved disposal site.

3.

Temporary erosion control measures shall be provided until perennial revegetation or
landscaping is established and can prevent discharge of sediment into nearby
waterways. For construction within 500 feet of a water body, straw bales shall be
placed upstream adjacent to the water body.

4.

After completion of grading, erosion protection shall be provided on all cut-and-fill
slopes. Revegetation shall be facilitated by mulching, hydroseeding, or other
methods and should be initiated as soon as possible after completion of grading and
prior to the onset of the rainy season (by November 1).

5.

Permanent revegetation/landscaping shall emphasize drought-tolerant perennial
ground coverings, shrubs, and trees to improve the probability of slope and soil
stabilization without adverse impacts to slope stability due to irrigation infiltration
and long-term root development.

6.

BMPs selected and implemented for the project shall be in place and operational
prior to the onset of major earthwork on the site. The construction-phase facilities
shall be maintained regularly and cleared of accumulated sediment as necessary.

7.

Hazardous materials such as fuels and solvents used on the construction sites shall be
stored in covered containers and protected from vandalism. A stockpile of spill
cleanup materials shall be readily available at all construction sites. Employees shall
be trained in spill prevention and cleanup and individuals shall be designated as
responsible for prevention and cleanup activities.

8.

Implement Standard Protective Measures to Maintain Water Quality and Control
Erosion and Sedimentation.

Measure 5.C.3-1: Please refer to Mitigation Measures 4.A.3-1 and 4.A.3-2 regarding
pipeline and other construction within potentially jurisdictional wetlands/waters of the
U.S.
_________________________
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Impact 5.C.3-2: Construction activities associated with the conveyance pipelines included
in this Alternative could potentially compromise the structural integrity or water quality of
active agricultural, production, or domestic wells located within proposed pipeline
alignments. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
Excavation, soil stockpiling activities, or construction equipment associated with pipeline
construction may damage production, agricultural or domestic supply well structures, especially
sanitary seals of wells or disturb well mounts, pump equipment, piping systems or enclosures.
Certain damage that would expose the well casing could lead to the introduction of contaminants
such as sediments or chemicals into the groundwater. Damage to the well system, pump
equipment, piping or enclosures could temporarily stop proper well operation and interrupt water
delivery.
Measure 5.C.3-2a: Implement measures to ensure that construction activities do not
damage existing wells. Wells shall be capped in an appropriate manner to prevent soil and
other contaminants from entering groundwater aquifers.
Measure 5.C.3-2b: PVWMA or its contractor shall correct any damage to wells and/or
reimburse well owners for any loss of use of the well during construction.
_________________________

REFERENCES – Hydrology and Water Quality
California Department of Fish and Game website, http://www.dfg.ca.gov/title/dlc3a3ad.html for
an alphabetical list of waters with special fishing requirements.
Environmental Science Associates, Inc., Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Local Water
Supply and Distribution, Environmental Impact Report, May 7, 1999.
FEMA Flood Hazard Map website, http://www.esri.com/hazards.
Jackson, Dennis, Determination of the Minimum Bypass Flow in Corralitos Creek for the
Expanded College Lake Project, July 2001.
King, Kenneth B., P.E., Evaluation of College Lake and Bolsa de San Cayetano Projects,
prepared for Raines, Melton, and Carella, Inc., January 2000.
McQuade, Patricia (pmcquade@pintolake.com), personal communication, July 16, 2001.
Pajaro Water Management Agency (PVWMA), State of the Basin Report, prepared by Jones and
Stokes, August 2000.
Raines, Melton, and Carella, Inc., Revised Basin Management Plan for PVWMA, Internal Draft,
July 2001.
United State Geologic Survey website, http://water.wr.usgs.gov/data/00/11159200.html for
Water Year 2000 California Hydrologic Report on Corralitos Creek at Freedom, CA.
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5.C.4 VEGETATION, FISH, AND WILDLIFE
5.C.4.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.4 for a description of methods used during investigation of the project
area for biological resources.
The Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake diversion projects, shown in Figure 2.8 in Chapter 2,
would divert water from these two sources into College Lake. Water would be diverted from
Corralitos Creek at a point west of College Lake and north of the Watsonville Airport. A
pipeline would then carry water from the diversion point to the existing Pinto Lake drainage
channel, meeting the channel near Green Valley Road north of its intersection with Holohan
Road. The Pinto Lake drainage channel currently drains into Salsipuedes Creek. The water in
the drainage channel, consisting of both Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake water, would be
diverted into College Lake at the Pinto Creek diversion via a pipeline north of Holohan Road and
west of the lake.
The Corralitos Creek Diversion would require diversion facilities and an adjacent pump station.
The diversion facilities and the pump station are each assumed to have a 50-foot by 50-foot
footprint. The Pinto Creek Diversion would require only diversion facilities; again, a 50-foot by
50-foot footprint is assumed. The pipeline from the Corralitos Creek Diversion to the existing
Pinto Lake drainage channel would run primarily across agricultural land, as would the pipeline
from the Pinto Creek diversion to College Lake.
Wildlife habitat in the area of the Corralitos Creek Diversion consists of a dense riparian area on
both sides of the creek; to the south is a developed area. On the north side of the creek, where
the diversion pipeline would be placed, is an extensive area of agricultural fields, with some
weedy patches of willows adjacent to the riparian area and just west of the diversion point.
Wildlife seen in this area during a survey in 2001 included an adult red-tailed hawk, mourning
doves, California quail, robins, Wilson’s warblers, barn swallows, Swainson’s thrushes, and
California thrashers. All are relatively common species of agricultural edges and of riparian
areas. The area is likely to provide nesting habitat for all or most of these species, as well as
others. Habitat in the areas of the proposed pipeline and drainage channel primarily consists of
agricultural land, with some urbanized areas in the vicinity of South Green Valley Road. This
habitat is of low quality for wildlife.
As noted in Section 3.4, the area is within designated critical habitat for the California red-legged
frog, listed as Threatened by the federal government. Any area of permanent water could
provide breeding habitat for this frog, and drainage ditches provide potential dispersal habitat.
Both the California red-legged frog and the western pond turtle may occur in Corralitos Creek.
Natural vegetation in the project area exists almost exclusively in the Corralitos Creek riparian
corridor. However, riparian vegetation here cannot be considered an intact natural community.
The corridor overstory is dominated by red alder, willow, and black cottonwood, with non-native
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acacia also occurring. A dense understory is comprised of a mix of native and non-native
species, including California blackberry, hemlock, and curly dock. Suitable habitat does not
exist for the special status plant species listed as occurring in the region and no special status
plants were found during the 2001 Environmental Science Associates survey.
With respect to fisheries resources, the Pajaro River and Corralitos and Salsipuedes Creeks
support a variety of common fish species, and all three support critical habitat for a threatened
run of south-central California coast steelhead. Spawning and rearing habitat for this species is
present in the upper reaches of Corralitos Creek, and in the upper tributaries of Salsipuedes
Creek above College Lake. Pinto Lake is a warmwater lake containing recreational sport fishery
(Smith, 2001). The drainage ditch that currently connects the lake to Salsipuedes Creek acts as a
winter overflow for the lake and does not provide any salmonid habitat (Smith, 2001).
Conditions for steelhead passage to and from spawning and rearing habitats are the primary fish
habitat factors potentially affected by the proposed project. The presence of sufficient stream
flows for down-migration of smolts is critical. These conditions were analyzed in the spring of
1997 (Habitat Restoration Group, 1997; Smith, 1999; Appendix C) and the summer of 2001
(Jackson, 2001; Appendix D).
As discussed in Section 5.B.4, a minimum bypass flow of 7.5 cubic feet per second (cfs) was
established for Salsipuedes Creek at its confluence with Corralitos Creek, with at least 2.0 cfs
required from College Lake (HRG, 1997). However, the riffle transects used for estimating the
minimum bypass flows necessary for steelhead migration were only established on Salsipuedes
Creek and the Pajaro River. Therefore, a separate minimum flow analysis was performed for the
proposed Corralitos Creek Diversion (Jackson, 2001; Appendix D). The methodology used was
based on guidelines for establishing minimum bypass flows, maximum diversion rates, and total
period of diversion. These guidelines currently are being finalized by NMFS and the State Water
Resources Control Board Division of Water Rights (SWRCB) for future use in water rights
permit applications. The application of these guidelines to the proposed Corralitos Creek
Diversion established a minimum bypass flow of 15 cfs and a maximum instantaneous diversion
rate of 6 cfs. The permitted diversion period under the proposed NMFS and SWRCB guidelines
is limited to December 15 through March 31. Please refer to Appendix D for further details
about this methodology and the results.
Preliminary hydrologic modeling conducted by project engineers for the proposed Expanded
College Lake project used a minimum bypass of 5 cfs and a maximum diversion rate of 7 cfs
which resulted in an estimated average annual diversion of about 650 acre-feet (af). However, a
minimum bypass of 5 cfs does not conform to the NMFS guidelines since it is about only onehalf of the estimated February median discharge at the point of diversion. The total average
annual yield from the Corralitos Creek diversion under the NMFS guidelines would be between
430 and 530 af (Jackson, 2001).
The preliminary models also resulted in a total average annual of yield of 1,200 af for the
combined Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake diversion (650 af from Corralitos Creek and 550 af
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from Pinto Lake). Minimum flow criteria and maximum diversion rates were not established for
the Pinto Lake diversion since neither the lake nor the current drainage channel provides
steelhead habitat. Therefore, the full 550 af can be diverted, resulting total average annual yield
of 980 to 1,080 af for the combined project.

5.C.4.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.4 for a description of the significance criteria used in analyzing
potential project impacts related to biological resources.

5.C.4.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.C.4-1: Construction of the diversion facilities in Corralitos Creek would require
the disturbance of at least 2,500 square feet (the actual facility footprint) of streamside
vegetation, and could indirectly affect biological resources by affecting water quality and
sedimentation levels. Significant. The impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant
level with the mitigation identified in this EIR.
Measure 5.C.4-1a--Restore Corralitos Creek riparian forest. Where adverse impacts to
riparian forest occur, revegetation measures will be developed as part of a revegetation
plan approved by CDFG: Measure 4.A.4-1c shall be implemented.
Measure 5.C.4-1b--Implement Standard Protective Measures to Maintain Water
Quality and Control Erosion and Sedimentation: Measure 4.A.4-1b shall be
implemented.
_________________________
Impact 5.C.4-2: Construction of the diversion facilities at Corralitos Creek and Pinto
Lake, as well as the pipelines from Corralitos Creek to the existing Pinto Lake drainage
channel and from the channel to College Lake, could adversely affect special status wildlife
species. Significant. The impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level with the
mitigation identified in this EIR.
The special status animal species with the potential to occur near this project include:

!

California red-legged frog (federal Threatened and California Species of Special Concern;
Critical Habitat Designation);

!

Nesting red-tailed hawks, red-shouldered hawks, white-tailed kites, and other raptors and
nesting passerine birds;

!

Western pond turtle (federal Species of Concern and California Species of Special
Concern); and

!

South-central California coast steelhead (federal Threatened, California Species of Special
Concern; Critical Habitat Designation).
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Measure 5.C.4-2a--Survey, Consultation, and Protection Measures for Special Status
Wildlife Species: Since South-central California coast steelhead are known to be present,
and potential habitat for the California red-legged frog was found as part of the site
assessment, reasonable and prudent measures for protection of the California red-legged
frog contained in the Programmatic Biological Opinion for this species (USFWS, 1999)
shall be implemented if the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers finds that impact to this species
is likely. If impacts to the South-central California coast steelhead or tidewater goby may
occur as a part of this project, a formal consultation and Biological Opinion must be
prepared for USFWS and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) under the
Endangered Species Act.
Since steelhead, California Red-legged frogs, and other special status species are known or
presumed present in the project area, Measures 4.A.4-2e through 4.A.4-2h shall be
implemented.
_________________________
Impact 5.C.4-3: Operation of the proposed project would reduce streamflows for steelhead
passage in Corralitos Creek and Salsipuedes Creek below its confluence with Corralitos
Creek, particularly for down-migrating smolts in the spring months. Operation of the
Corralitos Creek Diversion could also result in entrainment or impingement of adult and
juvenile steelhead. Significant. The impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant
level with mitigation identified in this EIR.
Steelhead regularly use the watershed of Corralitos Creek, which joins Salsipuedes Creek
downstream of College Lake. Unless flows are managed to allow continued migration of adult
and juvenile steelhead, the steelhead run in this portion of the Pajaro River watershed could be
significantly reduced. Operation of the intake structure at Corralitos Creek also presents a risk to
smolts, which could become entrapped or entrained. The mitigation measures presented below
should be implemented in conjunction with Measure 5.B.4-3 for the expanded College Lake
project.
Measure 5.C.4-3a--Maintenance of Streamflow for Steelhead: Impacts to steelhead
adults and smolt passage in Corralitos Creek resulting from the proposed diversion can be
avoided by providing minimum bypass flows during the steelhead migration and spawning
period. The following operational restrictions for the Corralitos Creek should be applied:

!

Diversions are to only occur during the high flow period of December 15 through
March 31.

!

No diversions shall occur when streams flows measured in the immediate vicinity of
the proposed diversion site are 15.0 cfs or less. A stream gauge will need to be
installed and calibrated frequently to allow for accurately flow determinations.

!

The maximum diversion rate shall not exceed 6.0 cfs.

Measure 5.C.4-3b--Protection of Down-Migrating Steelhead Smolts at the Corralitos
Creek Intake Facilities: The intake structure shall be designed to ensure that smolts are not
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entrained, since the diverted water will be used for irrigation or recharge. The intake
facilities design must result in no entrapment or entrainment of steelhead smolts (NMFS,
1997).
_________________________

REFERENCES – Vegetation, Fish, and Wildlife
California Department of Fish and Game, List of California Terrestrial Natural Communities
Recognized by the California Natural Diversity Database, available from the World Wide
Web: http://www.dfg.ca.gov/whdab/natcom2000.pdf. Accessed 2001, July 20, 1999.
Environmental Science Associates (ESA), Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Local
Water Supply and Distribution Project Sensitive Species Habitat Assessment, prepared for
the Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency, Watsonville, 1999.
Habitat Restoration Group (HRG), Fisheries Report for the Pajaro Valley Water Management
Agency Water Supply Project, prepared for Environmental Science Associates, San
Francisco, Appendix C, 1997.
Jackson, D., Determination of the Minimum Bypass Flow in Corralitos Creek for the Expanded
College Lake Project, prepared for Environmental Science Associates, San Francisco,
Appendix D, July 10, 2001.
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), Fish Screening Criteria for Anadromous Salmonids.
National Marine Fisheries Service Southwest Region, 10 pp., 1997.
Smith, J. J., Fish Passage on the Pajaro River at Murphy’s Crossing, Technical Memorandum
prepared for Environmental Science Associates, San Francisco, Appendix C, March 15,
1999.
Smith, J. J., Ph.D., Fisheries Biologist, San Jose State University, personal conversation on
January 12, 2001.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Impact of Water Level Changes on Woody Riparian and Wetland
Communities, Vol. VIII, Pacific Northwest and Rocky Mountain Regions, U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service Office of Biological Services Program Report FWS/OBS-78/94, 1980.
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), Programmatic Formal Endangered Species Act
Consultation on Issuance of Permits under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act or
Authorizations under the Nationwide Permit Program for Projects that May Affect the
California Red-legged Frog, Letter to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers district offices, dated
January 26, 1999.
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5.C.5 CULTURAL RESOURCES
5.C.5.1 SETTING
Archaeology of the Project Area
Section 3.5 provides archaeological/prehistoric data on the project area.

Ethnography of the Project Area
Section 3.5 provides ethnographic data on the project area.

Historical Overview
Section 3.5 provides an historical overview of the project area.

5.C.5.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.5.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

Cultural Resource Findings in the Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake Area
Archaeological surveys of the College Lake area were conducted by Pacific Legacy in November
1997 and March 1999, which included surveys of areas that would be affected by proposed Pinto
Lake Diversion pipeline (Holson, 1997). The surveys identified one existing previously recorded
archaeological site that could be affected by this pipeline, CA-SCR-104. This site consists of
flaked stone debris, faunal shell, bone, and groundstone artifacts. Historic components of this
site include two houses and two barns dating from the 1890s to the early 1900s. This site is
potentially important under CEQA Guidelines but formal evaluations have not been completed.
A records search for known cultural resources in area surrounding the Corralitos Creek Diversion
was conducted by the Anthropological Studies Center at Sonoma State University in September
2001. No cultural resources were identified or recorded near the diversion facilities. However,
based on surveys completed in the general project area, construction activities could reveal
unknown cultural resource sites.

5.C.5.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.C.5-1: Construction activities associated with the proposed Corralitos Creek and
Pinto Lake diversion facilities may result in the alteration or destruction of identified
cultural resources. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
One cultural resource site (CA-SCR-104) was identified near the Pinto Lake Diversion pipeline,
adjacent to College Lake. Construction activities associated with the diversion facilities could
adversely affect this resource.
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Measure 5.C.5-1: Implement Measures 4.B.5-1a and 4.B.5-1b.
_________________________
Impact 5.C.5-3: Ground-disturbing activities associated with the proposed pipelines and
facilities could reveal previously unknown buried or otherwise obscured significant
prehistoric and historic cultural resources. Significant. With mitigation identified in this
EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Significant unknown cultural resources may be buried or obscured by vegetation on the project
site, and therefore construction of the proposed project could result in degradation and
destruction of undiscovered cultural resources.
Measure 5.C.5-3: Implement Measure 4.A.5-1.
_________________________
Impact 5.C.5-4: Potential indirect impacts to cultural resources, primarily vandalism,
could result from the increased access to, and use of, the general area during construction.
Such disturbance could result in the loss of integrity of important cultural resources.
Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
Construction activities associated with the Corralitos Creek Diversion and Pinto Lake Diversion
facilities might increase accessibility to existing cultural resource sites. This could result in
looting and vandalism of important cultural resources.
Measure 5.C.5-4: Implement Measures 4.B.5-3a through 4.B.5-3c.
_________________________

REFERENCES – Cultural Resources
Holson, John, Pacific Legacy, Incorporated, written correspondence, November 14, 1997.
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5.C.6 TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION
5.C.6.1 SETTING
Project Area Roadways
Project area roadways are illustrated in Figure 3.6-1 in the discussion of Regional Setting.
Highway 152 provides east-west access through the project area, stretching east from Highway 1
to the Central Valley. In the west portion of the project area, Highway 152 runs through
Watsonville (along Main Street, East Beach Street, Lincoln Street and East Lake Avenue) to
Hecker Pass (via Hecker Pass Road) and Santa Clara County.
A number of local two-lane roadways that might be affected by the project include Freedom
Boulevard, Amesti Road, Holohan Road and Green Valley Road. Freedom Boulevard extends in
a northwest-southeast direction providing access through Freedom, terminating at Highway 152.
Amesti Road extends in a northwest-southeast direction, terminating at Highway 152. Holohan
Road extends west from Highway 152 south of College Lake, terminating at Green Valley Road.
Green Valley Road extends in a northeast-southwest direction, providing connection to
Highway 152 and Highway 1 in Freedom.

Traffic Volumes
Section 3.6.1, Regional Setting – Traffic and Circulation, presents daily traffic volumes on study
area roadways.

Existing Truck Traffic on Roadways
Section 3.6.1 presents existing truck traffic on study area roadways.

Accident History
Section 3.6.1 presents an accident history for study area roadways.

Roadway Improvement Projects
Section 3.6.1 describes roadway improvement projects planned in the study area.

Applicable Plans and Policies
Section 3.6.1 presents applicable plans and policies for jurisdictions in the study area.

5.C.6.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.6.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.
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5.C.6.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Construction Trip Generation
Construction activities that would generate traffic consists of trucks hauling equipment and
materials to the diversion facility sites and pipeline alignments, the hauling of excavated spoils
from, and delivery of backfill to the work sites, and the daily arrival and departure of
construction workers to the work sites.
Under the Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake diversion projects, approximately 9,700 linear feet of
24-inch diameter pipeline would be installed. Figure 2.8 depicts the alignments of the pipelines.
The majority of the proposed alignment is through agricultural fields, where conventional
excavation methods would be used for open-cut pipeline installation. The following assumptions
were made to estimate construction impacts from the proposed pipeline installation: a trench
five feet wide by six feet deep, new fill would be replace excavated soil, an average of 100 feet
of pipe would be laid per work day, an average truck haul load would be 10 cubic yards per
truck, and there would be no backhauling. Using these assumptions, an estimated 110 cubic
yards would be excavated per day, with approximately the same amount of new fill imported;
this would amount to approximately 22 daily truck haul round trips (44 one-way trips).
The number of workers at any one location along the pipeline alignment would vary depending
on location and the specific type of construction activity underway. Based on estimates of
workforce per task, there would be approximately six to ten workers per crew on an average day.
Assuming that each worker would travel in his own vehicle to and from the site, and that some
midday trips would occur, this would result in up to about 15 worker vehicle round trips per day
(30 one-way trips). Accounting for construction material delivery and worker trips, there would
likely be a total of less than 50 round trips (100 one-way trips) occurring per day at a typical
construction spread.
Additional construction trips would be generated by construction of the diversion facilities. No
construction details (e.g., required earthwork, construction duration) are currently available for
these facilities; thus, the volume traffic that would be generated by construction of these facilities
also is not yet known.

Construction Trip Distribution
The specific destination(s) for hauling of excavated materials from the construction areas, or
originating location(s) for delivery of imported fill and other materials to the work sites is
currently unknown. However, a number of construction materials sources (e.g., quarries,
manufacturers) and excess soil re-use options (e.g., farms) are in the surrounding rural areas and
urban centers. Construction worker trips are assumed to originate from the major urban areas in
the project region and nearby communities.
Based on the existing roadway network serving the project area, project trucks and construction
workers traveling to and from the alignment would likely use a combination of highways (e.g.,
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Highway 1, Highway 152), county roads and designated truck routes in the project vicinity to
reach other local points and/or regional locations.
Impact 5.C.6-1: Traffic on area roadways would temporarily increase as a result of
project-generated vehicle trips by construction workers and construction vehicular
activities. Less than Significant. Implementation of mitigation identified in this EIR, while
not required, would assist in ensuring that the impact would remain at a less-thansignificant level.
Because project construction-generated traffic would be temporary, it would not result in any
long-term degradation in operating conditions or level of service for any project-area roadways.
The primary off-site impacts from the movement of construction trucks would include short-term
and intermittent lessening of roadway capacities due to slower movements and larger turning
radii of the trucks compared to passenger vehicles.
The project would temporarily increase traffic on roadways providing access to the work sites
and roadways providing connection to regional routes; this would mainly affect Highway 1 and
Highway 152 via Holohan Road, Freedom Boulevard and Green Valley Road. Although the
specific estimated off-site construction vehicle trips are preliminary, (see Construction Trip
Generation, above), given the expected type and scope of facility and pipeline construction,
construction-generated traffic would be expected to be at a level that would not significantly
disrupt traffic flow on these freeways and arterials. Given the pace of construction, the duration
that haul trucks would be required to use any given local roadway would be relatively brief.
Most project-related hauling and deliveries would be expected to be dispersed throughout the
day, thus lessening the effect on peak-hour traffic. Project truck traffic occurring during the
hours of 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. would coincide with peak-hour traffic,
and therefore have the greatest potential to impede traffic flow during these time periods.
Restricting truck traffic during the a.m. and p.m. peak periods would further minimize disruption
of the general traffic flow on affected roadways.
Although this impact would be less than significant, the following mitigation measures are
recommended to further reduce the less-than-significant impact.
Measure 5.C.6-1 (Recommended): Implement Measures 4.A.6-1a and 4.A.6-1b.
________________________
Impact 5.C.6-2: Project construction would increase traffic delays for vehicles traveling
past the construction zone. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Project engineers indicate that the majority of pipeline associated with this component would be
installed in agricultural fields, not roadways. However, the proposed alignment would follow
adjacent to, or within a portion of, and/or cross Green Valley Road. Assuming open trench
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activities proceeding at an average rate of 100 feet per day, impacts would be brief at any one
location along the pipeline alignment.
Existing transportation and circulation patterns in the vicinity of the proposed pipeline alignment
would be temporarily disrupted by construction activities and heavy equipment use in the
roadways. Impacts related to pipeline construction would include direct disruption of traffic
flows and roadway operations. Lane blockages or roadway closures during pipeline installation
would result in a reduction in travel lanes, and could result in the need for traffic re-routing.
Measure 5.C.6-2: Implement Measures 4.B.6-2a and 4.B.6-2b.
________________________
Impact 5.C.6-3: Project construction would affect access to adjacent land uses for both
general and emergency access. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the
impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Since the majority of project construction would not involve installation within roadways, but
rather within open country, minimal impacts to access to properties along the construction route
due to trenching, and materials and equipment storage would be expected. However, potential
temporary blockage or reduction in travel lanes could result in a significant delays to emergency
services. In addition, a temporary inconvenience to local commercial and agricultural businesses
and residences could result.
Measure 5.C.6-3: Implement Measures 4.B.6-3a through 4.B.6-3c.
________________________
Impact 5.C.6-4: Project construction would increase wear-and-tear on area roadways used
by construction vehicles. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The use of heavy trucks to transport equipment and material to and from the project site could
affect road conditions by increasing the rate of road wear or causing direct damage to roads and
bridges. The degree to which this impact would occur depends on the project-generated traffic
and the design (pavement type and thickness) and existing condition of the roadways. The
project’s impact is assumed to be minimal on major arterials (e.g., highways, including
Highway 1 and Highway 152) which are designed to accommodate a mix of vehicle types,
including heavy trucks.
Other local-serving roads, such as Green Valley Road, may not be built with a pavement
thickness that will withstand considerable heavy truck volumes. The projected increase in use of
these or other local roadways by heavy trucks could result in significant roadwear on these
roadways.
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Measure 5.C.6-4: Implement Measure 4.A.6-2.
________________________
Impact 5.C.6-5: Project construction would increase potential traffic safety hazards for
vehicles and pedestrians in the construction area. Significant. With mitigation identified
in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The temporary increase in construction-generated trucks on project area roadways would interact
with other vehicles, including other large trucks, slow-moving agricultural vehicles (in farm
areas), and other local traffic. Potential conflicts also could occur between construction traffic
and bicyclists and pedestrians, particularly in and near densely populated areas, such as the
residential neighborhood near College Road, and in Watsonville. Highway 152, Holohan Road,
College Road, and Lakeview Road (south of College Road) are part of the Master Plan of Santa
Cruz County bikeways (County of Santa Cruz, 1994).
As discussed in Section 3.6.1, Setting, a number of major roadway segments in the area exhibit
higher accident rates than the statewide average for similar roadways. These roadways include
Highway 152 (through Watsonville) and Highway 129 (in Santa Cruz and Watsonville).
However, these arterials are already used heavily by trucks (as discussed in Section 3.6.1,
Setting). In addition, the state and county routes would still be the safest, and in virtually all
locations, the only desirable routes for project traffic to use.
Measure 5.C.6-5: Implement Measures 4.A.6-3a and 4.A.6-3b.
________________________
Impact 5.C.6-6: Project construction would generate a demand for parking spaces for
construction worker vehicles. Less than Significant.
The project would generate a need for parking for construction workers and construction
vehicles, as well as areas to store equipment and supplies. The location of staging areas has not
been identified at this point; however, given the relatively remote location of the pipeline
alignments, staging areas could be accommodated easily. The demand for new parking would be
met by the proposed construction staging areas. No public on-street parking would be eliminated
during project construction.
Mitigation: None required.
________________________
Impact 5.C.6-7: Project construction could coincide with other construction projects under
the Revised BMP, or other potential construction projects in the area, contributing to
cumulative traffic and roadway disruptions. Significant. With mitigation identified in this
EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
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Construction associated with the proposed project could occur at the same time construction of
other components identified under the Revised BMP occurs, in addition to other potential
cumulative construction projects in the project area. The projects would share some of the same
construction access routes (including Highway 1 and Highway 152), particularly for pipeline
construction. Consequently, cumulative traffic and roadway disruptions could occur. The
implementation of mitigation measures identified in this section would reduce this project’s
contribution to cumulative impacts. The following measures would further reduce this project’s
contribution to this impact to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.C.6-7: Implement Measure 5.A.6-7.
_________________________

REFERENCE – Traffic and Circulation
County of Santa Cruz, 1994 General Plan and Local Coastal Program for the County of Santa
Cruz, 1994.
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5.C.7 AIR QUALITY
5.C.7.1 SETTING
Section 3.6, Regional Setting – Traffic and Circulation, describes the major roadways in the
vicinity of the Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake Diversion Facilities. Aside from automobile and
agricultural emissions there are no major air emission sources in the vicinity of this project
component.

5.C.7.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.7.2 for a description of the significance criteria used in analyzing
potential project impacts related to air quality.

5.C.7.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.C.7-1: Construction of the Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake Diversion projects
would temporarily generate criteria air pollutants, particularly PM10, over the duration of
the construction period. Significant and Unavoidable. Implementation of mitigation
identified in this EIR would reduce the impact, but it would remain significant.
Construction of this project component would generate fugitive dust (including PM10), and other
criteria air pollutants from exhaust emissions. A large portion of the total construction dust
emissions would result from site grading and trench excavation activities. Dust emissions would
vary from day to day, depending on the phase of construction, the silt content of the soil, and the
weather. Daily emissions would depend greatly upon whether construction of the distribution
systems would occur simultaneously. Construction-related impacts which are individually less
than significant may have a significant impact if construction occurs on two or more components
simultaneously. Additionally, PM10 as well as some exhaust emissions would add to the
cumulative air pollutant emissions of the valley. In an agricultural region, soil tilling is a source
of PM10, which in total far exceeds what the project construction could generate at individual site
locations. Larger particles of dust from construction would fall out relatively close to
construction sites and could cover crops with a coating of dust. This could be injurious to plants,
particularly seedlings and plants in their early growth stages.
According to MBUAPCD CEQA Guidelines, construction projects which emit precursors of
ozone (i.e., ROG and NOx) are accommodated in the emission inventories of the Air Quality
Management Plans and would not have a significant impact on the attainment and maintenance
of ozone AAQS. For this reason, emissions of ROG and NOx from construction equipment will
not be quantified and will be considered a less-than-significant impact. The MBUAPCD
Guidelines also state that PM10 emissions from construction activities are considered significant
if they would generate 82 pounds per day or more of PM10 when the activities are located nearby
and upwind of sensitive receptors.
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Pipeline construction is expected to be completed at an average rate of 100 feet per day per pipeline
heading. As stated above in Section 5.6, Traffic and Circulation, an estimated 110 cubic yards
would be excavated per day, and approximately the same amount of new fill would be imported.
Heavy-duty construction equipment used in pipeline construction would include trenchers, front
loaders, cranes, dump trucks, and compressors. Criteria pollutant emission sources would include
exhaust from construction emissions and construction worker vehicle trips.
If the diversion pipelines are constructed simultaneously, this would result in emission of
approximately 975 pounds of PM10 per day. Without mitigation, PM10 emissions from the
construction of all components would result in a significant impact.
Measure 5.C.7-1: Implement dust control program described in Measure 4.A.7-1.
The effectiveness of the dust control measures in reducing PM10 emissions ranges from
34 percent (for sweeping streets) to 90 percent (for covering haul trucks and inactive
storage piles) (MBUAPCD, 2000). However, implementation of all applicable measures
would not reduce PM10 emissions to below 82 pounds per day. With implementation of
Measure 4.A.7-1, construction-generated PM10 emissions would remain significant and
unavoidable.
_________________________
Impact 5.C.7-2: Lane closures and detours necessitated by construction of the project
could temporarily increase vehicular emissions. Less than Significant.
Construction of the various treatment facilities would not require lane closures or detours.
Installation of pipeline sections required by the various components of the project would involve
crossing roadways. Roadways will be maintained to allow one-lane passage at all times. For
one-lane or narrow roadways, construction would be completed by closing the road for the
shortest period of time, and traffic control plans submitted by the contractor will ensure minimal
lane closures and detours. Vehicular emissions would be temporarily increased from autos
taking detours or queuing on narrow roadways. However, increased emissions directly caused by
lane closures would not be likely to exceed MBUAPCD significance criteria of 150 pounds per
day of ozone precursors (ROG or NOx) or 550 pounds per day of CO.
_________________________
Impact 5.C.7-3: Vehicle trips resulting from operation and maintenance of the various
components of the project would generate emissions of criteria air pollutants. Less than
Significant.
Operation of the diversion facilities and pipelines would require periodic maintenance and
inspection by PVWMA employees. Emissions generated by employee vehicle trips would be
negligible and would not exceed MBUAPCD significance thresholds. Pumps would be powered
by electricity, rather than diesel, and would not generate added criteria air pollutants.
_________________________
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REFERENCE – Air Quality
Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District, CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, September
2000.
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5.C.8 NOISE
5.C.8.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.8 for a discussion of regional noise conditions. Proposed improvements
under this component include construction of diversion pipelines from Corralitos Creek to the
Pinto Lake drainage and from Pinto Lake drainage to College Lake. The Corralitos Creek
Diversion would include a pump station.
The proposed locations for the pipelines are in agricultural or weedy, disturbed areas, with the
exception of the a portion of the Corralitos diversion pipeline that crosses Amesti Road and
terminates near residences at Green Valley Road and Behler Road. Residences are located
approximately 800 feet southwest of the Corralitos Creek Diversion facilities, which include a
pump station.

5.C.8.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.8.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.C.8.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.C.8-1: Construction activities associated with the project construction would
intermittently and temporarily generate noise levels above existing ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would
be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Construction-related noise levels at project construction sites would fluctuate depending on the
particular type, number, and duration of use of various pieces of construction equipment, and the
location of sensitive receptors. The effect of construction noise would depend on how much
noise would be generated by the equipment, the distance between construction activities and the
nearest noise-sensitive uses, and the existing noise levels at those sensitive uses.
Construction activities would be expected to last approximately 23 months and one week at any
given location along pipeline alignments. Residences are located within 800 feet of the pump
station and within 300 feet of the easterly segments of the Corralitos Creek Diversion; therefore,
noise associated with construction activity would be considered a significant effect for this
component. Implementation of the mitigation measures below, which limit the timing of
construction and use of equipment, would reduce potentially significant impacts to a less-thansignificant level.
Measure 5.C.8-1: Implement Measure 4.A.8-1.
___________________________
Impact 5.C.8-2: Operation of proposed pumping facilities associated with the Corralitos
Creek Diversion would result in noise increases in the vicinity of project facilities.
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Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
The Corralitos Creek Diversion would result in an increase in noise-generating equipment in the
vicinity of the pump station. Operation of a pump station would require three booster pumps.
Generally, a 150-horsepower pump generates a noise level of 75 dBA at a distance of 50 feet.
Assuming a distance of 800 feet to the nearest sensitive receptors, noise from a three pumps
would be reduced to 56 dBA at a distance of 800 feet. While this noise level would likely not be
significant during daytime hours, it would be noticeable during quieter nighttime hours.
Assuming 24-hour operation of three pumps, the resulting Ldn at local receptors would be
62 dBA, which falls within the conditionally acceptable land use category for residential land
uses within the General Plan. Because the proposed pump station would have the potential to
increase local noise levels at nearby residences in excess of a normally acceptable residential
land use environment as established in the General Plan, the project would result in a potential
significant operational noise impact. The pumping facilities associated with the Corralitos Creek
Diversion have the potential to affect nearby sensitive receptors, depending on the siting and
design of the pumping facility. Implementation the Mitigation Measures below would reduce
potential impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.B.8-2: Implement Measure 5.B.8-2.
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5.C.9 PUBLIC SERVICES
5.C.9.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.9 for a discussion of public services and utilities serving the area.

5.C.9.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.9.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.C.9.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Demand during construction for public services such as water (for dust control), solid waste
disposal, and schools will not be large enough to cause significant impacts. (Solid waste
generated by the project would be sent to the Marina Landfill in Monterey County.)
Impact 5.C.9-1: Construction of the proposed water diversion facilities could result in
temporary, planned or accidental disruption to utility services provided by underground
lines. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR the impact would be reduced to a
less-than-significant level.
The proposed pipelines primarily would traverse agricultural fields and would not likely
encounter utility lines except where public roads are crossed (i.e., Green Valley Road). For
further discussion of this impact refer to Impact 4.A.9-1.
Measure 5.C.9-1: A detailed study identifying utilities along the proposed alignments
shall be done during the pre-design stages of the project.
The following mitigations are required for segments identified in final design as having
potential conflict with significant utilities.
a.

Utility excavation and encroachment permits would be required from the appropriate
agencies, potentially including the Public Works Departments of Santa Cruz County,
and the City of Watsonville. These permits include measures to minimize utility
disruption. PVWMA and its contractors shall comply with permit conditions.
Permit requirements shall be included in construction contract specifications.

b.

Utility locations would be verified through field survey (potholing) and use of an
underground locating service.

c.

A detailed engineering and construction plan shall be prepared as part of the design
plans and specifications. This plan shall include procedures for the excavation,
support, and fill of areas around utility cables and pipes. All affected utility services
would be notified of PVWMA’s construction plans and schedule. Arrangements
would be made with these entities regarding protection, relocation, or temporary
disconnection of services.
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d.

In areas where the pipeline would parallel wastewater mains, engineering and
construction plans shall include trench wall support measures to guard against trench
wall failure, and possible resulting loss of structural support for the wastewater main.

e.

Residents and businesses in the project area shall be notified in writing by the
contractor of planned utility service disruption two to four days in advance, in
conformance with County and State standards.
_________________________

Impact 5.C.9-2: Pipeline construction could temporarily impede vehicle access to
emergency services, as well as to collection and delivery services. This impact could affect
Counties’ Sheriff’s Departments, fire departments, emergency services (e.g., ambulance
companies), delivery and collection services. Significant. With mitigation identified in this
EIR the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Pipeline construction could temporarily impede vehicle access to police, fire or emergency
services at Green Valley Road. Vehicle access to an individual residence or business would
normally be impeded for one to two days, maximum. PVWMA would employ construction
methods described in the assessment of traffic impacts (see Section 5.A.6) that would reduce this
impact to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.C.9-2a: Construction trenches shall be covered by steel trench plates to allow
access to driveways.
Measure 5.C.9-2b: To minimize disruption of emergency vehicle access, contractors shall
work with affected jurisdiction (Santa Cruz County) to identify detours during
construction.
Measure 5.C.9-2c: Police, fire, and emergency services shall be notified of the timing,
location, and duration of construction activities and the locations of detours and lane closures.
_________________________
Impact 5.C.9-3: Pump station operations for the project would increase demand for
electrical service at the project site. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR the
impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The proposed project would generate demand for electricity and could require the extension of
new, or expansion of existing electricity lines to serve the proposed pump station. The specific
electricity requirements would be reviewed by PG&E after PVWMA submits a formal
application for service.
Measure 5.C.9-3: The design of all pump facilities with a potential to exceed the capacity
of existing PG&E systems will be coordinated with PG&E to ensure adequate capacity is
available.
_________________________
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REFERENCE – Public Services
Norwood, Jim, Captain, City of Watsonville Fire Department, telephone communication,
October 17, 1997.
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5.C.10 VISUAL/AESTHETIC AND RECREATIONAL RESOURCES
5.C.10.1 SETTING
Both the Pinto Lake and Corralitos Creek project areas occur on agricultural lands north of the
Watsonville city limits. The Corralitos Creek Diversion structure and pump station site is on the
north bank of Corralitos Creek, within the riparian corridor. The 24-inch, 8,500-foot long
pipeline would traverse open agricultural fields between Corralitos Creek and the existing Pinto
Lake drainage channel. This area exhibits a rural visual character, with some development
visible along Green Valley Road. Views of the Corralitos Creek Diversion project area are
available from Freedom Boulevard, Amesti Road and Green Valley Road. Since the proposed
Corralitos Creek Diversion pipeline would be within the Green Valley Road right-of-way and
across the Amesti Road right-of-way, it would be clearly visible to motorists travelling along
these roads.
The Pinto Lake Diversion facility would extend from an existing irrigation ditch 2,250 feet north
of Holohan Road through agricultural lands to College Lake. This area also exhibits a rural
visual character, with the nearest development being the residences at the intersection of
Holohan Road and Highway 152. Views of the Pinto Lake Diversion are available from Holohan
Road and Cottage Road.

Consistency with Applicable Plans and Policies
Development of the Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake diversions project generally would be
consistent with the applicable policies of the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP presented in
Section 3.10 of this Report. The pipeline alignments would be underground and would not be
visible following installation. During construction, excavated trenches and stockpiled soils, pipe,
and other materials within the construction easement would constitute negative aesthetic
elements in the visual landscape that would directly affect, or be visible from City-designated
scenic roads, including Airport Boulevard, Freedom Boulevard, Holohan Road and Green Valley
Road. However, these effects would be temporary during project construction. Since this
component would not result in any long-term impacts on views or the visual landscape, it would
not be inconsistent with General Plan policies that encourage preservation of scenic rural
qualities and protection of views from designated scenic routes.

5.C.10.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please see Section 4.A.10.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.
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5.C.10.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.C.10-1: Installation of the Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake diversion facilities
would disturb roadways and remove crops and vegetation, temporarily altering the visual
landscape. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Construction of the pipelines temporarily would remove native vegetation and crops along the
alignment and disturb roadways. Cropping would continue on agricultural lands within the
alignment following installation of the pipeline. For this reason, the construction disturbance is
considered a less-than-significant impact. During construction, excavated trenches and
stockpiled soils, pipe, and other materials within the construction easement would constitute
negative aesthetic features to the pipeline alignment. This would be a temporary adverse impact
and would be considered less than significant.
Following construction, the proposed pipelines would be entirely below grade and would be
unobtrusive. Implementation of Measure 4.A.10-1a, requiring that PVWMA revegetate
disturbed natural areas, and Measure 4.A.10-1c, requiring contractors to restore disturbed areas
to pre-construction conditions, would minimize visual impacts. No long-term visual impacts
would result from development of the pipeline.
Measure 5.C.10-1: Implement Measures 4.A.10-1a through 4.A.10-1c.
________________________
Impact 5.C.10-2: Development of the Corralitos Creek and Pinto Lake Diversions
component would introduce new sources of light onto the project site and increase ambient
light in the project area. Less than Significant. Implementation of recommended
mitigation measures identified in this EIR, while not required, would assist in ensuring that
the impact would remain at a less-than-significant level.
While no exterior lighting is currently proposed as part of this component, exterior security
lighting (if implemented) at the new pump station could introduce light and create nighttime
impacts. The new facilities would be located in the vicinity of existing residences. While
exterior lighting could be visible from these residences, it would not be expected to substantially
increase ambient light in the project area.
The proposed pipeline would be underground and would not introduce new sources of light or
glare.
Mitigation Measure 5.C.10-2 (Recommended): Implement Measure 4.A.10-2.
________________________
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Impact 5.C.10-3: Development of the Corralitos Creek Diversion pipeline would
temporarily disrupt recreational uses along designated recreational bicycle trails in Santa
Cruz County. Less than Significant.
Construction of the Corralitos Creek Diversion pipeline would disrupt bicycle traffic along
Amesti Road and Green Valley Road, which are both included in the Santa Cruz County bikeway
system. Construction activities and related truck traffic could damage these bikeways, and
segments of the bikeways with active construction areas would be temporarily closed during
trench excavation and pipeline installation, creating minor inconvenience to bicyclists. This
impact would be temporary during project construction. Implementation of Measures 4.A.6-2,
4.A.6-3a and 4.A.6-3b would ensure that damaged roads would be repaired to pre-construction
conditions, and that detours would be provided for bicyclists and motorists during the
construction period. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant.
Mitigation: None required.
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5.D AQUIFER STORAGE AND RECOVERY
5.D.1 LAND USE AND PLANNING
5.D.1.1 SETTING
Facilities for the Aquifer Storage and Recovery component of the Local-Only Alternative would
include a seven-mile-long dual pipeline between College Lake and the Harkins Slough pump
station (refer to Figure 2.8 in Chapter 2, Project Description), as well as approximately
30 injection/extraction wells within 100 to 200 feet of the pipeline alignment. The project also
includes the construction of a pump station and diversion structure on the north bank of
Watsonville Slough just west (downstream) of Harkins Slough. The existing Harkins Slough
filtration plant also would be expanded to accommodate the proposed Watsonville Slough
Diversion of up to 1,100 acre-feet per year.
Land uses along the proposed dual pipeline alignment are primarily agricultural. Between the
Harkins Slough filtration facility and the Watsonville Airport, the alignment extends through
strawberry and vegetable crops as well as pasture. Northeast of Highway 1, the alignment
extends within and along the western edge of the Watsonville Airport property. At the north end
of the airport, the alignment follows Buena Vista Drive with residences to the north of the
alignment and the airport to the south. Residences are on both the east and west sides of the
alignment as it approaches Freedom Boulevard. Northeast of Freedom Boulevard, the alignment
crosses Corralitos Creek and its riparian corridor and continues east along the north side of the
creek approximately 3,000 feet through apple orchards and vegetable crops. The alignment
follows Green Valley Road approximately 500 feet north and then extends one mile east to the
College Lake filtration facilities across agricultural lands containing blackberries, apple orchards,
and vegetable crops. Residences are located south of the alignment near the College Lake
filtration facilities.
The proposed pipeline alignment would extend through lands designated as Type 1A and 3
agricultural lands on the Santa Cruz County Agricultural Resources Map. The proposed
facilities at Harkins and Watsonville Sloughs would be constructed on Type 3 agricultural lands.
For a definition of these classifications, please refer to Chapter 3.1.

Consistency with General Plan Policies and Zoning Designations
Development of the Aquifer Storage and Recovery facilities would be consistent with applicable
policies of the Santa Cruz County and City of Watsonville general plans presented in Section 3.1
of this EIR. The proposed facilities would provide a new source of irrigation water for adjacent
agricultural lands which in turn would reduce the need for groundwater pumping. Therefore,
these facilities would increase groundwater recharge, and thus would be consistent with
Objectives 5.5a and 5.5b, and Programs C and H of the Conservation and Open Space Element of
the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP.
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This component would involve construction of a pump station and filtration facilities on land
designated as Agriculture. This would be potentially inconsistent with General Plan policies that
call for preservation of agricultural land. However, this would not be inconsistent with General
Plan policies calling for preservation of agricultural land because the facilities would provide
water to replace groundwater for irrigation purposes. This would increase groundwater recharge
and minimize saltwater intrusion, which would ensure long-term continuation of agriculture in
the area.
The proposed dual pipeline would not result in a long-term loss of agricultural land because it
would be underground, and farming as occurs at present would resume within the construction
corridor following pipeline installation. Therefore, the pipeline would be consistent with
Policies 5.13.6 and 5.13.22 and Program F of the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP, and
Goal 3.3, Policy 3.F, and Implementation Measures 3.F.1, 3.F.2, and 3.F.4 of the Watsonville
General Plan.
As stated in Section 3.1, the Watsonville General Plan recognizes that the preservation of
agricultural land alone will not ensure preservation of the agricultural economy, and that other
factors, such as availability of irrigation water and facilities for support industries, are also
important in preserving agriculture. Therefore, while development of the pump station on
agricultural land would be inconsistent with specific policies, it would not contradict the overall
intent of the general plans.

5.D.1.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please see Section 4.A.1.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.D.1.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.D.1-1: Construction of the Aquifer Storage and Recovery facilities would result
in short-term disturbance of adjacent land uses. Less than Significant. Implementation of
mitigation identified in this EIR, while not required, would assist in ensuring that the
impact would remain at a less-than-significant level.
The proposed facilities would not alter surrounding land uses, which include residences,
Watsonville Airport, St. Francis Church and School, and agricultural lands, and would not
disrupt or divide the community. The project would not be incompatible with existing uses in
the vicinity. Construction disturbance temporarily could constrain access to driveways along
Buena Vista Drive, Freedom Boulevard, and Green Valley Road. However, this would be a
temporary impact that results more in inconvenience to motorists than a substantial impact and,
therefore, would not be expected to substantially impair operation of, or access to surrounding
land uses. Construction of proposed pumping and diversion facilities would not involve
construction within area roadways and thus would not disrupt access to, or use of adjacent lands.
Therefore, this impact would be considered less than significant. Implementation of
Measures 5.D.6-3a through 5.D.6-3c would minimize construction disturbance.
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In addition, construction of proposed facilities would generate noise, dust, and traffic that could
disrupt adjacent land uses. Sections 5.D.6, Traffic and Circulation, 5.D.7, Air Quality, and
5.D.8, Noise, of this EIR present traffic and air quality impacts. With proper mitigation,
temporary construction impacts would have a less-than-significant effect on adjacent land uses.
Measure 5.D.1-1 (Recommended): Implement Measure 4.A.1-1.
See also mitigation measures in Sections 5.D.6, Traffic and Circulation, 5.D.7, Air Quality,
and 5.D.8, Noise, of this EIR.
___________________________
Impact 5.D.1-2: Development of the Aquifer Storage and Recovery facilities would result
in the permanent loss of up to two acres of agricultural lands. Significant and
Unavoidable.
The proposed pump station and filtration facilities at Watsonville Slough would convert
approximately one-half acre of agricultural land to water distribution uses that would preclude
farming on the site. According to the Santa Cruz County Agricultural Resources Map,
development of the facilities would convert vegetable crops that are designated as Type 3
agricultural lands. As stated in Section 3.1, these lands meet the U.S. Department of Agriculture
Soil Conservation Service criteria for prime and unique farmland. In addition, the 30
injection/extraction wells would convert approximately 1.5 acres of land along the dual pipeline
alignment. Depending on the locations of these wells, an additional 1.5 acres of Type 1A or 3
prime farmland could be converted. Therefore, development of this site would contribute to the
cumulative loss of prime farmlands in the region. This would be considered a significant and
unavoidable impact.
The proposed pipelines would not result in the permanent conversion of agricultural land;
however, these activities would affect agricultural production. Installation of the pipelines could
disrupt agricultural production within the alignment for at most one cropping season, depending
on the timing of construction. The pipelines extend through prime farmlands. Because
construction disturbance would be temporary, and operation of the pipeline, once installed,
would not preclude agricultural production, this would not be considered a significant impact.
Therefore, this would be a less-than-significant impact.
Measure 5.D.1-2: None available; this impact would be significant and unavoidable.
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5.D.2 GEOLOGY, SOILS, AND SEISMICITY
5.D.2.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3-2 for a discussion of regional geologic conditions, soils, and seismicity.,
The region supporting the proposed Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) project include low
floodplain areas in the Watsonville Slough, upland terrace areas along the between Hanson and
Harkins Sloughs, and the flat lowlands of the Corralitos Creek Valley. The topography consists
of flat lying, alluviated valleys, and hilly , dissected upland terraces. Elevations in the
Watsonville Slough at the Watsonville facilities is about 10 feet above mean sea level (amsl).
The pipeline alignment extending north from the Watsonville facilities ranges from 60 to 100
feet amsl. Along Corralitos Creek the elevations range from 120 feet amsl near Pinto Lake to 80
feet amsl near College lake pump station and filter plant.

Geology
Geologic conditions underlying the individual elements of the proposed Aquifer Storage and
Recovery (ASR) project vary considerably depending on location. The proposed project area
includes young floodplain deposits adjacent to the Pajaro River, terrace deposits west of the city
of Watsonville and older floodplain deposits through the Corralitos Valley. The project area is
primarily underlain by unconsolidated to semi-consolidated alluvial deposits comprised of
younger (Holocene) floodplain sediments consisting of unconsolidated, relatively fine-grained,
heterogeneous deposits of sand and silt and commonly including relatively thin, discontinuous
layers of clay (Dupre and Tinsley, 1980). The older silts and gravel deposits occurring as
uplands are terraces referred to as the Terrace Deposits of Watsonville (Brabb, 1989). Overlying
these deposits are soil profiles that vary in depth and structure. Table 5.D.2-1 below summarizes
geologic conditions, soil types and seismic response at the locations of each component of the
water recycling and storage components.

Soils
The soils underlying the components of this project are listed in Table 5.D.2-1 and their general
characteristics are summarized in Table 5.D.2-2. These are generally highly productive soils and
almost entirely under cultivation. No part of the area is within a designated zone of mineral,
aggregate, oil and gas or geothermal resources.

Seismicity
Table 5.D.2-1 summarizes seismic characteristics of the proposed project area. Earthquake
ground shaking is the primary seismic hazard affecting the area. The entire area is expected to
experience groundshaking intensity IX in a major earthquake (McCrory et al., 1977) and
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TABLE 5.D.2-1
SUMMARY OF GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS
WATER RECYCLING PROJECT COMPONENTS

Project Component

Underlying
Geology

Overlying Soils1

Potential
Groundshaking
Amplification2

Liquefaction
Potential3

Harkins Slough
Facility

Floodplain deposits
with sand silt and
gravel

Clear Lake Clay

High to Very High.
Ground shaking
amplification likely.

Moderate

Recycled Water
Pipeline

Floodplain deposits,
Terrace deposits,
Older floodplain
deposits;

Clear lake Clay;
Tierra Watsonville;
Watsonville Loam;
Soquel Loam;
Elder Sandy Loam.

Very high in
unconsolidated,
saturated alluvuim;
Moderate in
floodplain areas,
and somewhat lower
on terraces.

High to very high
in floodplain and
along Corralitos
Creek, Low on
terrace deposits

Injection/extraction
Well Corridor

Floodplain deposits,
Terrace deposits,
Older floodplain
deposits

Clear lake Clay,
Tierra Watsonville;
Watsonville Loam;
Soquel Loam;
Elder Sandy Loam;
Baywood Loam;

Very high in
unconsolidated,
saturated alluvuin;
Moderate in
floodplain areas,
and somewhat lower
on terraces.

High to very high
in floodplain and
along Corralitos
Creek, Low on
terrace deposits

Moderate

Moderate

Fluvaquentic;
Haploxeroll.
College lake Pump
Station.

Recent and Older
Floodplain deposits

Baywood Loamy sand,

_________________________
1
2
3

Refer to Section 3-2 and table 5.A.2-2 in this section for further disacussion of soil types.
Based on general geologic characteristics and the ability for the particular deposit to amplify ground shaking during
an earthquke. For example, saturated loose sand would amplify the ground movement considerably more than
bedrock.
Very High Liquefaction Susceptibility - Sediments for which engineering testing and the presence of a shallow
water table confirm the susceptibility for liquefaction in addition to historical evidence of liquefaction and failure
during the 1906 earthquake. Sediments in this category are quite likely to liquefy and fail in an earthquake. High
Liquefaction Susceptibility - Sediments for which engineering testing and the presence of a shallow water table
suggests the susceptibility for liquefaction but no historical evidence of liquefaction has been reported. Sediments
in this category are likely to liquefy in an earthquake. Moderate Liquefaction Susceptibility – Sediments classed
may liquefy in the event of a nearby earthquake and include those with high susceptibility but where historical
evidence of liquefaction is absent. Low Liquefaction Susceptibility – Sediments that are unlikely to liquefy, even
in the event of a major earthquake.

associated peak ground accelerations of 0.05g - 0.6g.1 Saturated floodplain deposits would tend
to amplify ground movement to a greater extent than consolidated terrace deposits. No part of
the area with proposed project facilities lies within a tsunami hazard area.

1

Please refer to Table 3.2.2 in Section 3.2 for a description of the Modified Mercalli Scale.
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TABLE 5.D.2-2
SOILS IN THE AQUIFER STORAGE AND RECOVERY PROJECT AREA
AND ALONG PROPOSED FACILITIES

Soil

Capability
Class

Slope

Storie
Index

Erosion
Hazard

Other

Conejo loam

0-2%

I irrigated
III non-irrigated

62

slight - moderate

Soquel Loam

0–2%

I – irrigated
IIInonirrigated

90

moderate

Watsonville loam

2 - 15%

IV

36

slight to moderate

Tierra-Watsonville
complex

15-30%

VI

14

high

Clear Lake clay

0-2%

II irrigated
III non-irrigated

43

slight

Elder sandy loan

0 - 2%

I irrigated
II non-irrigated

90

slight

90

slight

Poor for
homesites

high shrinkswell, low
strength

San Emidgio
Variant sandy
loam*

0 - 2%

I irrigated
III non-irrigated

Fluvaquentic
Haploxeroll-Aquic
Xerofluvent
complex

0 to 15%

III

30 - 69

slight

Baywood Variant
loamy sand

0 - 2%

III

51

slight

Baywood loamy
sand

0 - 2%

III

72

slight, subject to
blowing

_________________________
SOURCE: *Soil Conservation Service, Soil Survey of Santa Cruz County, California 1980

______________________________________________________________________________

Regulatory Framework
Please refer to Section 3.2 for information regarding the regulatory framework associated with
this alternative.
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5.D.2.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please see Section 4.A.2.2 for discussion of Significance Criteria.

5.D.2.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.D.2-1: Seismic groundshaking and its secondary effects including localized
liquefaction and related ground failure, from a major earthquake in the in Santa Cruz
County or the Monterey Bay region, could cause structural damage to the proposed ASR
pipelines, diversion facilities, injection/extraction pumps other related conveyance
equipment. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Ground shaking is an unavoidable hazard for facilities in the San Francisco Bay and Monterey
Bay region. Please refer to Impact 5.A.2-1 for further discussion of this impact and its effects on
the pipeline, facilities, and equipment associated with the proposed ASR project component.
Measure 5.D.2-1: Implement Measure 5.A.2-1.

________________________
Impact 5.D.2-2: Proposed ASR pipeline, injection/extraction wells and associated facilities
could incur damage as a result of underlying soil properties (subsidence, high shrink-swell
potential, and corrosivity). Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Each soil type in the proposed ASR project area possesses characteristics that could limit
development of building structures or other facilities. These limitations include the shrink-swell
capability (expansive behavior) and corrosivity. One or more of these soil properties could
impact portions of the proposed project. Please refer to Impact 5.A.2-2 for further discussion of
the potentially adverse effects of the underlying soil properties on the proposed ASR project
elements.
Measure 5.D.2-2: Implement Measure 5.A.2-2.

________________________
Impact 5.C.2-3: Construction of the proposed ASR pipeline, injection/extraction well
system, and associated equipment could result in accelerated erosion and attendant loss of
soil resources and effects on sediment discharges in water courses. The impact would be
significant on slopes over 2 percent and in areas with soils having moderate or greater
erosion hazard. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
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Please refer to Impact 5.A.2-3 for further discussion of this impact and its effects on the
proposed ASR project component.
Measure 5.D.2-2: Implement Measure 5.A.2-3a through 5.C.2-3f.

_________________________
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5.D.3 HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
5.D.3.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.3 for a description of regional hydrology, water quality, and regulatory
setting.
The Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) project, as discussed in Section 2.4.5, would inject
surface water into the groundwater aquifer during winter months and then extract that water
during the summer agricultural season. Surface water supply sources would include Harkins and
Watsonville sloughs, Corralitos Creek, Pinto Lake, and Expanded College Lake.

Hydrologic Features
ASR Pipeline Corridor
The ASR pipeline terminates at the existing Harkins Slough facilities. Harkins Slough originates
north of the City of Watsonville and flows south to its confluence with Watsonville Slough,
draining Larkins Valley and Gallighan Slough. Harkins Slough is partially channelized and is
considered ephemeral (RMC, 2001).1
The pipeline alignment crosses Harkins Slough at the Watsonville confluence and ascends the
upland area to the north. The pipeline route roughly parallels Corralitos Creek between Freedom
Boulevard and Green Valley Road. Corralitos Creek flows in a southeast direction and drains
into Salsipuedes Creek below College Lake, which eventually drains into the Pajaro River. The
northern terminus of the ASR pipeline is the College Lake pump station and filter plant. College
Lake is a seasonal water body in a natural depression formed by inflow from a 11,000-acre
watershed drained by Green Valley, Casserly, Salsipuedes, and Hughes creeks.

Injection/Extraction Wells
The well field boundary is 100 to 200 feet wide on either side of the proposed pipeline and
parallels the pipeline for its entire route between the Harkins Slough facilities and College Lake.
Specific locations of the injection/extraction wells would be determined based on specific
hydrogeologic investigations, but would be located within the well field boundary at least 2,000
feet apart. Between Freedom Boulevard and Lake Road, the well field boundary includes
sections of Corralitos Creek and the southernmost end of College Lake.

Harkins Slough/Watsonville Slough Diversions
The Watsonville Slough diversion and pumping facilities would be adjacent to the confluence
point of Watsonville Slough and Harkins Slough.

1

Ephemeral streams flow briefly, only in response to precipitation. The channel of an ephemeral stream is above the
water table.
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Flood Zones
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) flood insurance maps identify the
location of the 100-year floodplain areas in the proposed project area. These areas are
susceptible to inundation during a 100-year flood2 and include Harkins Slough, Watsonville
Slough, and Corralitos Creek. The pipeline would cross Harkins Slough at its confluence with
Watsonville Slough, where the mapped floodplain is 2,000 feet wide, extending from the
Southern Pacific Railroad to the upland terraced area to the north. Flooding in Harkins Slough
has historically inundated railroad tracks and roads during the winter, and the Santa Cruz County
Public Works Department operates flood control at the confluence of Watsonville Slough and
Harkins Slough (RMC, 2001). Pumps at Harkins Slough convey water over a barrier wall into
Watsonville Slough, which prevents backflow into Harkins Slough to reduce flood impacts.
The 100-year floodplain for Corralitos Creek between Green Valley Road and Freedom
Boulevard ranges from 200 to 300 feet wide. The 500-year floodplain includes the intersection
of Holohan Road and Green Valley Road.
The well field boundary enters areas of both 100-year and 500-year flood hazard zones mapped
for Harkins Slough and along Corralitos Creek. The eastern side of the well field boundary from
the Watsonville facilities to Harkins Slough Road is almost entirely within the 100-year flood
zone.
The Watsonville Slough diversion and pumping facilities are proposed to be located in areas
outside the 100-year and 500-year flood zones.

Surface Water Quality
Table 5.D.3-1 presents water quality data for the surface water features associated with the ASR
component. Pinto Lake water quality data, with the exception of total dissolved solids (TDS),
were not available. Based on the parameters listed below, the water quality of College Lake,
Harkins Slough, and Watsonville Slough appear relatively similar, with the exception of
Corralitos Creek. The average TDS concentration in Corralitos Creek is similar to the other
water features, but the average conductivity is comparatively elevated. Chloride, turbidity, and
total suspended solids (TSS) are lower in Corralitos Creek than in the other hydrologic features.
Phytophthora is present at College Lake, Harkins and Watsonville sloughs, and Corralitos Creek,
and boron is present at detectable concentrations in the two sloughs. Poor water quality can
affect the operational success of the injection system. The injectate (injected water) must not
only have acceptable water chemistry to be permitted for injection under state and federal water
quality standards, but also to allow successful injection with minimal operational problems.
Water quality parameters that can hinder the performance of a water injection program include
turbidity (suspended solids) and the presence of some metals. In certain instances, the difference

2

The 100-year flood is referred to as the peak flows that have a 1 percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in
any given year. If a 100-year flood event occurs, the following year still has the same probability of a 100-year
event.
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TABLE 5.D.3-1
WATER QUALITY SUMMARY
SURFACE WATER SUPPLY FEATURES
Parameter
Conductivity (avg.)
µmhos/cm
(expected)

College Lake

Harkins
Slough

Corralitos
Creek

Watsonville
Slough

Pinto Lake
--

0.52

0.39

415

0.56

343 mg/L

250 mg/L

322 mg/L

380 mg/L

250 mg/L

Present

Present

Present

Present

--

Chloride (expected)

28.6 mg/L

25 mg/L

9.1mg/L

32 mg/L

--

pH

6.7 – 8.5

7.2-7.9

7.9 – 8.2

7.2 – 8.9

--

Boron (maximum)

ND

0.13 mg/L

ND

0.45 mg/L

--

Dissolved Oxygen
(minimum)

ND

ND

ND

ND

--

Nitrate (maximum)

19.1 mg-N/L

<0.5 mg-N/L

<1 mg-N/L

1.3 mg-N/L

--

Turbidity
(expected)

344 NTU

150 NTU

2 NTU

70 NTU

--

Total Suspended
Solids (average)

60.9 mg/L

55 mg/L

9.8 mg/L

70 mg/L

--

Total Dissolved
Solids (expected)
Phytophthora

_________________________
µmhos/cm – micromhos per centimeter
mg/L – milligrams per liter
mg-N/L – milligrams of nitrogen per liter
NTU – nephelometric turbidity units
-- – Data Not Available
SOURCE: Revised Basin Management Plan, RMC, 2001

in water chemistry, temperature, and dissolved oxygen content between the injectate and the
groundwater can create precipitates and/or gases that can plug the interface between the aquifer
and the injection well (Feeney, 2001).

Groundwater
Please refer to Section 3.3 for a discussion of regional groundwater conditions.
Groundwater occurs beneath the pipeline corridor and injection/extraction well field (described
in Section 2.4.5) in the uppermost, unconfined aquifer and in areas where the overlying confining
layer is present within the confined alluvial aquifer. The Upper and Lower Aromas Formations,
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separated from the alluvial aquifers by a confining layer, underlie the alluvial aquifers and
represent the primary productive aquifer in this region. The Aromas Formations range in depth
to about 700 feet below sea level, and the Lower Aromas extends to approximately 900 feet
below sea level.

Groundwater Quality
Please refer to Section 3.3 for a discussion of regional groundwater quality. The three
parameters of concern for water quality are chloride, electrical conductivity, and nitrates.

!

Chloride. As discussed in Section 3.3, high-quality drinking water typically has chloride
levels less than 50 mg/L, and drinking water becomes less palatable when chlorides range
from 50 to 250 mg/L (DWR in Jones and Stokes, 2000). At concentrations exceeding
250 mg/L chloride, water generally requires treatment.3 The proposed ASR injection/
extraction area is outside the area affected by seawater. Groundwater testing data collected
in 1998 from the alluvial and Aromas Formation aquifers indicate that groundwater in the
area between the Harkins Slough facilities and College Lake range between 1 and 100
milligrams per liter (mg/L) chloride (Jones and Stokes, 2000). Groundwater in areas
affected by seawater intrusion can range from 50 to 15,000 mg/L.

!

Electrical Conductivity (EC). EC is directly related to total concentration of charged ions
and can be a good indicator of TDS. Groundwater intended for beneficial uses, including
agriculture, industry, or municipal drinking water, can be adversely affected by water with
elevated conductivity. EC levels in the groundwater aquifers underlying the ASR project
area are generally below 750 micromhos/centimeter (Jones and Stokes, 2000). The state
secondary drinking water standard for EC is 900 micromhos/centimeter. The state
secondary drinking water standard for TDS is 500 mg/L, which is approximately
830 micromhos/centimeter (DWR in Jones and Stokes, 2000).

!

Nitrate. The state and federal primary drinking water standard for nitrates in groundwater
is 10 mg/L NO3. Nitrate concentrations in the groundwater aquifer beneath the ASR
project range from 0.1 to 10 mg/L.

5.D.3.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.3 for a discussion of significance criteria.

Plans and Policies
Federal
As a component to the Safe Drinking Water Act, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) Underground Injection Control (UIC) program regulates underground injection of water
supplies. Underground injection is prohibited under the UIC unless authorized by rule or permit.
Until further regulations become applicable, injection wells are currently authorized by rule.
This rule exempts injection wells from permitting procedures, although the EPA may require a

3

The secondary drinking water standard for chloride is 250 mg/L.
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permit on a case-by-case basis. However, all owners of injection wells authorized by rule must
submit inventory information to the EPA (Fugro West, 1995).

State of California
The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) has far-reaching authority over discharges
to waters of the state and has regulatory authority over water injection. The SWRCB requires
that native groundwater not be degraded and that injected water meet both primary and
secondary Title 22 standards. California’s “Antidegradation Policy” for state waters prohibits
degradation of state waters. The Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), in this case
the Central Coast Region, oversees the policy of nondegradation, but does not have permit
authority over injection/extraction activities. The RWQCB would, however, review proposed
injection/extraction projects to ensure groundwater quality standards are met. The RWQCB
requires that water intended for injection meet Title 22 standards, which include the provisions
of the Surface Water Treatment Rule. These provisions require that conventional water
treatment or filtration systems be used to remove particulates and destroy pathogenic bacteria
and viruses (Feeney, 2001). Regulation of drinking water quality, hazardous waste, and use of
reclaimed water is the responsibility of the California Department of Health Services (DHS).
The DHS may advise the RWQCBs on discharge requirements (Fugro West, 1995).

County of Santa Cruz
All of the proposed facilities for the ASR project component are within Santa Cruz County. The
County has the following policies and objectives relevant to the project:
Policy 5.6.3: Ensure the development of new major water supply projects are adequately
conditioned to protect beneficial instream uses and riparian habitat.
Policy 5.8.6: Require new and rehabilitated wells to comply with state and local
construction standards as specified in the County well ordinance to prevent contamination
of groundwater supplies.
Policy 5.8.7: Designate the area west of San Andreas Road from the Pajaro River to
Manresa State Beach as the Pajaro groundwater protection zone. Apply special testing and
construction standards to identify strata containing poor quality water and to prevent the
movement of such water into other aquifers.
Policy 5.7.3: For all new and existing development and land disturbances, require the
installation and maintenance of sediment basins, and/or other strict erosion control
measures, as needed to prevent siltation of streams and coastal lagoons.
Objective 5.8a: To protect the quantity and quality of the County’s groundwater
resources through an integrated program of land use regulation and runoff management in
groundwater recharge areas, careful water quality monitoring and management of
extractions consistent with long-term sustainable water supply yields.
Objective 5.8b: To act directly and coordinate and work with relevant water purveyors
and agencies to eliminate long-term groundwater overdraft in all water basins where
overdraft has been documented.
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5.D.3.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.D.3-1: Implementation of the water supply projects and demand management
plan included in the Local-Only Alternative would result in a reduction of groundwater
withdrawal and would increase groundwater levels, reversing conditions of groundwater
overdraft and thereby significantly reducing or eliminating the rate of seawater intrusion.
Demand management elements of this alternative depend on the fallowing of agricultural
land. Without land fallowing, the objectives of the Local-Only Alternative could not be
achieved and conditions of overdraft would continue, allowing seawater intrusion to
advance inland. Significant. With mitigation, this impact would be reduced to a less-thansignificant level.
Initial groundwater evaluation of the Local-Only Alternative employed the Pajaro Valley
Integrated Groundwater Surface Water Model (PVIGSM) model and used a predictive long-term
scenario that assumed implementation of local water supply projects and demand management
measures that produce an average annual yield of 14,400 afy. As discussed in Section 4.B.3.3,
the PVIGSM model provides data to evaluate the surface water and groundwater impacts
resulting from the project, in combination with other existing and proposed actions that affect
these water resources through the life of project. The initial model scenario assumed the
proposed water supply projects and management demand measures, with the exception of land
fallowing. Isolation of the land fallowing measure from the model scenario provided analysis of
whether fallowing agricultural land was necessary and, if it was, to what extent it would be
required to achieve the objectives of the alternative. PVIGSM model results for the initial
scenario indicated that an annual yield of 14,400 afy would not allow the basin to equilibrate, nor
would it allow groundwater levels to increase while providing a sufficient supply. Rather, this
modeling scenario predicted that, without land fallowing, the basin would be brought to a state of
imbalance (i.e., demand on the aquifer would not allow for an adequate sustainable yield).
Under this scenario, seawater intrusion would still occur due to insufficient water supply,
reduced infiltration of surface water, and the consequential impacts to surface water supplies.
A second PVIGSM model scenario was constructed that assumed the required level of land
fallowing necessary to meet the objectives of the alternative. Modeling indicated that to reach an
equilibrium within the groundwater basin, the Local-Only Alternative would require the
equivalent of 2,200 acres of basinwide agricultural land fallowing (or approximately 1,000 acres
of coastal area agricultural land fallowing) in addition to the assumed 14 percent conservation
within the PVWMA area. According to the PVIGSM basin model, land fallowing reduces the
overall basin water demand by approximately 3,000 afy. In conjunction with the increase in
sustainable yield due to the local water supply projects and groundwater management, it appears
that the addition of land fallowing achieves the objective of the Local-Only Alternative.
Over the long term, as groundwater demand increases with groundwater withdrawal, initial
fallowed acreage may not be adequate to maintain the hydrologic balance within the basin. As
future demand increases, the conditions of overdraft, lower groundwater levels, and seawater
intrusion would reoccur, and fallowing of additional acreage would likely be necessary to
maintain equilibrium in the basin’s groundwater system.
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Measure 5.D.3-1: PVWMA will implement a program to fallow cultivatable farm lands,
as needed, to reduce the demand on groundwater to levels sufficient to achieve a water
supply-and-demand balance under the Local-Only Alternative.
As a management measure, fallowing involves the acquisition or leasing of agricultural land and
taking it out of production for a required period of time. Acquiring or leasing the land parcels
would eliminate groundwater withdrawal from that parcel. Groundwater modeling indicates that
the most effective area on which to impose land fallowing would be along the coastal area, where
the reduction of groundwater withdrawal for agriculture would allow groundwater levels to
recover. As demand increases, land fallowing requirements would likely increase to maintain a
hydrologic balance within the basin.
As a result of this mitigation, an increase in groundwater levels would form a hydraulic
groundwater barrier that would reduce or eliminate groundwater intrusion. Land fallowing under
the Local-Only Alternative, as a measure to reduce groundwater withdrawal and place the basin
in supply/demand equilibrium, would reduce this impact to less than significant.
__________________________
Impact 5.D.3-2: The ASR injection/extraction well sites would create impermeable
surfaces and reduce long-term infiltration at the well pads. Reduction in infiltration could
reduce natural groundwater recharge of precipitation. Because the total surface area
occupied by the well pads is relatively minor compared to the available infiltration area,
this impact is considered less than significant.
The ASR project would require the construction of 30 injection/extraction wells; each would
occupy an approximately 40-foot by 50-foot area (2,000 square feet). A portion of the area
would contain covered pump equipment mounted on concrete pads. These features could
decrease permeable surface area available for infiltration of precipitation, thereby potentially
increasing localized runoff to the ground surface adjacent to the monitoring well pads and locally
reducing the natural recharge to the groundwater aquifers. Assuming the 30 injection/extraction
wells each occupy a 2,000-square-foot concrete pad (or other impermeable material), the total
increase in impermeable surface would be approximately 1.4 acres. These wells would not be
clustered in a single area, but spaced at regular intervals along the seven-mile ASR pipeline.
Although the available infiltration area would be reduced by 1.4 acres, the impermeable surfaces
would be distributed over a large area; therefore, the well pads would not be expected to alter
long-term or short-term infiltration rates and groundwater levels.
Mitigation: None required.
_________________________
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Impact 5.D.3-3: Groundwater pumped from the injection/extraction wells during well
development, initial well operation, and backwashing could generate substantial discharge
volumes that could be released to Harkins Slough, Watsonville Slough, or Corralitos Creek.
These discharges could contain a significant sediment load, high salts, or high electrical
conductivity that could adversely affect the receiving surface waters. Prior to such
discharges, PVWMA would be required to obtain a National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) permit that requires compliance with water quality
parameters established by the RWCB. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR,
the impact associated with potential water quality impacts of surface discharge would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Injection/extraction wells require ongoing maintenance to remove excess sediment and well
construction materials, clear the well casing screens, and to initiate flow through the sand and
gravel filter packs that surround the well casing. Typically, several well volumes (amount of
standing water in well) are pumped until the discharge is relatively free of sediment. Prior to
conveying water from an extraction well into the pipelines, the initial flows are diverted to the
ground surface to ensure that low sediment levels are entering the pipelines. Well development
and standard maintence backwashing can generate well discharges that typically are diverted to
the ground surface.4 Water generated during the development, initial pumping, and backwashing
can contain high sediment, high TDS, and elevated electrical conductivity and can vary in
temperature. Discharge of this water can adversely affect the quality of the receiving surface
water by altering its chemistry, adding sediment, or increasing TDS. Although the groundwater
quality underlying the proposed ASR project is generally good, discharges from the
injection/extraction well development and maintenance could contain high sediment levels and
require sediment removal prior to surface discharge.
Measure 5.D.3-3: All groundwater discharges associated with injection/extraction well
development, initial pumping, and backwashing as well as long-term operational
maintenance shall be conducted in accordance with NPDES permit issued through the
RWQCB to ensure that degradation of surface water does not occur.
The PVWMA would be required to obtain the necessary NPDES permit from the RWQCB
before any one of the aformentioned discharges could occur. The NPDES permit would establish
specific parameters for discharge quantity and quality and would require regular monitoring
through a Reporting and Monitoring Program implemented as part of the permit. Parameters set
forth by the NPDES permit would ensure that proper sediment levels are achieve and maintained.
_________________________

4

Backwashing is the surging effect or reversal of water in a well. The backwashing procedure removes fine-grained
material from the formation surrounding the borehole and, thus, can enhance well yield.
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Impact 5.D.3-4: Poor quality water from a surface water source could enter the
groundwater through injection (injectate) and adversely affect groundwater quality.
Water quality constituents, such as precipitated salts or high TDS, could plug injection
wells and adversely impact their performance, resulting in inefficient injection and
extensive maintainence. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, impacts
associated with introduction of contaminants to the groundwater and subsequent
degradation of groundwater sources could be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Water quality degradation of potable groundwater supplies is a concern, considering that the
injected water will consist of a blend of different surface water sources (RMC, 2001). The
quality of surface water injected into the ASR well field would be a function of the surface water
supply sources. Surface water could contain contaminants that, if injected, could adversely
affect otherwise good-quality groundwater. Depending on the source of the injected surface
water, degradation of groundwater from nitrates, salinity, or TDS could occur.
The PVWMA has collected water quality data at College Lake since 1994 in a testing program
that includes analysis for general mineral constituents, inorganic metals, turbidity, nitrate ion,
bacteria, biological oxygen demand, and pesticides/herbicides. Generally, the water at College
Lake is of good quality, but contains several constituents of concern when considering
groundwater injection. Particularly, College Lake water contains elevated turbidity, which can
clog the well and reduce its performance. The turbidity of College Lake water ranges from
8 NTU to 1,440 NTU, and 344 NTU is expected on average (see Table 2.3).5 The turbidity level
required by the Surface Water Treatment Rule is less than 0.2 NTU, and, comparatively, an
injection well can experience operational problems when turbidity is greater than 2 NTU
(Feeney, 2001). Several dissolved constituents that exceed the drinking water standards and
require treatment include nitrate, arsenic, aluminum ion concentrations, iron, and manganese ion
concentrations. In addition, the fungus Phytophthora, which has been detected in the surface
water sources, could enter the groundwater system via injection.
Groundwater degradation by injection of low-quality surface water would occur over the longterm, with the effects likely not evident for several years. Even though (a) the injected water
would have limited vertical and horizontal movement within the aquifer zone, and (b) the
injected water would be recovered during the summer irrigation season, it is not guaranteed that
extraction would thoroughly remove previously injected low-quality water from the aquifer
formations. The extracted water would be used for agricultural purposes; therefore, there is a
potential that groundwater contaminants, including Phytophthora, high TDS water, and
additional nitrate, would be applied to agricultural fields, adversely altering soil chemistry (with
the introduction of Phytophthora) and permeability (with the addition of salts from high TDS).
Measure 5.D.3-4a: The PVWMA will operate the proposed project in compliance with
the Surface Water Treatment Rule, Safe Drinking Water Act, where applicable, the
SWRCB’s Antidegradation Policy, and applicable DHS regulations regarding drinking
water quality. Water injected into the groundwater aquifers from surface sources would be
required to comply with federal and state water quality standards for drinking water and
5

A nephelometric turbidity unit (NTU) is a measure of the light that passes through a water sample.
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those set forth by SWRCB’s Antidegradation Policy. The RWQCB has regulatory
authority over injection and will require that groundwater degradation not occur and that
injectate water meet both primary and secondary Title 22 standards. Federal and state
drinking water standards, developed by EPA and DHS, dictate acceptable concentrations
for many constituents, including fecal coliform, heavy metals, TDS, and nitrates.
Measure 5.D.3-4b: The PVWMA will prepare and implement a treatment and monitoring
program to ensure that surface water intended for injection is monitored and adequately
treated so that applicable federal and state drinking water standards are not exceeded.
Proposed injectate will require treatment to meet Surface Water Treatment Rule provisions
and to remove, among other potential constituents, nitrate, iron, manganese, and potentially
aluminum and arsenic. Treatment of the water to meet regulatory requirements could
require multiple treatment technologies. Given the variable and sometimes high levels of
turbidity in the College Lake injectate, compliance with the Surface Water Treatment Rule
could require conventional treatment, consisting of coagulation, flocculation,
sedimentation, filtration, and disinfection. Removal of dissolved constituents, including
metals that exceed primary and secondary Title 22 standards, will require additional
treatment technologies, such as reverse osmosis and ion exchange. The PVWMA will
prepare and implement a plan that addresses regular monitoring of surface water sources
and defines adequate treatment methods to reduce concentrations of contaminant, if
present, to levels below the federal and state drinking water standards.
Implementation of advanced treatment of injectate would require design and construction of
additional treatment facilities, potentially creating new environmental impacts, or making
impacts disclosed in this EIR substantially more adverse. Additional environmental review
pursuant to CEQA could be required.
________________________
Impact 5.D.3-5: Groundwater injection/extraction can adversely affect groundwater levels,
overlying geologic structures, groundwater flow regimes, and adjacent groundwater
aquifers. Changes to the geologic and hydrogeologic conditions underlying the project area
could permenantly alter the regional or local groundwater availability, recharge, and
accessibility. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, this impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
When water is injected under pressure into a aquifer, hyrogeologic effects such as “groundwater
mounding” can occur as the underlying aquifer accommodates the additional water. Injection
causes the localized mounding that allows for extraction of the additional groundwater from the
same well when needed. Depending on the underlying geology, the mounding can increase
groundwater elevations, reduce pumping lifts, and alter the lateral and verical underflow of
groundwater by locally altering the groundwater flow gradients. Altered groundwater flow
regimes attributable to mounding can reduce groundwater supply to users located within the
injection/extraction area of influence. Increased groundwater levels due to mounding can also
result in increased groundwater discharges to surface creeks.
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Injection/extraction can reduce the water quality in an overlying, underlying, or adjacent aquifer
by changing the migration pattern of low-quality groundwater and altering the vertical
groundwater gradients. For example, head reduction due to extraction of groundwater could
increase a vertical downward flow gradient, causing lower-quality groundwater to enter and
degrade an underlying confined aquifer.
Pressures generated during injection can cause “hydrofracturing” of confining or water-bearing
strata adjacent to the subject aquifer. Hydrofracturing could lead to loss of water from the
confined aquifer and potential formation of springs and seeps at the surface. The pressures that
cause hydrofracturing must exceed the overburden pressure at the depth of the affected aquitard
unit (Fugro West, 1995). High levels of groundwater mounding resulting from injection of water
are likely to cause hydrofracturing. At considerable depth, hydrofracturing may not cause
noticeable surface effects; however, hydrofracturing becomes a concern when strata close to the
surface are fractured, causing changes in the conductivity of shallow aquifers, surface seepage
with possible flooding, and water to enter subterranean structures such as basements.
A preliminary assessment for ASR with a concentrated well field near College Lake indicated
unacceptable levels of mounding and drawdown, leading project engineers to propose a well
field along the ASR pipeline. A preliminary layout was developed for an ASR well field at
College Lake to estimate mounding and drawdown effects, with the average depth to
groundwater in the area assumed at 60 feet below the ground surface (bgs). The results of the
modeling evaluation showed unacceptable levels of mounding and drawdown and the possibility
that water cascading in the aquifer could cause adverse operating conditions. That ASR project
was deemed not feasible under the current well field layout and operation plan.
To address the problems found with the above-described injection/extraction field, the injection/
extraction wells would be located along the pipeline alignment from the sloughs to College Lake.
The new layout would likely eliminate the mounding and drawdown effects from well interference.
The proposed layout would increase the area influenced by injection/extraction activities.
Measure 5.D.3-5: PVWMA will complete a hydrogeologic feasibility study and testing
for the proposed injection/extraction well field prior to design. PVWMA will develop a
groundwater monitoring plan to monitor the groundwater elevations in the vicinity of the
injection/extraction wells. The program will include procedures to adjust, if necessary, the
injection/extraction rates to avoid adverse aquifer response such as mounding or
drawdown.
As with other programs implemented by the PVWMA to extract groundwater, technical
feasibility studies would be conducted prior to program implementation to address concerns such
as groundwater well location, water conveyance, well spacing, and pumping rates. For instance,
groundwater extraction from multiple wells would not be concentrated in a particular area if
studies indicated that the resulting drawdown would lower groundwater levels below the
minimum required pumping levels. Appropriate well siting would avoid placement of
groundwater injection wells in concentrated areas, thus limiting drawdown that would decrease
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local groundwater levels. Similarly, groundwater injection tests would be conducted to assess
appropriate injection pressures, extent of mounding, and potential for hydrofracturing.
__________________________
Impact 5.D.3-6: Construction activities at the proposed Watsonville facilities and along the
proposed pipeline could increase soil erosion and may transport other contaminants to
downstream receiving waters. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the
impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Construction at the project sites would involve soil-disturbing activities such as vegetation
removal, grading, and excavation, exposing soils to erosion and potentially resulting in the
transportation of sediment downstream and subsequent deposition. Pipeline construction would
require excavation of trenches and temporary stockpiling of soils. Construction at the filtration
facility and pump station sites would involve basic earthwork activities to level the site and to
prepare building foundations. Wind and rainfall could cause erosion of stockpiles and
sedimentation downstream. Although the amount of erosion at the project site is projected to be
low due to the flat topography, the sediment and adhered substances are sources of pollution in
receiving waters. Sediment from erosion would increase turbidity, which could adversely affect
fish and wildlife habitat, reduce the efficiency and life of pumps and pipelines conveying water
for the project, increase costs for treating water for various uses, increase flood hazards from
reduced channel capacities, and impair recreation and aesthetic values. Fuels, solvents, and/or
other chemicals used in construction activities could be spilled, dumped, or discarded and
ultimately seep or leak into waterways draining the project site.
The proposed pipeline crosses Corralitos Creek shortly after crossing Freedom Boulevard.
Pipeline installation would require primarily open-trench construction techniques. Potential
impacts associated with open-trench construction techniques could include sedimentation of the
channels outside of the construction area during trenching activities, with subsequent
downstream water quality impacts such as increased turbidity and sediment deposition (refer to
Impact Statement 4.A.3-1 for additional discussion of pipeline construction and permitting).
Measure 5.D.3-6: PVWMA shall employ standard construction-related water quality
management practices to reduce and eliminate excessive erosion, sediment-laden
groundwater dewatering discharges, and contaminated runoff during the short-term
construction activities. The agency shall prepare a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
as part of the construction activities NPDES stormwater permit required by the RWQCB.
Measure 5.D.3-6: Please refer to Measures 4.A.3-1 and 4.A.3-2 regarding pipeline
construction within potentially jurisdictional wetlands/waters of the U.S.
__________________________
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Impact 5.D.3-7: Construction activities associated with the conveyance pipelines included
in this Alternative could potentially compromise the structural integrity or water quality of
active agricultural, production, or domestic wells located within proposed pipeline
alignments. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Excavation, soil stockpiling activities, or construction equipment associated with pipeline
construction may damage production, agricultural or domestic supply well structures, especially
sanitary seals of wells or disturb well mounts, pump equipment, piping systems or enclosures.
Certain damage that would expose the well casing could lead to the introduction of contaminants
such as sediments or chemicals into the groundwater. Damage to the well system, pump
equipment, piping or enclosures could temporarily stop proper well operation and interrupt water
delivery.
Measure 5.D.3-7a: Implement measures to ensure that construction activities do not
damage existing wells. Wells shall be capped in an appropriate manner to prevent soil and
other contaminants from entering groundwater aquifers.
Measure 5.D.3-7b: PVWMA or its contractor shall correct any damage to wells and/or
reimburse well owners for any loss of use of the well during construction.
__________________________
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5.D.4 VEGETATION, FISH, AND WILDLIFE
5.D.4.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.4 for a description of methods used during investigation of the project
area for biological resources.
Section 2.4.5 describes the Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) project, which includes a dual
pipeline between College Lake and the Harkins Slough Pump Station, injection/extraction wells,
a pump station and diversion structure on the north bank of Watsonville Slough just west
(downstream) of Harkins Slough, and expansion of the existing Harkins Slough filtration plant
(see Figure 2.8 in Chapter 2).

Vegetation
Since the pipeline would traverse primarily agricultural lands there is little native vegetation
remaining along the alignment. No intact natural communities occur in the project area, and the
probability of occurrence for special status plant species is low in most areas. There are,
however, two areas of concern along the alignment: the Watsonville Airport and the alignment
crossing of the Corralitos Creek riparian corridor.

!

Watsonville Airport Property. One of the largest remaining populations of Santa Cruz
tarplant (Holocarpha macradenia), a species that has been proposed for listing as federally
threatened and is currently listed by the State as endangered, occurs on the Watsonville
Airport property and likely occurs on the private property to the west of the airport as well.
Section 5.C.4 describes the Corralitos Creek riparian corridor.

!

Corralitos Creek Crossing. Sections 3.4 and 5.C.4 describe fisheries resources in
Corralitos Creek. Tide gates and a pump station located on Watsonville Slough at Shell
Road (downstream of the proposed project site) exclude any special status fish species,
such as steelhead and tidewater gobies, from the vicinity of the project site. The lower
portion of Watsonville Slough below the tide gates may support the federal endangered
tidewater goby (proposed for delisting, see Section 3.4) (Habitat Restoration Group, 1997).

Wildlife Habitat
With the exception of the pipeline crossing of Corralitos Creek, all areas along the alignment
have very low wildlife habitat value. Wildlife habitat in the area of the proposed Corralitos Creek
crossing consists of a dense riparian area. On the north side of the creek is an extensive area of
agricultural fields, with some weedy patches of willows adjacent to the riparian area. Habitat on
the south side of the crossing area includes both a developed area to the southwest and
agricultural land to the southeast. The agricultural land from Harkins Slough to just west of
Watsonville Airport has very low value as wildlife habitat. From the intersection with Buena
Vista Drive to the proposed dam at College Lake, the alignment runs through urban areas,
following Buena Vista Drive, then returns to agricultural fields from the north side of Corralitos
to College Lake.
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Harkins Slough/Watsonville Slough Facilities
Vegetation
Harkins Slough is a channelized waterway beginning in an area of small residential properties,
then flowing through agricultural land to its confluence with Watsonville Slough. The floodplain
of Harkins Slough is largely in agriculture, although there are annual grasslands and stands of
coast live oak on its steep sideslopes; the site of the recently-constructed Harkins Slough
Filtration Facility is just west of the confluence of the two sloughs. Harkins Slough does not
sustain perennial flow.
Watsonville Slough is also channelized. East of San Andreas Road it is narrow and has only
weedy annual vegetation growing on its levees. West of San Andreas Road, however, the levees
encompass a floodplain up to 200 feet wide. Watsonville Slough supports Fresh Emergent
Wetland habitat which contains willows, cattails and other emergent vegetation in the upper
reaches, and in the lower portion is a more brackishwater example containing pickleweed,
saltgrass, and alkali-heath (Frankenia grandiflora). At the Shell Road crossing, there are tide
gates on Watsonville Slough. These limit the extent of the tidal influence upstream, although the
vegetation is indicative that the tide gates admit some brackish water. From Shell Road,
Watsonville Slough turns southward parallel to the coastline, and eventually empties into the
Pajaro Lagoon.
No special status plants were observed in the project area; however, there are known localities
for Santa Cruz tarplant on the grassy eastern sideslopes of Harkins Slough near Harkins Road,
and for robust spineflower (Chorizanthe robusta var. robusta) in stabilized sand dunes west of
Shell Road (CNDDB, 1997).

Wildlife
Potential suitable habitat for several special status wildlife species is present in the project area.
The brackish water portions of Watsonville Slough within one-fourth mile east of Shell Road
appear too saline to support habitat for red-legged frog, Santa Cruz Long-toed salamander and
California tiger salamander, but the freshwater portions upstream may contain habitat for these
species. The CNDDB reports a known record for the tiger salamander from the east branch of
nearby Hanson Slough. A 1990 report on file with the CNDDB speculates that suitable habitat
for red-legged frog may be present in Harkins and Watsonville sloughs as well (CNDDB, 1997).
A site assessment carried out by Environmental Science Associates in 1999 (Environmental
Science Associates, 1999a) noted that the lack of vegetative cover along Harkins Slough and
Watsonville Slough resulted in low-quality habitat conditions for California red-legged frog,
Santa Cruz long-toed salamander, California tiger salamander and western pond turtle.
There are no anadromous fishery resources reported from the Watsonville or Harkins sloughs.
As noted in the regional setting, the federally endangered tidewater goby is found in the Pajaro
Lagoon which receives water from the Watsonville Slough. Suitable habitat for tidewater goby
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extends for some distance up Watsonville Slough, but detailed surveys have not been carried out
to determine how far they range up the slough.

5.D.4.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.4 for a description of the significance criteria used in analyzing
potential project impacts related to biological resources.

5.D.4.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Areas potentially affected by the construction of the pipeline consist primarily of agricultural and
urban areas, both of which provide low quality wildlife habitat. Other than the known population
of Santa Cruz tarplant, no special status species are expected to occur in the area, and no
significant impacts to wildlife would be expected. However, the construction and operation of
the proposed diversion facilities at Harkins Slough and Watsonville Slough facilities, as well as
the pipeline crossings of Harkins Slough and Corralitos Creek, could adversely affect the habitat
of sensitive species. Construction through the Watsonville Airport could adversely affect
individuals and habitat of the Santa Cruz tarplant.
Impact 5.D.4-1: Construction of the proposed project could result in temporary impacts of
up to 1.1 acres of potential jurisdictional wetlands/waters of the U.S. and streambeds and
banks under the jurisdiction of the CDFG at Harkins Slough and Corralitos Creek.
Potential impacts include sedimentation of the channels adjacent to the construction area
during trenching activities, and temporary loss of wetland-associated vegetation, stream
function as wildlife and fishery habitat, and loss of special status natural communities.
Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
This project would require additional filtration capacity at Harkins Slough, the construction of a
new diversion facility at Watsonville Slough, and the construction of a dual pipeline to convey
water between College Lake and the Harkins Slough facilities. A temporary disturbance corridor
70 feet in width is assumed.
Construction of the pumping facilities and pipeline would for the most part be located in
Urban/Developed habitats and, consequently, would have insignificant impacts on biological
resources. However, construction in and near Valley Foothill Riparian and Fresh Emergent
Wetland habitat could result in erosion, sedimentation, and reduction in water quality that would
adversely affect the biological resources that depend on these habitats.
Central coast riparian forest (Holland, 1986) is the natural community represented along
Corralitos Creek. This community is listed as a sensitive habitat by the Natural Heritage Section
of CDFG (see Section 3.4.2 of this EIR). Although the areas proposed for development are small
and are part of already diminished riparian forests, additional loss of riparian forest is an adverse
impact.
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Measure 5.D.4-1a--Wetlands Avoidance: Wetlands and riparian habitat at the Corralitos
Creek and Harkins Slough Crossings may be avoided entirely be using bore and jack
construction methods. If complete avoidance is infeasible, implement Measures 4.A.4-1b
and 4.A.4-1c.
This mitigation measure would avoid significant impacts to wetlands at Corralitos Creek
and Harkins Slough.
________________________
Impact 5.D.4-2: Construction and operation of the proposed water diversion facility at
Watsonville Slough would result in impacts to special status animal species dependent on
wetland habitats. Impacts could occur due to increased sedimentation in waterways,
dewatering of pools, habitat loss through changes in salinity in Lower Watsonville Slough,
vegetation removal, destruction of nests and burrows and construction disturbance.
Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
Collection of high stormwater flows from Watsonville Slough would have no impact on
vegetation, wildlife and fishery resources upstream from this point, since the pattern of diversion
would remain the same as at present. However, the existing pumping system diverts stormwater
flows from Watsonville Slough at Shell Road and places it into Watsonville Slough below the
tide gates. With implementation of the diversion from Watsonville Slough, there would be a loss
of 1,100 acre-feet per year of freshwater input into Watsonville Slough within the tidal portion
below Shell Road. According to a water budget analysis conducted for the Association of
Monterey Bay Area Governments (AMBAG), approximately 7,510 acre-feet are pumped past the
Shell Road pump station during an average year (Questa Engineering, 1995). Thus, the proposed
combined diversion of 2,200 acre-feet per year (existing Harkins Slough diversion plus proposed
Watsonville Slough diversion) constitutes approximately 30% of the freshwater input to the tidal
portion of Watsonville Slough. This might potentially result in higher winter salinity
concentrations in both lower Watsonville Slough and the Pajaro Lagoon.
Habitat for special status animals is present in the Fresh Emergent Wetland habitat in
Watsonville Slough near San Andreas Road, and downstream in the Saline Emergent Wetland of
lower Watsonville Slough. The riparian corridor of Corralitos Creek could provide nesting
habitat for raptors, including the red-shouldered hawk, as well as habitat for the western pond
turtle. The special status animal species with potential to occur in the area of potential impact
include:

!

Santa Cruz long-toed salamander (federal Endangered and California Endangered);

!

California red-legged frog (federal Threatened and California Species of Special Concern;
Critical Habitat designation);

!

Western pond turtle (federal Species of Concern and California Species of Special
Concern);
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!

California tiger salamander (California Species of Special Concern);

!

nesting raptors and passerines, including the yellow warbler, yellow-breasted chat, and
least Bell’s vireo.

There are no known records for these species at Watsonville Slough. However, the project area
lies within the known distributional range for these species, and suitable habitat may be present
in Watsonville Slough. No adverse hydrologic impacts would affect the habitat for these species,
since the pattern of diversion of water from Harkins Slough at its confluence with Watsonville
Slough would be the same as the existing environment, and the present re-entry of this water into
the tidal portion of Watsonville Slough is below the areas suitable for these species.
Tidewater Goby. The tidewater goby inhabits the Pajaro Lagoon and lower portions of its
tributary streams and sloughs. Although detailed surveys in the lower portions of Watsonville
Slough have not been carried out, suitable habitat for this species is present. Diversion of high
stormwater flows from Watsonville Slough would reduce the inflow of freshwater into the Pajaro
Lagoon. Although the species was believed to be restricted to low-salinity waters (Federal
Register, 1994), tidewater gobies are capable of living in saline waters reaching over 50 parts per
thousand (ppt) (Moyle et al., 1995). Large populations have been observed in lagoons ranging
from freshwater (e.g., Soquel Creek and Pescadero Creek) to ocean salinities (Corcoran Lagoon
and Moran Lagoon) (Smith, 1999). Thus, tidewater gobies are not expected to be adversely
affected by reduced freshwater inflows to the lower portion of Watsonville Slough or the Pajaro
Lagoon.
Measure 5.D.4-2a—Avoidance of Habitat: Removal or damage to riparian vegetation in
the vicinity of the stream crossings may be avoided by constructing the pipeline crossing
with bore and jack methods.
If the use of bore and jack methods is feasible, implement Measures 4.A.4-2b (including
surveys for Santa Cruz long-toed salamander and California tiger salamander) and 4.A.42c.
If complete avoidance is not feasible, implement Measure 4.A.4-2d and Measures 4.A.4-2e
(including surveys for Santa Cruz long-toed salamander and California tiger salamander)
through 4.A.4-2g.
Measure 5.D.4-2b--Conduct hydrologic studies of the potential effects of reduced
freshwater inflow to the tidal portion of Watsonville Slough. Potential impacts to the
tidal portion of Watsonville Slough may include loss of habitat for species intolerant of
changes in salinity concentrations. Recommendations made by the hydrologic study would
constitute mitigation measures for this impact.
_________________________
Impact 5.D.4-3: Impacts on Special Status Plant Species--Pipeline construction through
the Watsonville Airport and adjacent property would potentially result in the take of
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individual plants and would adversely affect habitat of Santa Cruz tarplant. Significant.
With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-thansignificant level.
A large population of Santa Cruz tarplant occurs on the Watsonville Airport grounds. This
population may also extend throughout the property to the west of the airport. Although subject
to a high degree of disturbance, the airport and adjacent grasslands provide a large part of the
remaining habitat for this species in the area and this population may be important to the survival
of the species. Steps to avoid this population and habitat or to minimize impacts should be taken.
Measure 5.D.4-3a--Avoidance: Take of Santa Cruz tarplant shall be avoided by
rerouting the pipeline alignment through this area. In consultation with the Airport and
CDFG, the pipeline alignment shall be rerouted through the Airport and/or neighboring
properties so as to avoid concentrations of Santa Cruz tarplant. Alternatively, the pipeline
alignment could be re-routed onto Airport Boulevard. Construction in or adjacent to the
Boulevard would avoid impacts to tarplant, but would result in adverse impacts on traffic
and circulation due to the temporary closure of traffic lanes and the subsequent increase in
traffic congestion and safety hazards.
Mitigation Measure 5.D.4-3b--Revegetation Measures: Where adverse impacts to
Santa Cruz tarplant cannot be avoided, revegetation measures will be developed in
the form of a revegetation plan approved by CDFG. The plan will include specific
details for the revegetation of impacted Santa Cruz tarplant habitat, and for restoration of
nearby grassland habitat, as appropriate. Revegetation measures will include the use of
locally obtained plant materials, detailed descriptions of installation methods, weed control
measures, success criteria, and corrective measures if the success criteria are not met.
_________________________

REFERENCES – Vegetation, Fish, and Wildlife
California Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB), California Natural Diversity Data Base
printout for U.S.G.S. 7.5 Minute Topographic Quadrangles: Watsonville East,
Watsonville West, and Moss Landing, 1997.
Environmental Science Associates, Pajaro Valley Water Management Agency Local Water
Supply and Distribution Pipeline Project California Red-legged Frog and sensitive
Amphibian and Reptile Species Site Assessment, prepared for the Pajaro Valley Water
Management Agency, Watsonville, 1999a.
Federal Register, Determination of Endangered Status for the Tidewater Goby: Final Rule,
February 4, 1994.
Habitat Restoration Group (HRG), Fisheries Report for the Pajaro Valley Water Management
Agency Water Supply Project, prepared for Environmental Science Associates,
San Francisco, Appendix C, 1997.
Holland, R.F., Preliminary Descriptions of the Terrestrial Natural Communities of California,
Department of Fish and Game, Sacramento, CA, 1986.
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Fish and Game, Inland Fisheries Division, Rancho Cordova, CA, 1995.
Questa Engineering Corporation, Water Resources Management Plan for Watsonville Slough
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5.D.5 CULTURAL RESOURCES
5.D.5.1 SETTING
Archaeology of the Project Area
Section 3.5 provides archaeological/prehistoric data on the project area.

Ethnography of the Project Area
Section 3.5 provides ethnographic data on the project area.

Historical Overview
Section 3.5 provides an historical overview of the project area.
A cultural resources records search for the Aquifer Storage and Recovery project area was
conducted by the Anthropological Studies Center at Sonoma State University in September 2001.
The records search identified two previously recorded cultural resource sites that could be
affected by the ASR pipeline, CA-SCR-334H and CA-SCR-154. CA-SCR-334H is a historicperiod highway (Highway 1), where old highway segments (adopted into the state highway
system in 1933) can be found adjacent to the existing highway. CA-SCR-154 is a severely
disturbed prehistoric habitation site consisting of flaked-stone scatter with shell deposits. The
historic component of this site consists of a trash scatter. This site is potentially important under
CEQA Guidelines but formal evaluations have not been completed.

5.D.5.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.5.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.D.5.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.D.5-1: Construction activities associated with the proposed Aquifer Storage and
Recovery facilities could result in the alteration or destruction of identified cultural
resources. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be
reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Two cultural resource sites were identified in the ASR project area (CA-SCR-334H and CASCR-154). These sites could be altered or damaged during construction. A cultural resources
survey of the ASR project area shall be conducted by a qualified archaeologist to identify any
other cultural resources that also may be present and potentially subject to damage or alteration.
Measure 5.D.5-1a: Prior to construction, PVWMA shall retain a qualified archaeologist
to conduct archival research and archaeological surveys of the project area. The findings
of the investigations will be incorporated into the selection of specific locations for the
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ASR pipelines and wells such that PVWMA will avoid siting wells and attendant
connecting pipelines at or through any significant cultural resources.
Measure 5.D.5-1b: Implement Measures 4.B.5-1a and 4.B.5-1b.
_________________________
Impact 5.D.5-2: Ground-disturbing activities associated with the proposed pipelines and
facilities could reveal previously unknown buried or otherwise obscured significant
prehistoric and historic cultural resources. Significant. With mitigation identified in this
EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Significant unknown cultural resources may be buried or obscured by vegetation on the project
site, and therefore construction of the proposed project could result in degradation and
destruction of undiscovered cultural resources.
Measure 5.D.5-2: Implement Measure 4.A.5-1.
_________________________
Impact 5.D.5-3: Potential indirect impacts to cultural resources, primarily vandalism,
could result from the increased access to, and use of, the general area during construction.
Such disturbance could result in the loss of integrity of important cultural resources.
Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a lessthan-significant level.
Construction activities associated with the ASR Dual Pipeline and injection/extraction wells
could increase accessibility to existing cultural resource sites. This could result in looting and
vandalism of important cultural resources.
Measure 5.D.5-3: Implement Measures 4.B.5-3a through 4.B.5-3c.
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5.D.6 TRAFFIC AND CIRCULATION
5.D.6.1 SETTING
Project Area Roadways
Figure 3.6-1 (Regional Setting – Traffic and Circulation) illustrates project area roadways.
Highway 1 (Cabrillo Highway) provides coastal access through the project area, providing
connection to the Cities of Watsonville and Santa Cruz to the north, and Monterey and other
central coast destinations to the south. In the project area, Highway 1 is a four-lane divided
freeway to approximately one mile south of the Santa Cruz - Monterey county line, where is
narrows to two lanes. The maximum posted speed limit on Highway 1 in the project area ranges
from 55 to 65 mph.
Highway 152 provides east-west access through the project area, stretching east from Highway 1
to the Central Valley. In the west portion of the project area, Highway 152 runs through
Watsonville (along Main Street, East Beach Street, Lincoln Street and East Lake Avenue) to
Hecker Pass (via Hecker Pass) and Santa Clara County.
Local two-lane roadways that project implementation might affect include Beach Road,
San Andreas Road, Harkins Slough Road, Airport Boulevard, Buena Vista Drive, Freedom
Boulevard, Green Valley Road and Holohan Road. Beach Road, a two-lane roadway, extends
west from Highway 1 to Palm Beach, south of the project area. San Andreas Road, a two-lane
roadway, follows north from Beach Road, and is designated as a Coast Bike Route.
Harkins Slough Road extends east-west through the project area, connecting Highway 1 with
Buena Vista Road. Airport Boulevard extends northeast from the Highway 101 along the
Watsonville Municipal Airport boundary, terminating at Green Valley Road. Buena Vista Road
extends along the airport is northern boundary, provides connection to Highway 1 and Freedom
Boulevard, and terminates to the northeast at Green Valley Road.
Freedom Boulevard extends in a northwest-southeast direction, provides access through
Freedom, and terminates at Highway 152. Holohan Road extends west from Highway 152 south
of College Lake, terminating at Green Valley Road. Green Valley Road extends in a northeastsouthwest direction, providing connection to Highway 152 and Highway 1 in Freedom.

Traffic Volumes
Section 3.6.1 presents daily traffic volumes on study area roadways.

Existing Truck Traffic on Roadways
Section 3.6.1 presents existing truck traffic on study area roadways.
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Accident History
Section 3.6.1 presents an accident history for study area roadways.

Roadway Improvement Projects
Section 3.6.1 describes roadway improvement projects planned in the study area.

Applicable Plans and Policies
Section 3.6.1 presents applicable plans and policies for jurisdictions in the study area.

5.D.6.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.6.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.D.6.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Construction Trip Generation
Construction activities that would generate traffic consist of trucks hauling equipment and
materials to the pump station sites and pipeline alignments, the hauling of excavated spoils from,
and delivery backfill to the work sites, and the daily arrival and departure of construction
workers to the work sites.
Under the Aquifer Storage and Recovery project, approximately seven miles of dual 30-inch
diameter pipelines would be installed. Figure 2.8 depicts the pipeline alignment. The majority
of the proposed alignment follows open areas (farm roads, agricultural fields, and open space on
the airport property), where conventional excavation methods would be used for open-cut
pipeline installation. The following assumptions were made to estimate construction impacts
from the proposed pipeline installation: the trench five feet wide by eight feet deep, new fill
would replace excavated soil, an average of 100 feet of pipe would be laid per work day, an
average truck haul load would be 10 cubic yards per truck, and no backhauling would occur.
Using these assumptions, up to approximately 150 cubic yards would be excavated per day, with
approximately the same amount of new fill imported. This would amount to approximately
30 daily truck haul round trips (60 one-way trips).
The number of workers at any one location along the pipeline alignment would vary depending
upon location and the specific type of construction activity proposed. Based on estimates of
workforce per task, there would be approximately six to ten workers per crew on an average day.
Assuming that each worker would travel in his own vehicle to and from the site, and that some
midday trips would occur, this would result in up to about 15 worker vehicle round trips per day
(30 one-way trips). Accounting for construction material delivery and worker trips, there would
likely be a total of less than 55 round trips (110 one-way trips) occurring per day at a typical
construction spread.
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Additional construction trips would be generated by construction of the injection/extraction
wells, pipelines connecting the wells to the dual pipelines, and facilities near the confluence of
Harkins Slough and Watsonville Slough (expansion of the existing filtration facility and
construction of a new pump station and diversion facility for Watsonville Slough). Construction
details currently are unavailable for these facilities (e.g., required earthwork, construction
duration); thus, the volume of traffic that would be generated by construction of these facilities
also is not yet known.

Construction Trip Distribution
The specific destination(s) for excavated materials hauled from, and the originating location(s) of
imported fill and other materials delivered to the work sites currently are unknown. However, a
number of construction materials sources (e.g., quarries, manufacturers) and excess soil re-use
options (e.g., farms) are located in the surrounding rural areas and urban centers. Construction
worker trips are assumed to originate from the major urban areas in the project region and nearby
communities.
Based on the existing roadway network serving the project area, project trucks and construction
workers traveling to and from the alignment likely would use a combination of highways (e.g.,
Highway 1, Highway 129, Highway 152), county roads and designated truck routes in the project
vicinity to reach other local points and/or regional locations.
Impact 5.D.6-1: Traffic on area roadways would temporarily increase as a result of
project-generated vehicle trips by construction workers and construction vehicular
activities. Less than Significant. Implementation of mitigation identified in this EIR, while
not required, would assist in ensuring that the impact would remain at a less-thansignificant level.
Because project construction-generated traffic would be temporary, it would not result in any
long-term degradation in operating conditions or level of service for any project-area roadways.
The primary off-site impacts from the movement of construction trucks would include short-term
and intermittent lessening of roadway capacities due to slower movements and larger turning
radii of the trucks compared to passenger vehicles.
The project would temporarily increase traffic on roadways providing access to the work sites
along the pipeline alignment and roadways providing connection to regional routes; this would
mainly affect Highway 1 and Highway 152 via Beach Road, San Andreas Road, Harkins Slough
Road, Holohan Road, Airport Boulevard, Buena Vista Road, Freedom Boulevard, and Green
Valley Road. Although the specific estimated off-site construction vehicle trips are preliminary,
(see Construction Trip Generation, above), given the expected type and scope of facility and
pipeline construction, construction-generated traffic would be expected to be at a level that
would not significantly disrupt traffic flow on these freeways and arterials. Given the pace of
construction, the duration that haul trucks would be required to use any given local roadway
would be relatively brief.
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Most project-related hauling and deliveries would be dispersed throughout the day, thus
lessening the effect on peak-hour traffic. Project truck traffic occurring during the hours of
7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. would coincide with peak-hour traffic, and
therefore have the greatest potential to impede traffic flow during these time periods. Restricting
truck traffic during the a.m. and p.m. peak periods would further minimize disruption of the
general traffic flow on affected roadways.
Although this impact would be less than significant, the following mitigation measures are
recommended to further reduce this less-than-significant impact.
Measure 5.D.6-1 (Recommended): Implement Measures 4.A.6-1a and 4.A.6-1b.
________________________
Impact 5.D.6-2: Project construction would increase traffic delays for vehicles traveling
past the construction zone. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Project engineers have indicated that the majority of the approximately 40,000 linear feet of dual
pipelines would not involve installation within roadways. However, the proposed alignment
would follow adjacent to, or within a portion of, and/or cross Highway 101, Harkins Slough
Road, Airport Boulevard, Larkin Valley Road, Buena Vista Drive, Freedom Boulevard and
Green Valley Road. The specific alignments of installation of pipeline would be identified
during the design phase of the project. Assuming open-trench activities proceeding at an average
rate of 100 feet per day, impacts would be brief at any one location along the pipeline alignment.
Existing transportation and circulation patterns in the vicinity of the proposed pipeline alignment
would be temporarily disrupted by construction activities and heavy equipment use in the
roadways. Impacts related to pipeline construction would include direct disruption of traffic
flows and roadway operations. Lane blockages or roadway closures during pipeline installation
would result in a reduction in travel lanes, and could result in the need for traffic re-routing.
Measure 5.D.6-2: Implement Measures 4.B.6-2a and 4.B.6-2b.
________________________
Impact 5.D.6-3: Project construction would affect access to adjacent land uses for both
general and emergency access. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the
impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Temporary disruption of access to properties along the construction route due to trenching, and
materials and equipment storage would be expected. However, potential temporary blockage or
reduction in travel lanes could result in significant delays to emergency services. In addition, a
temporary inconvenience to local commercial and agricultural businesses and residences could
result.
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Measure 5.D.6-3: Implement Measures 4.B.6-3a through 4.B.6-3c.
________________________
Impact 5.D.6-4: Project construction would increase wear-and-tear on area roadways used
by construction vehicles. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The use of heavy trucks to transport equipment and material to and from the project site could
affect road conditions by increasing the rate of road wear or by causing direct damage to roads
and bridges. The degree to which this impact would occur depends on the project-generated
traffic and the design (pavement type and thickness) and existing condition of the roadways. The
project’s impact is assumed to be minimal on major arterials (e.g., highways, including
Highway 1 and Highway 152) which are designed to accommodate a mix of vehicle types,
including heavy trucks. Other local-serving roads, such as Green Valley Road, may not be built
with a pavement thickness that will withstand considerable heavy truck volumes. The projected
increase in use of these or other local roadways by heavy trucks could result in significant
roadwear on these roadways.
Measure 5.D.6-4: Implement Measure 4.A.6-2.
________________________
Impact 5.D.6-5: Project construction would increase potential traffic safety hazards for
vehicles and pedestrians in the construction area. Significant. With mitigation identified
in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The temporary increase in construction-generated trucks on project area roadways would interact
with other vehicles, including other large trucks, slow-moving agricultural vehicles, and other
local traffic. Potential conflicts also could occur between construction traffic and bicyclists and
pedestrians, particularly in and near the more densely populated areas, such as the residential
neighborhood near College Road, and in Watsonville. Highway 152, Holohan Road, College
Road, and Lakeview Road (south of College Road) are part of the Master Plan of Santa Cruz
County bikeways (County of Santa Cruz, 1994).
As discussed in Section 3.6.1, a number of major study roadway segments currently exhibit
higher accident rates than the statewide average for similar roadways. These roadways include
Highway 152 (through Watsonville) and Highway 129 (in Santa Cruz and Watsonville).
However, these arterials are already used heavily by trucks (as discussed in Section 3.6.1). In
addition, the state and county routes would still be the safest, and in virtually all locations, the
only desirable routes for project traffic to use.
Measure 5.D.6-5a: Implement Measures 4.A.6-3a and 4.A.6-3b.
________________________
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Impact 5.D.6-6: Project construction would generate a demand for parking spaces for
construction worker vehicles. Less than Significant.
The project would generate a need for parking for construction workers and construction
vehicles, as well as areas to store equipment and supplies. The location of staging areas has not
been identified at this point; however, given the pipeline alignment, providing space for staging
areas could be easily accommodated. The demand for new parking would be met by the
proposed construction staging areas. No public on-street parking would be eliminated during
project construction.
Mitigation: None required.
________________________
Impact 5.D.6-7: Project construction could coincide with other construction projects under
the Revised BMP, or other potential construction projects in the area, contributing to
cumulative traffic and roadway disruptions. Significant. With mitigation identified in this
EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Construction associated with the proposed project could occur at the same time construction of
other components identified under the Revised BMP occurs, in addition to other potential
cumulative construction projects in the project area. The projects would share some of the same
construction access routes (including Beach Road, Highway 1, Highway 129 and Highway 152),
particularly for pipeline construction. Consequently, cumulative traffic and roadway disruptions
could occur. The implementation of mitigation measures identified in this section would reduce
this project’s contribution to cumulative impacts. The following measures would further reduce
this project’s contribution to this impact to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.D.6-7: Implement Measure 5.A.6-7.
__________________________

REFERENCE – Traffic and Circulation
County of Santa Cruz, 1994 General Plan and Local Coastal Program for the County of Santa
Cruz, 1994.
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5.D.7 AIR QUALITY
5.D.7.1 SETTING
Section 3.6, Regional Setting – Traffic and Circulation, describes the major roadways in the
vicinity of the Aquifer Storage and Recovery project. Aside from automobile and agricultural
emissions there are no major air emission sources in the vicinity of this project component.

5.D.7.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.7.2 for a description of the significance criteria used in analyzing
potential project impacts related to air quality.

5.D.7.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.D.7-1: Construction of this Local-Only Alternative project component would
temporarily generate criteria air pollutants, particularly PM10, over the duration of the
construction period. Significant and Unavoidable. Implementation of mitigation identified
in this EIR would reduce the impact, but it would remain significant.
Construction of the project would generate fugitive dust (including PM10), and other criteria air
pollutants from exhaust emissions. A large portion of the total construction dust emissions
would result from site grading and trench excavation activities. Dust emissions would vary from
day to day, depending on the phase of construction, the silt content of the soil, and the weather.
Daily emissions would depend greatly upon whether construction of the various supply
components and distribution systems would occur simultaneously. Construction-related impacts
which are individually less than significant may have a significant impact if construction occurs
on two or more components simultaneously. Additionally, PM10 as well as some exhaust
emissions would add to the cumulative air pollutant emissions of the valley. In an agricultural
region, soil tilling is a source of PM10, which in total far exceeds what the project construction
could generate at individual site locations. Larger particles of dust from construction would fall
out relatively close to construction sites and could cover crops with a coating of dust. This could
be injurious to plants, particularly seedlings and plants in their early growth stages.
According to MBUAPCD CEQA Guidelines, construction projects which emit precursors of
ozone (i.e., ROG and NOx) are accommodated in the emission inventories of the Air Quality
Management Plans and would not have a significant impact on the attainment and maintenance
of ozone AAQS. For this reason, emissions of ROG and NOx from construction equipment will
not be quantified and will be considered a less-than-significant impact. The MBUAPCD
Guidelines also state that PM10 emissions from construction activities are considered significant
if they would generate 82 pounds per day or more of PM10 when the activities are located nearby
and upwind of sensitive receptors.
Pipeline construction is expected to be completed at an average rate of 100 feet per day per
pipeline heading. As stated above in Section 5.6, Traffic and Circulation, an average of
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220 cubic yards of trench spoils and clean fill would be hauled daily. Heavy duty construction
equipment used in pipeline construction would include trenchers, front loaders, cranes, dump
trucks, and compressors. Criteria pollutant emission sources would include exhaust from
construction emissions and construction worker vehicle trips.
If the treatment facilities and pipeline are constructed simultaneously, this would result in
emission of approximately 488 pounds of PM10 per day. PM10 emissions from the construction
of all components would result in a significant impact.
Measure 5.D.7-1: Implement dust control program described in Measure 4.A.7-1.
The effectiveness of the dust control measures in reducing PM10 emissions ranges from
34 percent (for sweeping streets) to 90 percent (for covering haul trucks and inactive
storage piles) (MBUAPCD, 2000). However, implementation of all applicable measures
would not reduce PM10 emissions to below 82 pounds per day. With implementation of
Measure 4.A.7-1, construction-generated PM10 emissions would remain significant and
unavoidable.
_________________________
Impact 5.D.7-2: Lane closures and detours necessitated by construction of the project
could temporarily increase vehicular emissions. Less than Significant.
Construction of the various treatment facilities would not require lane closures or detours.
Installation of pipeline sections required by the various components of the project would involve
crossing roadways. Roadways will be maintained to allow one-lane passage at all times. For
one-lane or narrow roadways, construction would be completed by closing the road for the
shortest period of time, and traffic control plans submitted by the contractor will ensure minimal
lane closures and detours. Vehicular emissions would be temporarily increased from autos
taking detours or queuing on narrow roadways. However, increased emissions directly caused by
lane closures would not be likely to exceed MBUAPCD significance criteria of 150 pounds per
day of ozone precursors (ROG or NOx) or 550 pounds per day of CO.
_________________________
Impact 5.D.7-3: Vehicle trips resulting from operation and maintenance of the various
components of the project would generate emissions of criteria air pollutants. Less than
Significant.
Operation of the injection/extraction wells would require periodic maintenance and inspection by
PVWMA employees. Emissions generated by employee vehicle trips would be negligible and
would not exceed MBUAPCD significance thresholds. Pumps would be powered by electricity,
rather than diesel, and would not generate added criteria air pollutants.
_________________________
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REFERENCE – Air Quality
Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control District (MBUAPCD), CEQA Air Quality
Guidelines, September 2000.
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5.D.8 NOISE
5.D.8.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.8 for a discussion of regional noise conditions. Proposed improvements
under this component include construction of a pipeline from College Lake to Harkins Slough
and construction of 30 injection/extraction wells along the pipeline alignment.
The proposed locations for the pipelines are in agricultural or weedy, disturbed areas, with the
exception of pipeline segments that run along Buena Vista Drive and across Freedom Boulevard.
Residences are located along Buena Vista Drive near the pipeline alignment.

5.D.8.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
See Section 4.A.8.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.D.8.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.D.8-1: Construction activities associated with the project construction would
intermittently and temporarily generate noise levels above existing ambient noise levels in
the project vicinity. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would
be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Construction-related noise levels along the pipeline alignment would fluctuate depending on the
particular type, number, and duration of use of various pieces of construction equipment, and the
location of sensitive receptors. The effect of construction noise would depend on how much
noise would be generated by the equipment, the distance between construction activities and the
nearest noise-sensitive uses, and the existing noise levels at those sensitive uses.
Construction activities would be expected to last approximately 23 months and one week at any
given location along the pipeline alignment. Residences are located within 200 feet of some of
the pipeline segments; therefore, noise associated with construction activity would be considered
a significant effect for this component. Implementation of the mitigation measures below, which
limit the timing of construction and use of equipment, would reduce potentially significant
impacts to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.D.8-1: Implement Measure 4.A.8-1.
___________________________
Impact 5.D.8-2: Operation of proposed well pumps would result in noise increases in the
vicinity of project facilities. Significant. With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact
would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
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The injection/extraction wells would each have an 80 horsepower pump. While the exact
locations of the wells are not known at this time, generally, a 50-horsepower pump generates a
noise level of 63 dBA at a distance of 50 feet. Assuming a distance of 100 feet to the nearest
sensitive receptors, noise from well pumps would be reduced to 57 dBA at a distance of 100 feet.
While this noise level would likely not be significant during daytime hours, it would be
noticeable during quieter nighttime hours. Assuming 24-hour operation of three pumps, the
resulting Ldn at local receptors would be 62 dBA, which falls within the conditionally acceptable
land use category for residential land uses within the County of Santa Cruz General Plan.
Because the proposed well pumps would have the potential to increase local noise levels if
located near a residence in excess of a normally acceptable residential land use environment as
established in the General Plan, the project would result in a potential significant operational
noise impact. Implementation the Mitigation Measures below would reduce potential impacts to
a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.D.8-2: Implement Measure 5.B.8-2.
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5.D.9 PUBLIC SERVICES
5.D.9.1 SETTING
Please refer to Section 3.9 for a discussion of public services and utilities serving the area.

5.D.9.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please refer to Section 4.A.9.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.D.9.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Demand during construction for public services such as water (for dust control), solid waste
disposal, and schools will not be large enough to cause significant impacts. (Solid waste
generated by the project would be sent to the Marina Landfill in Monterey County.)
Impact 5.D.9-1: Construction of pipelines associated with the Aquifer Storage and
Recovery (ASR) project could result in temporary, planned or accidental disruption to
utility services provided by underground lines. Significant. With mitigation identified in
this EIR the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
The pipeline alignment crosses Highway 1, the Union Pacific Railroad, Freedom Boulevard,
Harkins Slough Road, Green Valley Road, and existing field roads. Micro-tunneling and boreand-jack construction at these crossings would reduce, but not eliminate potential conflicts with
existing utility lines. Refer to the discussion following Impact 4.A.9-1 for further information.
Measure 5.D.9-1: A detailed study identifying utilities along the proposed alignment shall
be done during the pre-design stages of the project.
The following mitigations are required for segments identified in final design as having
potential conflict with significant utilities.
a.

Utility excavation and encroachment permits would be required from the appropriate
agencies, including the Public Works Departments of Santa Cruz County, and the
City of Watsonville. These permits include measures to minimize utility disruption.
PVWMA and its contractors shall comply with permit conditions. Permit
requirements shall be included in construction contract specifications.

b.

Utility locations would be verified through field survey (potholing) and use of an
underground locating service.

c.

A detailed engineering and construction plan shall be prepared as part of the design
plans and specifications. This plan shall include procedures for the excavation,
support, and fill of areas around utility cables and pipes. All affected utility services
would be notified of PVWMA’s construction plans and schedule. Arrangements
would be made with these entities regarding protection, relocation, or temporary
disconnection of services.
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d.

In areas where the pipeline would parallel wastewater mains, engineering and
construction plans shall include trench wall support measures to guard against trench
wall failure, and possible resulting loss of structural support for the wastewater main.

e.

Residents and businesses in the project area shall be notified in writing by the
contractor of planned utility service disruption two to four days in advance, in
conformance with County and State standards.
_________________________

Impact 5.D.9-2: Pipeline construction could temporarily impede vehicle access to
emergency services, as well as to collection and delivery services. This impact could affect
Counties’ Sheriff’s Departments, fire departments, emergency services (e.g., ambulance
companies), delivery and collection services. Significant. With mitigation identified in this
EIR the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Pipeline construction could temporarily impede vehicle access to police, fire or emergency
services although major road crossings would be maintained by using non-open trench
construction techniques. Vehicle access to an individual residence or business would normally
be impeded for one to two days, maximum. PVWMA would employ construction methods
described in the assessment of traffic impacts (see Section 5.A.6) that would reduce this impact
to a less-than-significant level.
Measure 5.D.9-2a: Construction trenches shall be covered by steel trench plates to allow
access to driveways.
Measure 5.D.9-2b: To minimize disruption of emergency vehicle access, contractors shall
work with affected jurisdictions (Santa Cruz County or City of Watsonville) to identify
detours during construction.
Measure 5.D.9-2c: Police, fire, and emergency services shall be notified of the timing,
location, and duration of construction activities and the locations of detours and lane closures.
_________________________
Impact 5.D.9-3: Pump operations for injection/extraction wells at the Watsonville Slough
would increase demand for electric services. Significant. With mitigation identified in this
EIR the impact would be reduced to a less-than-significant level.
Operation of the pump station at the Watsonville Slough Diversion facility and operation of the
injection/extraction wells could require the extension of new or expansion of existing electricity
lines to serve the proposed project. The specific electricity requirements would be reviewed by
PG&E after PVWMA submits a formal application for service.
Measure 5.D.9-3: The design of all pump facilities with a potential to exceed the capacity
of existing PG&E systems will be coordinated with PG&E to ensure adequate capacity is
available.
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5.D.10 VISUAL/AESTHETIC AND RECREATIONAL RESOURCES
5.D.10.1 SETTING
The Aquifer, Storage and Recovery (ASR) project area, which extends from Harkins Slough
around the Watsonville Airport to College Lake, exhibits a primarily rural visual character. The
site of the proposed facilities at Harkins and Watsonville Sloughs occurs on open agricultural
lands with native vegetation visible along the sloughs. The existing Harkins Slough filtration
facility is a visible industrial feature in the surrounding rural landscape. Views of this site are
available from San Andreas Road, a County-designated scenic road, and to a lesser extent from
Beach Road (also a County-designated scenic road).
The ASR Pipeline alignment extends from the Harkins Slough site across Harkins Slough Road,
open agricultural lands and rolling terrain to Highway 1, a designated scenic road. Between
Highway 1 and Freedom Boulevard, the pipeline alignment extends through the open lands along
the western edge of the Watsonville Airport and suburban residential development along Buena
Vista Drive. From Freedom Boulevard to College Lake, the alignment crosses Corralitos Creek
and extends through open agricultural lands. Views of the ASR Pipeline alignment and siting
area for injection/extraction wells extending 100 to 200 feet on either side of the pipeline
alignment) are available from several designated scenic roads, including Harkins Slough Road,
Highway 1, Airport Boulevard, and Holohan Road. Since the proposed alignment is within, or
adjacent to these road rights-of-way, pipeline construction would be clearly visible to motorists
travelling along these roads.

Consistency with Applicable Plans and Policies
Development of the ASR facilities generally would be consistent with the applicable policies of
the Santa Cruz County General Plan/LCP and City of Watsonville General Plan presented in
Section 3.10 of this Report. The proposed facilities at Watsonville and Harkins Sloughs would
be visually compatible with existing facilities at Harkins Slough and would not substantially alter
views from San Andreas Road. The proposed pipeline would be located underground and would
not be visible following installation. During construction, excavated trenches and stockpiled
soils, pipe, and other materials within the construction easement would constitute negative
aesthetic elements in the visual landscape that would directly affect, or be visible from,
designated scenic routes, including Highway 1, Harkins Slough Road, Airport Boulevard, and
Holohan Road. However, these effects would be temporary during project construction. Since
this component would not result in any long-term impacts on views or the visual landscape, it
would not be inconsistent with General Plan policies that encourage preservation of scenic rural
qualities and protection of views from designated scenic routes.
Construction of up to 30 injection/extraction wells could potentially affect views in scenic areas
within the siting area for the wells. During construction, excavation soils, pipe, and other
materials would introduce negative aesthetic features to the well siting area.
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5.D.10.2 SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA
Please see Section 4.A.10.2 for a discussion of significance criteria.

5.D.10.3 IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Impact 5.D.10-1: Construction of the ASR facilities would disturb roadways and remove
crops and vegetation, which would temporarily alter the visual landscape. Significant.
With mitigation identified in this EIR, the impact would be reduced to a less-thansignificant level.
Construction of the proposed facilities at Harkins and Watsonville Sloughs would alter the visual
character of the area and affect views from San Andreas Road. These facilities would be visually
compatible with the existing Harkins Slough filtration facilities, but they would increase the
visual prominence of industrial facilities in views from San Andreas Road, a designated scenic
route. Implementation of Mitigation Measures 4.A.10-1a and 4.A.10-1b, above, would reduce
this impact to a less-than-significant level.
Construction of the ASR Pipeline would temporarily disturb roadways and remove native
vegetation and crops along the alignment. Cropping would continue on agricultural lands within
the alignment following installation of the pipeline. For this reason, the construction disturbance
is considered to be a less-than-significant impact. During construction, excavated trenches and
stockpiled soils, pipe, and other materials within the construction easement would constitute
negative aesthetic features to the pipeline alignment. This would be a temporary adverse impact.
Following construction, the proposed pipeline would be located entirely below grade and would
be unobtrusive. Implementation of Measure 4.A.10-1a, which would require that the PVWMA
revegetate disturbed natural areas, and Measure 4.A.10-1c, which would require contractors to
restore disturbed areas to pre-construction conditions. No long-term visual impacts would result
from development of the pipeline.
Approximately 30 injection/extraction wells would be constructed within the siting area for the
wells (within 100 to 200 feet of the ASR Pipeline alignment). Each well facility would have a
footprint of approximately 2,000 square feet and would be connected to the ASR Pipeline by a
lateral. During construction, excavated wells and stockpiled soils, pipe, and other materials
would constitute negative aesthetic features. This would be a temporary adverse visual impact.
Measure 5.D.10-1: Implement Measure 4.A.10-1a through 4.A.10-1c.
________________________
Impact 5.D.10-2: Development of the ASR component would introduce new sources of
light onto the project site and increase ambient light in the project area. Less than
Significant. Implementation of recommended mitigation measures identified in this EIR,
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while not required, would assist in ensuring that the impact would remain at a less-thansignificant level.
While no exterior lighting is currently proposed as part of the ASR component, exterior security
lighting (if implemented) at the new pump station and diversion structure (at Watsonville
Slough), and well facilities could introduce light and create nighttime impacts. The new
facilities would be located in the vicinity of existing residences. While exterior lighting could be
visible from these residences, it would not be expected to substantially increase ambient light in
the project area.
The proposed pipeline would be underground and would not introduce new sources of light or
glare.
Mitigation Measure 5.D.10-2 (Recommended): Implement Measure 4.A.10-2.
________________________

Impact 5.D.10-3: Development of the Aquifer Storage and Recovery pipeline would
temporarily disrupt recreational uses along designated recreational bicycle trails in Santa
Cruz County and the City of Watsonville. Less than Significant.
Construction of the pipeline would disrupt bicycle traffic along Airport Boulevard, Buena Vista
Drive, Freedom Boulevard and Green Valley Road, all of which are included in the Santa Cruz
County and/or Watsonville bikeway systems. Construction activities and related truck traffic
could damage these bikeways, and segments of the bikeways with active construction areas
would be temporarily closed during trench excavation and pipeline installation, creating minor
inconvenience to bicyclists. This impact would be temporary during project construction.
Implementation of Measures 4.A.6-2, 4.A.6-3a and 4.A.6-3b would ensure that damaged roads
would be repaired to pre-construction conditions, and that detours would be provided for
bicyclists and motorists during the construction period. Therefore, this impact would be less
than significant.
Mitigation: None required.
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